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INTRODUCTION

3.

vi

Research Stimulated

The overall purpose of the Culture of Schools Program

was to serve as a spearhead for research development in the

social dynamics and cultural patterns which constitute mass

education.

This fundamental purpose has been achieved. A wide range

of proposals was submitted to the Bureau of Research of the

Office of Education via the Culture of Schools Program, and a

substantial percentage of these, carefully preselected and

presented, was contracted, totalling approximately half a mil-

liOn dollars for both domestic and cross-cultUral research.

The range is indicated in the list of abstracts below. With

regard to these proposals, special.note should be made that .

an effort was undertaken to build further on the work of

sophisticated investigators by shaping proposals to more ex-

plicitly.educatibnal ends. At the same time, several younger

people of promise were funded. Moreover, pioneer efforts

(such as those in the field of socio-linguistics) were stimu-

lated by the Program.

Three research seminars also were organized in order to

stimulate concern at universities with the problems of educa-

tion in their broadest definition, while focusing inter-

disciplinary resources on these problems and, if possible, to
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form associations with local educational officers.

The abstracts of the proposals follow:

Title of Project: Seminar on the Sociology of the Classroom

Director:. Raymond Lt Gold

Contracting Agency: University of Montana Foundation

Duration of ActiVity: April 1, 1967 - March 31, 1968

The seminar .aims to review what is known about the class-

room, observe systematically a wide range of classrooms, and

in the end suggest a program of research projects on educa-

tionally and behaviorally significant aspects of the claiJs-

room. The seminar will meet on the University' of Montana

campus during the summer of 1967. It will be staffed primarily

by a sociologist of the University of Montana. Its partici-

pants will include school administrators, school board members,

classroom teachers, and doctoral candidates in education And

in the behavioral sciences. It will discuss its review of the

literature on the classroom, initiate' a series of exploratory

studies of the classroom, discuss these studies, and.prepare

proposals for a comprehensive program of behavioralresearch

on the classroom. Out of all this will come proposals for

more intensive research projects, Which will yield useful

theory on social interaction in the classroom, and a systemati-.

cally developed body of knowledge on personal, educational,

and social consequences of this interaction.
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Project Number: 6-8725

Title: A Study in Organizational Interaction Between an

Evening College and its Parent Institution,

Contractor: New School of Social Research

New Yor1, New York

Principal Investigator: Myrtle S. Jacobson
Instructor in Anthropology and
.. Staff Executive
School of General Studies
Brooklyn College
Brookly4, New York.

Duration of Activity: November 1, 1966 to October 31, 1967
.
'

Purpose of The principal objective of this study is

to examine how an educational sub-institution functions within

the regulatory orbit of a parent institution. Of special.

interest is the manner in which the relationship of dependency

upon the parent institution vis-a-vis strivings for autonomy

is both functional and dysfunctional to the achievement of its

stated goals.

Contribution to Education. In their essential characteristics

student body and instructional staff - evening colleges are

distinguishable from their day-time counterparts. The evening

college is also a suborganization within the larger college

structure, subject to the.latterts control, yet differing in

the goals It has developed to suit the character of its

students and instructors. This project would be the first to

provide some insights into the types of stresses existing be-

tween the evening college and its. parent institution, and to



examine the modifications in structure and functions that

emerge from them.

ix

Methodology. The project will be a case study of the School

of General -Studies of Brooklyn College, which has a student

enrollment over 10,000 and an instructional staff over 600.

.Sources of data will include College records as well as formal

and informal interviews with.administration, faculty and staff.

Project .Number; 6-2846 .

Title: Comparative Analysis of the World View and Life

. Histories of Urban Negro and Puerto Rican School

Children

Principal Investigator: ()Scar Lewis

Institution: University of.Illinois

Urbana, Illinois 61801

Duration of Activ.ity:. July 1, 1967 .to June 30, 1970

This project represents one stage in long term research

plans to develop, the field of urban anthropology and family

studies. A study of Negro school children from low- income.

families will be compared with the results of an on-going study'

on Puerto Rican children to: 1) develop comparative litera-

ture on anthropological family studies; 2) devise.more adequate

field methods; 3) study the problems of adjustment and the

'changes in the family life of migrants to New York.

The methods to be used in the study area combinaticn of

the traditional techniques used in sociology, anthropology,



and psychology, and include questionnaires, interviews, parti- .

cipant-observation, biographies, a limited number of intensive

whole family.case studies, and the application of selected

. psychological tests.

The general objective will be to get children's views of

the larger society, the slum community, the school, and the

family. ThiS comparative analysis of Ameridan Negro low in-
.

come families with low income puerto Rican families will pro-
,

vide very crucial data about subcultural differenceS and the

'relationship between education, the process, of socialization,

and .family baCkgrounds.

Pioject Number: 6-8783

Title: Research Seminar

Principal Investigator:.

in Higher Education and Society

Willis E. Sibley
.Associate Professor of Anthropology
.Department of Anthropology
Washington State University

Contracting Agency: Washington State University

Pullman, Washington 99163

Duration of. Activity: June 16, 1966 to March 31, 1967

This abstract summarizes a request for support of a

Seminar in High6r Education and Society, to be held at Washing-

ton State University during the Fall SeMester, 1966-67. The

proposal is submitted in coordination with the Culture of

Schools Project, Dr. Stanley Diamond, Director, New School for

. Social Research, New York City.-
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The purpose of the seminar is to explore the state of

knowledge about American institutions of higher education as

systems or organizations in their total social and cultutal

settings; to establish at least preliminary outlines of the

settings in which institutions of higher education function

and in which their internal dynamics and responses to outside

'pressures might be subjected profitably to careful field ex-

. amination and study; and to generate specific field research

proposals designed to augment our understanding of selected
. '

.

colleges .and'Univeriities as they might be understood in their

social-cultural positions. Initial attention in research pro-

posals would very likely be focussed on selected institutions

in the Pacific Northwest.

The seminar will be held as an:offering of the Department

of Anthropology, with membership open to advanced graduate

students-particularly. in the fields- of anthropology, sociology

and education, as well as interested faculty. During.the

seminar, relevant literature now available will be reviewed

and discussed. Several visiting lecturers with special knowl-

edge of the problem would be invited to participate in the

seminar for brief periods to supply their unpublished insights

into the problems under examination. Papers presented in the

seminar will focus-on the design of research projects which

would fill vast gaps in the empirical data currently available

for the analysis of institutions of higher education in their

total social-cultural settings, utilizing largely anthropo-
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logical; and sociological techniques of analysis. ..Prior to the

opening of the Seminarl;a research assistant will be, employed

to search out, acquire and catalog relevant literature for the-

tise-of seminar participants. Limited travel by the principal

investigator to visit persons and offices working in the Western

United States on similar problems is planned prior to the com-

mencement of the seminar.

The proposed seminar is seen as a. first step in.a. larger

programof research designed to examine selected colleges and.

universities in a manner so far scarcely touched by competently

trained social scientists, particularly in the fields of

anthropology and sociology. Numerous studies exist of special

aspects of higher education, such as teaching techniques,

administrative organization, student backgrounds, value change

in college students, and so on. However, with the exception

of brief publiShed reports such' as those of Jencks and Riesman

in Sanford's The American College (1962), little scientific

attention has been devoted to the study of the institutions

viewed holistically as a dynamic social-cultural system, oper-

ating within and among other major institutional segments of

American Culture and society. The long range goal of the re-

search effort is to further the understanding of :the cultural

and social context of American higher education, by providing

additional empirical data concerning the varietY.and also uni-

formity with which American colleges seek to achieve their

goals.



.Piopcidal NuMber: 6-2771.

Title: The .Natural History of the Education of the.Deprived'

Negro Child in School, Family, and Peer Cultures

Principal Tnvestigator:..Juleslienry

Institution: Washington University

St. Louis, Missouri 63130

'AXiration of ActiVity: 36 months

2mallsLsILEn52129I. This project will, study the learning ex-

periences of selected children in home,.school-and peer,cul- .

.

tyre's over a three-year period, starting in kindergarten and

going through first.grade.

Expected Contribution to Education. This project could pro-

vide: 1) suggestions as to why some fail and others succeed

. though they come from the same population; 2) a method for

evaluating the Influences on .the edubational'fate of slum

children, of home,-'schoOl and peer cultures; and 3) suggestions

about Where.the educational problems of ghetto children lie:

.Methodology. The natural history will be developed from

direct observation of young ghetto children in their natural.

habitat (home, peer and school milieus). Observation will be

supplemented by formal and informal interviewing..

4rOject Number: 6-8941-2-12-1

Title: Cultures in Conflict: Home and School as Seen Through

the Eyes of Lower Class Students
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Principal Investigator: Deborah .I. Offenbacher

Institution: New School of Social Research

New York, New York

Duration of Activity:. 1.year

OE Project Officer: Ronald G. Corwin

Purpose: Much attention has been given recently to discrepan-

cies between the sub-culture ofilow income groups and the pre-

dominantly
.

middle class oriented sub-culture of public elemeht-

ary And high schools.:This study.will explore:*.a) how and

to, what extent children and youth from.low income families

perceive and react to such a conflict of sub-cultures; and b)

what features of the home and school environment respecti4ely

aggravate or mitigate such conflicts.

Contribution to Education: This study will make it possible

to formulate working bypotheies,regarding specific problems

encountered by lower-class students in the public schools and

indicate the'ways in which students attempt to cope with'thede

problems.

Methodology: One hundred taped interviews will be conducted

with a sample of students from low-income families who are

-attending public elementary and high schools in New York City

or who have dropped out of these schools during the past

academic year. Focuses'of the study will be: a) possible

conflicts of role models; b) possible conflicts in norms and
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a.lues1 c) possible incompatibility of cognitive styles; and

d) possible conflicts in expectations regarding the future

career of the respondent.

Project Number: 7-8205

Title: Some .Aspects of Socialization Through Formal Schooling

Relating Primarily to Civic and Moral Education

-Principal Investigator: Thomas F. Green

Institution: Syracuse University

Syracuse,-yu'New York 13210

:.DUration: 18 monthS

OE Project Officer: Ronald G. Corwin .

Purpose of Project: This project will establish a working

. seminar to produce a series of intensive theoretical studies

of the socialization process as it is conducted through formal.

schooling and as that process relates to moral and civic edu-

cation in a technical society.

EXasItljgmLrautymtalfmatila: The technological advance-

ment of American society has caused schooling to become an in-

creasingly necessary prerequisite for positions in adult

society. As a result, the schools have been transformed into

the priMaryagency.for-certifying, sorting, and s6leCting people"

.1.7or. positions. Teaching has become focused on an end product

and the student has learned to manipulate the system in order.

8 to get the right outcome. This seminar will attempt to make
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-
intelligible the relationship between technical competence and

.

moral education.

Methodology: The questions raised in the proposal require the

schOfrly abilities of people in sociology, anthropolOgy,

philosophy of education, history and psychiatry, each commis-

sloped to work on carefully.delimitedaspects of the problem

precisely:identified.with the assistance of an advisory panel

and coordinated through periodic conferences and seminars

among the participants..

Project Number: 6-2693

Title: Education for SenSe of Vocation Initiative,' Coopera-

tion and Management in Denmark, Yugoslavia, and Israel

(change requested to Egypt)

Principal Investigator: Lambros Coinitas

Contracting 'Agency: TeaChers College
Co lumbia University
NeW York, New York

Duration of. Activity: 12 months

OE Project Officer: Ronald G. Corwin

Purpose of Project: This project will investigate means of

educating adolescents and young adults, whether in formal

schools or in other institutions and environments, to have a

sense of engagement, initiative, active citizenship, and voca-

'tion in the difficult conditions of modern technology and the

increasingly centralized organization of society.
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'..Expected.ContributIon to Education: This *endeavor, could show

paths of education, adaptable to our own conditions, that will

be alternative to. our present almost universal formal school-

ing,and better suited to many adolescents andyoung adults

for whoth formal schooling is discouraging.

llethodology: The investigator will start with the ministries

-- of Labor,.. Culture, and Education and follow leads to relevant

institutions and enterprises, and observe dnd inquire. 'He 'will
.

Jake ute'cif intervIews,.case histories, and quesIionnaires.

Project Number: OEC 1-7-06878 -0288

Title: Cross-Cultural Differences in the Role of Language

Contracting Agency: University of Pennsylvania

Principal Investigator: Dell H. Hynes

DUration of.Activity: September 5, 1966 through June 30, 1967

.Cultures and groups differ significantly in the role

assigned to language in the processes of education; Ethno-

graphic repOrts indicate differences with regard to beliefs,

values, and practices, as these impinge upon the acquisition

of language by the child and the transmission of knowledge by

means of language. In effect, language is part of the communi-

cative economy of a culture and subject 'to cross-cultural dif-

ferences in patterning, just as any other modality, or resource;
.

and a child acquires.not only language, but also a sociolin-

guistic system which includes a set of attitudes and habits
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with regard to its value and utilization.

There is no systematic understanding of the ways in which

cultures differ in these respects: .A careful- investigation of'

ethnographic data from selected cultural areas should make

possible a preliminary taxonomy of the variety of sociolin-

guistic systems which impinge upon education, and of their

'crucial dimensions. Such a taxonomy shOuldhelp place the

.cultural diversity Within a country such as the United States

in Comparative perspective; hopefully, it may be possible to

.

idnpoiht problems and variables that would not be highlighted

except by a comparative perspeCtive.

Pioject Number: 7-1080

Title: A Trans-National Study of Formal Education. Its

Relationship to the Social System and its Consequences

',Principal Investigator:* Yehudi A. Cohen

Contracting Agency: Rutgers, The State University

Duration of Activity: Phase I: July 1, 1967 through August.
31, 1969

Phase II: September 1, 1969 through
August 31,.1971

(to be applied for at a later date)

The purpose of this research is to conduct original. field

investigations in two modern nations (United States and Israel)

of educational systems and their relationships to the integrat-

ing forces of both societies. The overall aim of the research

is to view the cultures of both these nations-asseif-perpetuat-
,

ing systems, seeking to learn how much of, their Cultures can

/
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be. described and understood in terms of their respective edu-

cational systems. This is in contrast to traditional approaches

which tend to see educational systems as but one part*of the .

.culture.

The procedural part of the research is organized as fol-

lows: The first year-of field work will be devoted to a study

of two communities in Israel, with special attention to the

content' of education and patterns of self-selectivity for dif'-.

ferent educational sub-systems. The methodology in this
"e

aspect of the study will be based primarily on traditional

anthropological methods for the study of small communities.

At the same time, attempts will be made to learn about the

forces of integration in the society as -.a whole. A theoreti-

cal framework, focusing on the relationships among boundary -

syterns, will provide the basis for .inquiry into the national.

culture.. .The.second year of field work will be devoted to

large-scale representative sampling and questionnaireS in both

societies to probe the psychosocial consequences of different

degrees of eduCational experience, measured in numbers. of

years of formal education.

In order to learn how educational systems are tied to

the::.: total social Organizations, especially in American

society, inquiries are needed in i.comparative perspective in

order to understand how they are related to social, systems in

a variety of modern nations. Comparability as well as varia-

bility are needed in such research. Before we can understand'
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the relationships of educational institutions to their total

social organizations., it is necessary to learn how they are

integrated into individual social systems. Comparative work

abroad is needed in order to be able to separate variables and

to keep the analysis of any one society from becoming totally

circular.

Project Number: 6-2727

Title: High School Principal Study Seminar

Principal.'. nyestigator: Arthur' J. Vidich.

Contracting Agency: New School for Social Research
New York, New York

Duration of Activity: 1 year

Putpose: _This project. will study high school principals in

terms of their conceptions of their work, their plans for

their.institutims, the problems they as.principaIs and

the issues which they, their staffs and their school boards*

see as central for the high school in contemporary society. .

Contribution to Education: This project will aid in the loca-

tion of contradictions, tensions, blockages and misconceptions

that stand in the way of adequate responses to the emergent

problems of secondary education.

Methodology: Seminar meetings will be held throughout the

year with participants representing a wide range of types and

sizes of high schools in the New York metropolitan area.
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Principals,. assistant principals, members of school boards,

administrative and technical staffs and sociologists who have

studied high schools will be invited to participate .in

selected seminars devoted to an examination of special topics.

Seminar speakers will be selected for their known view. A

number of interviews will also be conducted, primarily during

the summer, with persons and in problem areas which cannot to

.encompassed by the 'seminar. mdthod.

- .

ProjeCt NuMbei: .7-8136

Title: The Secondary School System in the Netherlands; Some

Social Consequences.of Streaming

Piincipal Investigator:

Duration of Activity:

Joseph L. Lennards
Ph.D. Candidate
Princeton University

September 1, 1966 through August 31, 1967

.

In OUr-technologically complex society the school has

become the 'Major ifistrUmentfor the discovery, training and

allocation of talent. The consequences of the reliance on the

school as the major selective mechanism have not been fully

explored. Heretofore, the attention of sociologists has

. focused primarily on the extent to which class affects access

to educational opportunities and educational performance. Less

emphasis has been paid to the fict.that.the.nature of the

selection process has, in its turn, Consequences- for the

stratification system. If the level of education attained
So



becomes the: prime determinant of one's position in .the occupa-

tional and, hence, the social hierarchy, then we may expect

the school to develop special mechanisms for inculcating in

the students the legitimacy.of having education serve as the

baSis of the stratification system.

In Europe, this stratification aspect of education is

particularly conspicuous because selection for the different

types of.sdcondary schools. id made at an early age, is rather

definitive and results in a segregation of the future highs
e I A

from the future lows by allocating them to schools of differ-

ent prestige. This situation provides a special opportunity

to test whether the function of the school as the arbiter of

social stratification and social mobility is perceived and

accepted by the pupils of the different types of school and

to study the extent to which norms of social superiority and

inferiority are inculcated, strains are produced and tension-

reducing mechanisms, like a youth culture, arise .to cope with

the consequences of such a rigid selection system.

The Netherlands has maintained its traditional system of

early selection and streaming in a practically unchanged man-

ner. Therefore, it provides an excellent laboratory for an

exploratory study of the attitudes and aspirations of students

in the .different types*of school. . In carrying out the research

a sample of a number of schools at each level will be drawn

and questionnaires will be addinistered to all the boy students

in the fourth grade'(14-15 years) and their teachers.' In the



analysis, special attention will be given...to those students,

who appear likely to experience a discrepancy between social

class background sand their future social class, as indicated

by their type ofTurrent schooling.

We expect the results of this study to contribute to the

understanding of:

1. those mechanisms, operating in the school system,
t $

which tend to accentuate and mitigate social class

.cleavages among students;

the situations under which particular types of youth
,

culture develop;

3. the type of problems faced by downward mobile and

upward mobile students.
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The Need for Research

xxiv

This research development activity was undertaken because

s
universal education, although much studied, is little under-

stood. Although American society has been the world's major

'laboratory for that tremendmid experiment in, and only basis

for, democracy, called "mass education," there have been no

comprehensive studies of the school as a cultural phenomenon.

The pre.sent crisis ih th4 means, resultS, and eraluation of

the educational process, along with the fact that increasing

proportions of federal, state, and local budgets are being

channelled into educational projects, compound the need to in-

vestigate the school, the ,:antral institution in our society,

in the most sophisticated, intensive and candid manner. The

full force -of the behavioral sciences should be brought to bear

on the problems involved, rather than confining inquiries to

the more sectarian and instrumental approaches of educational

specialists as such. For the schools and schooling are modes

of socio-cultural behavior.. If we are to guide this behavior

with maximum intelligence, we must understand it as fully as

possible relevant to its own dynamics and the dynamics of

society at large. The schools are the.major transmitters of

Culture among social groups in space and time. So stated, this

seems a commonplace, but the implications have hardly been under-

stood much less exploiied scientifically. The school is the
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major means of socialization and enculturation in contemporary

urban society. That is to say, it sets cultural gpals, conveys

cultural values, and also serves as the most comprehensive

milieu through which the individual matures.

Ours is not a traditional society; the area of familial

authority is diminishing. Informal modes of learning outside

of the educational establishment are becoming less effective;

correlatively, the need for prolonged schooling increases with

the complexity. of the social tasks and responsibilities faced

by the citizenry. In a real sense, schooling and socializa-

tion seer to be becoming synonymous. This is a reversal of

the situation in traditional societies. In such primitive,

peasant -based or rural cultures, formal educational establish-

ments play, at best,' a minor role in the learning process.

Education is an undifferentiated funCtion of society; skills

and values are learned within a shifting.network.of.personal
.

:associations-. But in contemporary urban society the converse

is true, i.e., the general process of socialization is in-

creasingly a function of the educational establishment. The

average American child, for example, may enter the first grade

when he is six years old, following a year of kindergarten,

preceded, perhaps, by attendance at a part- -time nursery.

Ordinarily, he will remain a student throughout high school

and graduate .at about the age of eighteen. He ,is destined to

spend twelve years, through childhood, puberty, and adoles-

cence, learning the minimal skills necessary to 'function in
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an advanced, industrial culture. He will also develop means

of relating to his peers, and to those culturally symbolic

persons, his teachers. For at least five hours a day, ten

months a year, he will literally go to school. For an addi-

tional hour or two on these days, he will be engaged in school

related activities. Furthermore, much of his residual time

will be spent with his peers, who are most likely to be his

schoolmates. The world of the school has the primary and most

legitimate claim on his time and energy.

The school also represents an authority system supported

by the state, which may be empowered to supersede the will of

his parents on critical issues. -Although a typical American

student is fated to learn many of his attitudes from his

parents, he will acquire few specific skills from them. In-

deed, in so rapidly changing a society as ours, he may gener-

ally .come to regard his parents experiencg.as.obsolete. . It .

.
cannot be overstated that in our specialized and technical

culture, a boy learns little of practical value from his

father and even a girl will probably learn how to cook in a

domestic science class rather than at home. The automation

and/or attenuation of domestic arts, and of artisanship gener-

ally, has contributed to the decline of the intra-familial

possibilities of learning. Parental functions in*the area of

value indoctrination and role training are being shifted to

the schools. Correlatively, the teacher emerges in our

society as a parental figurec
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In our socially and spatially mobile society, the school

provides the-major continuity in the child's developing efforts

at social orientation.' Family relationships may be 'discontin-

uous, residences may be shifted, but the child is able theo-

ietically to place himself in society in terms of his roles

and statuses in the educational structure. Moreover, school-

ing is the major stimulus in the child's discovery of self;

his capacities are tested and developed. In a society alive

with so many possibilities and complicated by the need for so

many personal decisions of social consequence, the School is

the major beacon.

' The school is also a means of upward mobility; and it

serves to bridge differences-in national origin, religion,

race and class. It is, in short, democracy's great equalizer.

In a population not far removed from immigrant backgrounds,

the school is the route to a net.: national identity, classi-

cally in conflict with the person's family of origin. Put

another way, in a society irreverent towards old traditions,.

the school is a 'developing new tradition. The attenuation of

familial relationships, the shrinking of the family's scope

of activity and control, enlarges the affective potential of

the teaching function and the resultant emotional patterns

demand the closest scrutiny. The dominating part played by

the schools in the instrumental-affective-cqgnitive growth of

the person relative to the dimunition of appropriate stimuli

from other social agencies is an historically unprecedented
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thrust upon the school as an institution and schooling as a

process, require our most painstaking and imaginative attention.

It follows that we are obliged to investigate the school

as a fully fun, tioning social system. Thus far there have

been no such studies. One can only ascribe this deficiency to

the dimensions of the undertaking. Although the public schools

have been taken for granted in our society for at least a cen-

tury, the increasing centrality of their roles is a revolu-

"tionary development. But it is a quiet revolution, embracing

the very scholars who are most qualified to diagnose it. It

is, of course, notoriously difficult to objectify and deline-

ate the behavioral boundaries of phenomena with which one is

intimately associated. Furthermore, the combined sociological,

anthropological, psychological research and field techniques

necessary for the study of a modern social-institution with a

.local focus,. but national in scope; are only now reaching the

appropriate level of refinement. The school is a local com-

munity, but it is also a national institution. it is respon-

sible for the transmission, and to an increasing degree, the

creation of our cultural inheritance. Therefore, it is often

an arena for conflicting interest groups. A comprehensive

series of studies of .the school as a social system would re-

veal our society in cross-section. The political and economic

contexts in which schools function, the pressures to which

they are subject; cooperation, conflict and continuity between
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and related areas of inquiry, are indices to our society in
0

general.

The school is also an internal system, generating its own

culture. It has, for example, a certain physical structure

or layout, which may be termined the "plant" or "habitation" .

The architecture of the school is not only a sign of its func--

tions, but symbolizes our assumptions about the relationships

and character of those functions. The internal social system

of the school is complex. Administrators, teachers, teachers-

in-training, students, and custodial personnel inter-act in
.,

harmony and conflict. Each level of the system has its own

sub-culture, both overt and covert. Overtly, students dis-

charge a series of public, formal roles, bui covertly, the

student population cultivates in-group attitudes, further re-

fined by, division intqcliques. Cliques are In turn defined

by subtly varying standards of conduct. Although we have de-

veloped a sense of the Complexity of such internl systems

through studies of mental hospitals, and related institutions,

field research in the school should prove more enlightening

and generally applicable. The- distinctions between the status

and the colloquial personalities of the representatives of

each level of the system, the breach between the ideal func-

tions and actual achievements of the school, and the varying

perspectives on the schools and schooling expressed by its

citizenry should lead us to question many of our assumptions,
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..while providing. concrete information on hitherto unexplored

areas. J

But the school is more than an ensemble of roles and

-statuses, real and assumed fuactions, and formal and informfl

behaviors. In any given school, there is likely to be a dis-

cernible and highly individual atmosphere. That is, the in-

ternal climate of the school as generated, perhaps,. by a few

seminal personalities and by standards-of. behavior and achieve-
.

.ment beyond legal requirements, determining its "reputation,
. .

may be a significant factor in the educational process, a

factor that is as hard to document as it is to ignore. Put

11

another way, schools as more or less standardized social sys-
.

tems may vary, nevertheless, in "cultural patterning," the

uniqueness -of a particular school being an index to the poten-

tial and flexibility of.the normative structure. Here the
.

critical acumen of the cultural anthropologists can help

illuminate the limits of our educational system, and the

. assumptioni on which it is based.

The school, then, is the agency for the transmission of

culture, a self contained yet universally linked social system;

and it is, also, molded, to a degree, by specific environ-
.

ments... Despite the schools' ideal function of taking the edge

off ethnic, class, and religious distinctions, sectarian in-

. fluences maintain their force in several areas. .Ghetto

schools, church affiliated and other private schools.require.

study so that we may understand the effects, positive or
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process.

The point's of crisis mentioned above are clear enough.

Schools are no longer effectively operating as major trans-

mittels and interpreters of the underlying social ideals of

American culture, this being particularly true in many urban

core areas. Indeed, the crisis in education is in significant

part the result, not only of the disparity between the real

and the-ideal in American culture, but also flows from a con-

fusion concerning the character of our social goals.' We men-.

tion only the certification purposes so heavily emphasized in

middle-class schools and the "tooling .up" or "fitting in" aims

of many institutions in depressed areas. Implied here is the

whole problem of the part played by the school in the dynamics

of social change. Characteristically, that is, throughout the

history of civilization,.schools have re4ected.the estab7,

lished order. But in a society such as ours, With .its pre-
.

sunned reliance on mass education on. the one hand, and its

notion of progressive change on the other, the function of the

school as a selective agent for democratic change demands re-

examination. It is hardly necessary to point out that the
(

student rebellions that have occurred throughout the country

on both political and cultural levels represent only a fiLc-

tion of the more widespread, if unfocased, feelings of dis-

affection. It is our view that the locale of this disaffec-

tion (that is to say, the schools themselves), and the anti-
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ment'are symptomatic of the problems of social Change symbol--

. ized. in the structure and function of schools.on all levels

in our society.

It also bears note that the active rebellion .against the

school environment (read general social environment), seems

-to. be largely of middle class origin, while the passive rebel-

. lion manifested in "dropping .out," refusal to learn, seems to

be largely a lower class or underprivileged manifestation.

.14aturally..these forms. of protest.tend also to overlap.

The general point is that the schools, being the most
.

ubiquitous and increasingly formative institutions in our

society, reflect with great precision the troubles that con-:

front us all.

Related critical functions Of schools include: the

school as an authority system supported (and to a certain ex-
.

tent, representing) the state; the school as an instrument

permitting upward mobility as well as a bridge between pe-oples

of different backgrounds; and the school as an internal system

.generating it own culture.

Th iilajor objectives of the Culture of Schools Program,

then, were conceived in terms' of.research development calcu-

lated
ti

to deepen 'oth the questi6nsi,and answers of .the sort

illustrated above. Five-major areas of, inquiry were conse-:

quently generated:
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1. To appraise the state of knowledge and the research

which has been done on mass education as a cultural

phenomenon

2. To generate concepts and theoretical frames of refer-

ence for developing specific research proposals

3. To block out areas of inquiry as guides for future

full scale research by competent, and concerned,

anthropologists, sociologists and other behavioral

scientists

To achieve the foregoing by cultivating a nucleus of

such research scholars through a series of seminars,

resulting in a final report setting forth in be-

havioral science concepts, the framework of prospec-

tive studies of the school as a cultural phenomenon

5. To conduct a survey of the domestic literature on the

.pertinent'prOblems of schools and schooling, supple-

mented by a survey of foreign literature.

2
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The Cross-Cultural Approach

Thus far we referred basically to research within various

cultural segments of our own society. As noted, however,

several projects stimulated by the Culture of Schools Program

are in cross-cultural context. One' reason for this is clear;

namely, that educational experimentation underway -in areas

such as Denmark or Israel could have a direct application in

our own society. .The other reason is somewhat more subtle.

Education research and demonstration in the so-called emerging

areas of non-Western culture can, on the one hand, illuminate

the character of the learning process without reference to

formal educational establishments and, on the other, can lead

to experimentation with new educational modes, utilizing cer-

. tain traditional contexts, which are hardly possible in the

more advanced, so to speak, institutionally committed Western

societies. Naturally', the potential concrete value of such

an undertaking, as outlined below, to the peoples concerned

should not be underestimated; nor should we ignore the possi-

bility of re-application in our own society.

An example of a hypothetical cross-;cultural research de-

velopment program of the latter type follows:

Hrpothetical.Cross-Cultural Research -Demonstration Proposal

This project is divided into theoretical and instrumental

(or demonstration) components; complementary teams located in
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the field (East Africa) and at the University center in the

United States, will be organized to engage in both pure and

applied research aspects.

: The proposed ten year undertaking will, on the theoreti-

cal level, examine the contrast between socialization and

technical education. The operational aspect will consist in

. . .

the effort to teach East Afri6an villagers (in situ) reading,

writing, and loWer to middle le'vel technical-skills in. the

native vernaculars or regional lingua franca. The significance

and relationship of these twin tasks will.be considered-in

greater detail below.

1. The Theoretical Approach

The first consideration is to explore. the nature of learn-

ing within the socialization process. Socialization is here

defined as a process by which the individual develops, through

a bio-culturally defined. life cycle, into a functioning member

of a given society. In all ...primitive and the majority of

peasant societies, socialization incorporates the learning of

requisite skills, enabling the individual to cope with the

social and natural environment, in the absence of formal edu-

-catiOnal institutions. In such native societies, socializa-

tion is accomplished within a broadly ramifying network of

personal (kinship) associations, Therefore, we shall follow

-'the emphasis in the anthropological and psychiatric literature

and use the terms socialization to refer to learning within

primary and/or face to face personal groups, such as nuclear
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families, extended families, family surrogates or scdalities

patterned after the image of kin units. The average primitive

person socialized within such a network learns a wide spectrum.

of skills; he may .be simultaneously hunter, fisherman, culti-

vator of the soil, manufacturer of tools and weapons, singer,

dancer, close observer of nature, musician; teller of tales

and participant in a variety of ceremonies. Moreover, he
.

matures along the "road of life and death" from one status to

another by means of rituals, which maintain his.identity while
. .

rshifting his oles. As an ordinary. human being, he is, then,

both celebrated and deeply educated. In the absence of spe-

cialized teachers or schools, and withOut being literate, .he

learns a more complex series of behaviorz and participates

more fully in his culture, relative-to its level of science

and technology, than is customarily the case in contemporary

civilization. Moreover, there are no.failures, in the sense

that no one "flunks out" of this primary learning structure.

Although each person performs better in certain skills as op-

posed to others in his total repertoire, and correlatively,

some people are superior to others in particular activities,

the over-all level of competence is high. This is a remark-

able circumstance, and one which has not been subject to

sophisticated "investigatim. That.is, we have not analyzed,

in detail, and with specific attention to the problem, the

actual learning process within the primitive life cycle. It
a

would seem, however, that a creative union of cognitive,



.affectivel and instrumental factors is maintained;.there is

relatively little splitting off or isolation of the conceptual

life from the emotional life, nor or either of these modes of

being. from the life of action. Lea.ming is by doing and doing

by learning within a concretely rewarding social-system, and

in a culture saturated with sacred meaning.

The second consideration is that the universal existence..

of school's and other specialized institutions of learning in

the technologically developed world render it relatively dif-
.

fieUlt to measure the effectiveness of these structures in the

transfer of relevant skills and behavioral patterns. However,

in anumber of surviving, but relatively less "developed"

.societies characterized by traditional, indigenous socio-

cultural systems; the transfer of knowledge, norms and skills

does net occur in our systematic, and particularistic fashion.

They are, rather, as indicated,'learned as 'an integrated

aspect of the socialization -system. Therefore, the profound

and rapid changes in such societies involves them in, and per-

haps necessitates, a revolutionary transformation from what

we designate "integral" learning to learning in a technical

and specialized matrix.

It follows that an examination of the learning process

in selected East African areas will proliide us with a rare

: opportunity to analyze and measure the effectiveness of the

traditional educational procedures. The selection of both

baseline and transitional villages will give us the opportunity.



to illuminate the relationship between institutional education

.

and traditional socialization .on a high level of abstraction,

but with concrete reference points.

The third consideration is that given the increasing

-specialization of the means of education (technical education),

in the United Statesland in similarly developed societies,

it is obvioui that basic studies of the relationship of

socialization, specialized education, and the ordinary psycho-
.

pathblogy of everyday life require continuous and ever-deepen-

ing'eramination on all disciplinary fronts. That is to say,

the division between the cognitive, affective and instrumental

factors in the growth and behavior of the person may be a pri-

mary source of contemporary psychopathology. The segregation

of these human functions from each other is; itself, a nine.-
e

tion of the shrinking circumference of direct personal ties

bOth within-and between ih.egenrations in our society. Cor-

relatively, as the.'area-of socialization diminishes, the area

devoted to increasingly specialized education of an impersonal

character increases. We may, therefore, be nurturing a funda-

mental paradox, namely, that inadequately socialized persons

are and will be drafted by modern society for increasing

narrow and technical training. This is not merely a split

between the so-called "two cultures," bUt represents a funda-

mental division at the very heart of our society-involving all

of us - parents and children, teachers and pupils, workers and

managers, scientists -and artists, engineers and housewives.



Given the near impossibility of controlled experiments

in a developed society on these matters, an opportunity to

undertake research in developing societies promises to illu-

minate these problems which are, at the moment, primarily

domestic in nature, but international in their immediate po-

tential.

In summary, then, this research proposal is directed

-towards long-range-evaluationand measurement of the relative

sig.Aficance of affective, cognitive and instrumental factors

'in the grokh of-the person in a modern learning context.

This, of course, implies radical shifts in the modern institu-

tional educational arrangement and it is the character of-

.

these potential alterations that are,to be thrown into cross-

cultural relief by investigating baseline and transitional

-native societies in East Africa.

2. Method and Application

The project requires the participation of a group of re-

search teams (each composed of three senior scholars with

supporting graduate assistants) operating in selected villages

in East Africa; they will: 1. explore the traditional.pat-

terns of learning and socialization; 2. experiment with

mobile learning units fitted out with appropriate devices and

materials to test various approaches.to the transfer of tech-
.

nical knowledge, halning with literacy. A major testing and

program develbpment team at University will backstopthese
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efforts. It should be re-emphasized that the many, subtly

graded levels of education and social development in the vari-

ous regions of East Africa make it possible to establish a

variety of controls necessary for determining accurately the

effect of different combinations of variables.

Although the project is conceived essentially to examine

the .actual and theoretical connection between socialization

and education at a rilfgh level of generalization,. with a view

.

toward seeking to reintegrate the learning process as an aspect

of ..socialization, it will genetate an Operational spinoff .

which is significant in itself. That is, the proposed project

.provides a unique opportunity effectively to inter-relate

5.

theoretical and instrumental research.

The project requires experimentation in design and appli-
.

cation of programmed or phased learning in literacy, progress-

ing to lower.: and middle level .technological skills in a village

environment. Rather than bringing the people'to newly intro-

cluced technological installations, including schools, with

their socially traumatic effects, our proposal is to bring the

educational technology to the people. Moreover, the local

language will be used either directly, or as the medium lan-

guage, insofar as that is possible. The possibility of main-

taining and broadening cultural diversity in the face of

1 .1miformizing" technological development, a possibility here

implied is, of course,a matte.: of the greatest importance.

The project plans to explore and test the limits of these
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cultural possibilities in strategically located East African

areas, with the cooperation of (indigenous) national and local

government agencies.

.rogrammed learning.techniques in the form of manuals

designed after considerable experimentation and pretesting at

University, or by its contractual agents, .are to be utilized

in specially designed mobile units which are to be deployed,

along with the research teams noted abovel.in a number 'of

selected villages.. It is important to note here.that the ten-

tative research design calls for the participation of specially

trained native teachers and that circumstance, along with the

development of materials in the vernacular will help maintain

'a significant connection between technical education and

socialization.. In short, the mobile units are designed as an

experiment to sustain (in baseline villages) and reunite (in

transitional villages), the cognitive, affective, and instru-

mental components in education at a relatively high level in-

-a non.-institutional context, to liguistically, socially and

culturally representative villages in East Africa. At the

same time, a significant nUmber of Africans will become real

and immediate beneficiaries of the .pilot undertaking.
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Abstract of Culture of Schools Continuation Proposal .

Submitted by the

American Anthropological Association

Title: Research Center in *Anthropology and Education

Principal Investigator: Charles Frarii, Executive Secretary

. Contractor:. American Anthropological Association

Duration of Activity: September 1, 1967 through.October 31, 1969

This proposal seeks to begin a number of crucial activi-

ties coincident with the creation of a Center for Anthropology

and Education. The Center will strive to stimulate and coor-

dinate research on problems related to schools, education, and

the transmission of knowledge, values, and skills. As a non-

profit professional organization, the Association will guide

the activities of the.Center through a Steering Committee and

the Executive Board. Working cooperatively with individuals,

institutions, and_ other organizations, the Center will encour-

age the implementation ora discipline-wide, nationally and

internationally oriented, program of research and research-

relafed activities.

Historically, Anthropology has focussed on non-Western

peoples, but as this had taut a limited logical basis the

amount of research done'on Euro-American societies during the

last 20 years has increased rapidly. Compared with some



Program was held in Washington, D.C., to expose the general

problems of mass education and their relevance to anthropology.

(j) The continuation aspects of the Culture of Schools

Program were transferred to the American Anthropological.

Association which, in turn, submitted a proposal now under

consideration by the Office of Education.

)

"Je
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Concluding Suggestions

It was concluded that the relative success of the Program
.

in stimulating research obviated the need for establishing yet

another center for educational research, more explicitly, a

center for research on the dynamics of mass education, cultur-

ally and c'ross-:cultdrally. That is to say, .the projects re-.

suiting from the prcigramis efforts were of sufficient scope

so that, In their collettivity; they representea the pilot

phase of such .a center. The extra administrative expenses,
A

the bureaucratic apparatus necessary to set up a single center

. of such dimensions seemed to us both extravagant and poten-'

tially constricting of the work it would be sanctioned to

undertake.

We therefore suggest that-no such single-focused center

be set up for substantive research, but that individual schol-

ars be stimulated in the future as they have been during the'

past year and a half.

Continuation of the Culture of Schools Program was con-

ceived as a research stimulation and liaison effort, that is

to say, the circulation-of information concerning research

already undertaken by anthropologists and scholars in allied

disciplines should be made available through a liaison office

which would organize seminars and meetings of Various kinds,

linking both theoretical and applied aspects of research in



education. At the same time, stimulation of further research

should be handld:by the 4ency involved.

As is evident above, we decided after a series of discus-

sions with representatives of the American Anthrogological

Association, that the Association itself should be the stimu-

lation and liaison instrument. It was felt that this would

help direct anthropologists with greater felicity to the pos-

sibilities and sources of research in education, while using

the:Association's resources to broadcast the need for Mich

" WOrk.'-..-

Another reason for encouraging the Association to under-

take contintation was to make such research attractive to the

.gkeat numbers of young anthropologists now being trained.

This can .only be done-if the permanence of research develop-

ment and demonstration needo, both culturally and cross-cul-

turally, are made obvious to. developing professionals. Re-

search in education by ,anthropologists and persons in allied

disciplines must not be allowed to dissipate itself as a

fashion. UnfortUnately, research in mental health has begun

to take on the aspect of being a mere fashion, in part because

. the basic relevance of such work to anthropology did not in-.

filtrate the profession at large'in any systematic way. This

is not a plea for the bureaucratization.of'research, but

rather for the opposite; namely, that educational research not

be absorbed by large, already established institutions to

which the behavioral; scientists from other disciplines become.
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.a mere appendage, but that the profession itself assume the

responsibility for helping its practitioners break new ground.

There is one final suggestion concerning research

approaches that we should like to re-emphasize, i.e., the p ;o-

liferation of research seminars, preferably in graduate de-

partments around the county, at universities which indicate

the appropriate seriousness and initiative. This is a rela-

tively inexpensive and comprehensive means of opening the

whole problem of education to behavioral scientists and their

students on a national basis. Twenty such seminars, costing,

let us say, $200,000 in toto per year, ($10,000 per seminar)

offers returns that no comparable sum focused on a single

subject could be expected to achieve. The ratio of such

seminars to our stimulated projectswas-one-quarter. In our

judgment, that percentage should, in future, be raised to at

least one -half of all contracts and/or grants awarded by the

Bureau of Education to anthropologists and those in allied

disciplines.
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Abstract of Culture of Schools Continuation Proposal

Submitted by the

American Anthropological 'Association

Title: Research Center in Anthropology and Education

Principal Investigator: Charles Fra& Executive Secretary

Contractor: American Anthropological Association

Duration' of Activity: September ls 1967 through October 31, 1969

This proposal seeks to begin a number of crucial activi-

ties coincident with the creation of a Center for Anthropology

and Education. The Center will strive to stimulate and coor-

dinate research on problems related to schools, education, and

the transmission of knowledge, values, and skills. As a non-

profit professional organization, the Association will guide

the activities of the Center through a Steering Committee and

the Executive Board. Working cooperatively with individuals,

institutions, and other organizations, the Center will encour-

age the implementation of a discipline-wide, nationally and

internationally oriented, program of research and research-

related activities.

Historically, Anthropology has focussed on non-Western

peoples, but as this had but a limited logical basis the

amount of research done on Etiro-AmeriCan societies during-the

last 20 years has increased rapidly. Compared with some



social sciences, Anthropology has embarked on relatively little

educational research, although a noticeable trend to do so has

become evident.

This proposal calls for the funding of selected activi-

ties during a 26-month period. Under the direction of a pro-

fessional anthropologist, a major conference will be held on

Anthropology and Education, with the proceedings to be pub-

lished. Efforts will be made through travel, correspondence,

attendance at meetings, and the organization of regional con-

fez'ences, to stimulate an increased amount of research. Re-

search opportunities will be discovered, developed, and dis-

seminated, as will other information by means of a newsletter,

.seminars, and conferences. Assistance will be given persons

in drafting-and submitting independent or cooperative research

proposals.- And liaison will be provided between anthropolo-

gisti and the Office of Education, regional educational labor-

atories, ERIC cleaanghOuses, and research and development

centers.

These activities will hasten the involvement of anthro-

pologists in the formative institution in this and other coup-

- tries. They will aid members of the profession to share with

others their comparative and cross-culturally based concepts

and knowledge. They will include the transmission to, and re-

ceipt from the Office of Education of findings and problems

worthy of investigation. For the wider understanding of the

, processes of cultural transmission, stability and change, and



the effects of value systems, administrative structures, and

biological and ecological factors upon the forms and functions

of education.

The Proposal

Education is the cultural process by which all societies

are able to continue, whether in traditional and relatively

unchanging ways, or with such rapid innovations that one is

breathless trying to ask fundamental questions about whether

all these efforts are sufficiently integrated, and whether

educational systems and policies are achieving whatever

goals have been postulated and procedures introduced.

In our society, schools stand out as the chief units or

institutions responsible for the transmission, conservation,

and extension of culture. Beginning many decades ago in the

USA, and now spreading and sought like wild-fire around the

world, the'extension of schooling to all social classes, and

to virtually all age groups and both sexes, has been an out-

standing feature of social and cultural development everywhere.

Unlike our ancestral communities, or those still found in much

of the peasant world, the importance of family groups is de-

creasing for the transmission of values, knowledge, and- skills,

and the exercise of authority over its members' time and moti-

vation has drastically declined. Formal educational systems

have in large measure replaced the critical importance of kin

groups. Yet, as social systems, schools and other educational-

learning groups have been little studied in comparison with



family and other kin groups. To understand the processes and

structures through which cultures are transmitted, an expan-

sion of research is needed; but this.must be done cross-cul-

turally: by comparing systems we have in this country - with

their goals, core values, and procedures -'with those in other

lands which may be quite dissimilar in character.

Where is the variety best studied? Internally, we are a

. country of mixed peoples with mixed cultures, and within our.

boundaries we have significant regional and social class sub-
, , . .

-cultures. *IdeAlso have numerous non-European societies in our

midst, especially American Indian groups who still maintain

their autonomy and distinctiveness despite a century or two of

.heavy pressures from the dOminant groups, and despite contin-

uing invasion or restructuring of their educational systems

by state and national educational agencies.

We come to the heart of anthropology when we are concerned

with different societies and sub-societies, and their cultures,

throughout the world. Anthropology is 'a loose and perhaps

overly comprehensive discipline, but of all the social and be-

havioral sciences, it has always'been committed to empirical

studies "in the field."--Ways of life furthermore are viewed

holistically--questions are asked about the interrelations

among institutions, about the degree of institutional strength,

integration and variation, and understanding is always sought

with a comparative context.

While many early anthropologists ignored European' and
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American ("Western") peoples, this has been greatly modified

during the past three deca-des. Although the bulk of anthro-

pological research has been in foreign nations, our .literature

has been enriched by such contributions as studies of "Street

Corner Society," Gang culture, midwestern communities like

PLAINVILLE and MIDDLETOWN, several volumes on YANKEE CITY in

.14assachusetts, studies of the-DEEP SOUTH and HOLLYWOOD, a

. SMALL TOWN --IN MASS SOCIETY, and of course numerous American

Indian communities .both on and. off reserved lands. (See
40 ---Appendix4

Educational research has generally been piecemeal, and

frequently withoUt the benefit of theoretical and methodologi-

cal insights which budding social sciences can provide. In

the USA, the early uses of proto-behavioral and social sciences

came basically through Educational Psychology, with later modi-

fication from various psychodynamic systems. In the last

couple decades, hmever,.a socio-cultural foundation to educa-

tion has become more widespread. Anthropology and Sociology

are increasingly being used in the study of educational sys-

tems; in the training of teachers, and in curricular reforms

generally.

Thus far, however, those educators who have borrowed from

the social and behavioral sciences have been given'little

reciprocity by the professional or disciplinary associations

in the social sciences. The reasons for this are curious, and

certainly complex. To some degree, therefore, this proposal
.
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hopes to assist in rectifying some of these shortcomings by

utilizing anthropological skills and knowledge in the pervasive

attempt to understand and to improve upon the educational pro-

cess; If successful, this will result in research useful not

only to the profession and to the educational establishment,

but also to the public in general, both at home and abroad.

In the last few years,especially at Stanford University
#

and in New'York city, anthropologists havebecome increasingly

involved in studying' education, schools, socialization, and

" .

enculturation.. A significant and growing portion Of the

pioneer work of such anthropologists as Margaret Mead and

Ralph Linton, the post-World War II perioCl'has seen outstand-

ing research on education undertaken by such persons as Gordon

MacGregor, Jain and Beatrice Whiting, Jules Henry,Allison

Davis, George and Louise Spindler, Oscar Lewis, and Yehudi

Cohen. Sev6ral conferences have been held, new course devel-

opment projects halip been implemented, and an increasing num-

ber of anthropologists have been directly integrated into

teaching training programs and institutions.

Quite outside the human arena, a fascinating range of

.
-behavioral studies among the higher primates has been launched

in the last decade, and thereby the i!Isights of physical

anthropologists, ethnologists, zoologisits, and experimental

psychologists are becoming available and stimulating new theo-

retical developments. Much of their value has derived from

the empirical field settings in which these. studies have been
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. .

topiCs as diet, sanitation, and tooth care; now,. with combined

bio-cultural viewpoints; .the present generation will receive

greater information on the "new problems" of understanding

a

human sexuality, the effects of drugs, the prevalence of gent

erational conflicts within families and schools, the symbolic

-meaning of clOthes, the question of territoriality and property

-ownership (especially-cars for many young Americans), the pat-

terning of ritualized play activities (including end-ofzyear

-.picnicsl'school class binges;" and drinking parties), and the

uses of phatic or emotive communication systems--to say noth-

ing of dialectical variation in diverse settings such as the

hOMel the classroom, and the latrine.

The partly-realized, but great, potential of the anthro-

pological study of educational systems lies mainly, therefore,

in its holistic and comiarative.approach--paying attention not

only to social class factors, ethnicity and religiosity, dif-

ferences between open and closed schools and so on, but also

in looking at whA culture-transmitting groups or associations

do elsewhere in the world. At the same time, anthropology re-

mains cognizant of man the animal, and seeks to understand

with the benefit of biologically based or derived facts and

theories.
.

Stanley Diamond, of the New School for Social Research,

his been a chief sparkplug in stimulating wide interest and

applications from anthropologists for the study of the "culture
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of.'schools." Several anthropologists and sociologists have

initiated research, conferences have been held, a bibliography

has been compiled, and a book and conference proceedings have

-been published. Diamonds desire to.turn the research in .1

"Africa is drawing him away from this program, yet the dynamics

he set into motion can well be carried on and expanded.

The American Anthropological Association during the past

few years has become interested in a number of problems relat-

ing to education. Some of these have already been mentioned:

studies of sub-cultures, socialization, the "culture of poverty,"

personality forMation, animal'behavior, and so on. The AAA

has also contracted with the National Science Foundation to

develop new curriculum materials for secondary schools. This

Project, to continue at least through 1968, is now producing

a wide range of"classftom material on early history; human

biology, cultural ecology, the nature of diverse cultures and

societies, and the major great transformations in human-pre-

history and early history. Numerous books, films, slides, and

Artifacts are being developed in a coordinated series of sub-

stantive teaching unitS:

Another interest among anthr)pologists is to .recover data

about Social systems and janguages.of pec?le whose cultures

are disappearing, "so to speak, thr/Jugh radical acclaturation

or culture'change. One scheme is afoot to involve teachers

around the world in the collection of data about their own
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peoples, their values, and educational s3tems. The study of

traditional, modified, and new systems of transmitting culture

may provide an immense reservoir of data that can with analy.

sis suggest highly valuable guidelines to our own changing

institutions.

In 1966, the Executive Board of the AAA gave top priority

to the establishment of a program of Center on Anthropology

and EducatiOn. To. be embraced within its scope of activities

will be the study of schools as social systems; the develop-
. .

. .

went of new curricula (at elementary junior college, and col-

lege levels as well as the current work at the secondary level);

the uses of anthropology in teacher preparation scheduling

conferences with teachers, administrators, anthropologists, and

other social or behavioral scientists; publishing bibliogra-

phies and, a magazine or newsletter on the new research mater-

ial; sponsoring seminars and sessions'at 'regional and national

scholarly meetings; studying the utilization of part-time

teachers; laying plans for studying the. impact of modern tech-

nology upon the teaching of substantive material; researching

the "drop-out" problem; and thinking about the qualities neces-

sary for an effective educational program for persons who

face, or are in, retirement. Some of these activities can be

carried- out yearround;'others might be the foci of summer

institutes or workshops, while still others can be held.on a

short-;Lrm basis. during the academic year.
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The AAA is automatically at the center of anthropological

activities in the United States. Therefore, it is able to

promote research .on education by virtue of its autonomy and

non-dependence upon any particular university or institutional

budget. The Association is able then to stimulate research

among up to 2500 professionals Without incurring the danger of

censure for localism or parochialism. Its independent and

national .scope sholp.e. enable it to cooperate with educational

systems and associations of various states; countiesl'regions,
. . . .

and' the nation without succumbing to any temptation to elevate

local problem6 or activities to become the norm or standard.

It can encourage departments and colleges to expand their. re-

search concerns with educations and cultural transmission

without having any fear that it, the Association, is sacrific-

ing something belonging to it alone. The AAA naturally will

seek to ttimulate.external research; too, since anthropolo=

gists agree that the comparative, cross-cultural perspective

is mandatory if the strengths and weaknesses of educational

systems are to be fully understood.

The, ssociation now has a section of "Teaching Anthro-

pology" in its regular'publication, the FELLOW NEWSLETTER.

With an expansion of this section, or the inauguration of a

new newsletter, research opportunities and results could be

.quickly disseminated. If the latter course of action were

taken, a special appeal to non-anthropologists could usefully

be programmed. Another current medium of dissemination for
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news of education and anthropology is the newsletter of the

Secondary Curriculum Study Project. Research data are also

shared through the AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGIST, issued six times

annu4ly, and in regional and national meetings.

An increasing number of anthropologists have acted as

consultants to various educational institutions, private re-

search firms, and commercial printing houses, the more so
$

since anthiopologically related classroom material is being

used with an expanding rapidity and success.

The opportunity therefole is very ripe for the Associa-

tion to embark on a series of new ventures which aim to invoke

the comparative data of peoples of the' world to help understand

and improve. educational systems everywhexe. By taking the

step to establish a Center for Anthropology and Education, the

AAA is hoping to begin the first of a series of significant

activities which may lead to significant changes .in practice

and increases in techniques and theoretical understandings.,

One of the.-major handicaps the Association has faced has

..been insufficient funds to finance such an undertakin. For

several years the AAA has been unable to meet satisfactorily

the great demands upon it for demonstrating the contribution

of anthropologists and anthropological insights to contempo-

rary life, both in this country and abroad. As an organization

supported primarily by membership dues, the expansion into

these new areas of activity necessitates the solicitation of

contracts from outside agencies.
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This .proposal to develop a.Center for Anthropology and

Education, then, is broad. and suggestive of the large range of

eminently worthwhile research and research- related activities

that-eventually can become operational under the aegis of th%

Association*. Ultimately, the goal is of course to stimulate

numerous individuals - -not only anthropologiststo bring their

critical faculties to bear upon some of the and-continu-

ing problems facing all societies:. the continuous adaption

. of theireducational.systems to meet the. unending challenges

of social and cultural change.

Major Functions of the Center.
-

The Center for Anthropology and Education will begin

modestly, seeking to provide continuity with the previous

'efforts and changing facets of the Culture of Schools Program

and various research and-training endeavors now engaging

anthropologists in many locations. This proposal is specifi-

cally.aimed to obtain support for starting or carrying on the

following activities:

1. Providing liaison among the principal investigators

(already funded by the Office of Education) in the Culture of

Schools Program.

. 2 Stimulating research by anthropologists and others

who are now unaware of the Office of Education's increased

interest in supporting such studies; also, helping such per-

sons'prepare proposals, i.e., translating research ideas into
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research programs. This may be especially rewarding in the

liberal arts colleges, where social scientists often.can under -.

take little research because of the lack of equipment, a cadre.

of graduate.studentsi etc., which facilitate large-scale re-

search. Information about the Small. Grants Program could then

be provided them, and assistance given for independent or col-.

. labliiratiVe projects. Many varieties of schools exist all over

'* the countrj, to say nothing of foreign lands; the opPortuni-.

ties, and often the motivations, to study these as functioning.

social Systems, frequently depends upon local knowledge and

experience.

3. Stimulating research 'on new problet areas, such as .

different types of schools (coeducational or monosexual; mili-

tary; elitist and poverty-stricken; private day and boarding

schools; those supported by different religious organizations,

etc.).

4. Encouraging research in unstudied educational systems,

mostly abroad. Numerous worthwhile projects could be framed

to compare vocational training systems (whether formal or in-

formal, though paying attention to this) in various societies:

e.g.,-learning how to be fishermen; hunters; home builde.rs;

clerks; medical practitimers; repositors of sacred myth and

knowledge; midwives; etc.

5. Continuing a program of assembling and appraising

knowledge about schools, educational systems, methods of trans-

1 witting culture, etc., through bibliographies, conferences,
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and liaison with other professional disciplinary associations,

including educational ones

.6. Providing liaison for anthropologists and others with

the .U.S. Office of Education, both for research proposals to

be made independently and to provide a better articulation

between such persons and the Office of Education's various'.

pr'lgrams.and demonstrations.

Stimulating Research Seminars in Anthropology -'and

'Education on various college and university. campuses..

'8. liDiding'a major conference in: Fiscal Year 1968 -ies

assess the present status and interest of anthropology in re-

lation to education. This would be an indispensable necessity

:not only to define the parameters of anthropological compe-
,

tence and:knowledge, but would also provide guidelines and

:priorities for projects to be developed by the American

Anthropological Association, by individuals researching inde-

pendently, by departments or institutes,, and by regional

groupd or associations, both disciplinry and interdisciplinary.

9. Stimulating the creation of workshops and institutes.

(summer and otherwise) for teachers, administrators, anthro-

pologistsl. and social and behavioral scientists. The topics,

issues, and programs around which these could to built are

almost limitless; Some of. them should definitely be experi-

mental, e.g., involve travel and stimulated situations of

"culture shock."

10. Developing a register or roster of anthropologists
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who now do or wish to consult with school systems-and other
. .

organizations about educational research programs and the pro-

duction and dissemination of classroom materials. As the Office

of Education's expanded support to new national and regional

programs has come, the number of requests for consultation

being received by anthropologists has increased markedly.

;-- 11. Contributing to a more adequate array of conceptual

frameworks and the.ofibs of .education, schoolsl.youth organiza-

tions, and so on by Means of participant observation studies,
. . .

.both siib-lcultuially arid "cross- culturally.

. Procedures

Phase I. September 1, 1967 through June 30, 1968

The Center will be developed by staff in the Executive

Office of the American Anthropological Association with guid-

arice from an-Advisory or Stering Committee to be established

by the AAA. Advicewould-be.sought from the Office of.Educa-

tion, and from anthropologists and others who have been in .

volved in the study of schools and educational problems. The

chief initial task of the Center staff would be to become

quickly acquainted with relevant past and present research. .

.

programs, and then to set into motion a series of new activi-

ties. In the main, these would probably' include the following

during Phase I:

1. Holding a national conference (a follow-up of one

being held in May, 1967) during Fall or Winter, 1967 -63, to
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go, and what .opportunities exist for basic arid applied re-

search. This would bring major anthropologists and hon-anthro-

ologists together for a few days to discuss fully the most

appropriate and essential kinds of research and activity pro-

-. grams that should be developed in the immediate future.

2. Corresponding and traveling around the USA to meet
I

4Wi.anthropologists being funded currently by the Culture of

Schools Program, or otherwise doing research on.educational
"

problems .

.3. Stimulating new research proposals for submission to

the Office of Education or other appropriate agencies.

4. Conferring with other colleagues in the social and

behavioral sciences; becoming bettei acquainted with Office

of Education programs and policies; visiting OE regional edu-

cational lab'Oratories, ERIC clearinghoUses, and research and

development centers; and of course making a general acquaint7

ance with public and private agencies in Washington, D.C.,

concerned with education, science, and the humanities.

5. Publishing and disseminating information about con-

ferences, bibliographic materials, information on research

opportunities, and other activities having already, occurred

or being scheduled.

6. .Organizing sessions of papers reportingon research

results to present at national and regional meetings of anthro-

pological and other scholarly societies.
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tive or interested in undertaking research on education; and.

doing the same for those now serving, or wishing to serve,as

consultants or advisors to educational establishments.at all

levels and in all parts of the country and abroad.

The above responsibilities would be assumed part-time by

. the Executive Secretary, plus a.Conference Director, until

anothei full-time anthropologi6t could be employed by the

Association., .Given- the difficulties-of recruiting-a.satisfac-.

tory person to fill the new, important role during the Summer

or Autumn, this probably would mean.an unwelcome delay until

February 1968, as the first academic semester ended, before

the new person became active. But in addition, because of the

need to generate activity quickly (and later because the new

anthropologist would trairel,considerably), it would be neces-

sary to employ a high calibre Administrative Assistant. She

or he.would.not only do secretarial duties, but would have to

assume responsibility for various organizational and super-

visory tasks as well.

Phase. I1. July 1, 1968 through October 31, 1969

Most of the activities begun in Phase I would be contin-

ued, but at a higher level of efficiency and comprehensive-

ness., In addition, the following new activities .appear

advisable to inaugurate during Phase II:

1. Generating new proposals for substantively different
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2. Expand the amount of research to be undertaken outside

the United States, paying attention to projects which would
. . .

aid the development of better frameworks for comparison. In

general, this implies the stimulation of larger-scale projects,

.whether done by one person .or institution, or.cooperatively.

Efforts should also be made for staff from smaller colleges.

to participate in projects guided by larger universities.
.

-.Attention could be given to the development of in-fieldstrain-
.

ing programs for conducting educational research from the

viewpoint of anthropology and other sciences.

3. -1Wertaking research on various traditional and ex-

'perimental summer activities alleged to have considerable

. educational value, e.g., youth camps, work camps, institutes,

ihternship prograMs, archaeological-ind ethndlogical field

.training schools, etc. These can be studied with an almost

identiCal frame ofreference as "normal, year-round" schools*

which dominate many educational systems: mechanisms for

transmitting values, knowledge, and skills; groups with struc-

tured roles and statuses, some of which are specifically de-

signed to stimulate learning; as systems of control and au-

thority; as territory-using (and .defending) behavior systems;

and the like.

. PUblishing the papers and proceedings of the critical

major conference held during Phase I.

5. Submitting a Final Report, paying attention to any
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suggested .possibilities for the furtherdevelopment-of the

Center for Anthropology and Education.

The contributions of such a diversified range of research

piojects can not be spedified precisely, of course, for this'

proposal is not to lead to a body of data deriving from con-

.
trolled studies-which the Association would itself undertake.

'.Quite the contraryl.the merit -or value of this proposal will

best-be seen in the extent and* range of re-search and develop -

.merit that drisues.from'intehse"activity by two o'r three persons

in the course 'of approximately two years. The explicit aim

of the proposal is to stimulate others, to provide coordina-

tionl_and to effect liaison whenever and wherever this may be

useful.

In the near future, however, as research data become

available and as anthropologists experience greater involve-

ment in research and research-related activities, the refine-

ient of theory should be at least modestly on the horizon;

the value of applying findings. should be more likely; and the

dissemination of data should have been remarkably improved.

The proposed activities will, with success, have assisted

measurably in strengthening both the profession of anthropology

and the contribution of its practitioners to improved educational

practices and policies in several lands..
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Phase I begins with the ExecUtive Secretary assuming more

initiative than will be necessary after another full-time

anthrbpologist haS been employed. The Secretary, Ch. Frantz;

has his Ph.D. from the University of Chicago (in Anthropology,

1958). He has done research in Rhodesia, British Columbia,.

and South Dakota, and taught at Portla-ld State, University of

Toronto; arid Howard University before taking up his present

position.

The Conference Director, Fred 0. Gearing, also has his

degree from the University of Chicago (Ph.D., Anthropology,

1957). His research has focussed mainly on Cherokee and Sac

and Fox Indians, and on Greek villages. .During his career he

has had both an activie concern and.invOlvement with American

Indians and their problems of education and cultural autonomy,

including direction of special summer institutes for Indians

enrolled in colleges. He has been a member of the Advisory .

Committee to the-Anthropology Curriculum Study Project for

several years, and likewise active on a state committee in

California concerned with high school curricula in the social

'studies. He has. taught at the University of Washington, Uni-

versity of Chicago, and the University of California at

Riverside.

Stanley Weinstein, Consultant, hag a M.A. degree from
`

Harvard University in Businese Administration. For several

years he has served as a consultant to Educational Services,



Inc. More recently, he has served regularly as a 'consultant

to the Center. for Applied Linguistics in Washington, D.C.

It is difficult to foresee whether there may be..a need

for additional personnel during Phase II of the project. It

is expected, however, that as growth occurs in the activities

of the Center for Anthropology and Education, additional fund-

ing will be sought from multiple governmental agencies and

.private organizations. Thus; the activities. given in this

proposal will be manned, if at all possible, with the person-
.

nel hated above .(and below, In the section on the Budget)..



ACTIVITY SUMMARY REPORTS

Greyston House Conference.

The purposes of the two-day conference, the first*of its

type convened by anthropologists, were: (1) to bring together,

and mutually to introduce, anthropologists already in the

field of edUcation; (2) to uncover. field research in process

and give it wider exposure; (3) to draw attention to the needs

'for more coordination in the field; and (4) to provoke inter-

est in further research.

Attendance .was, for the most part; made up of anthropolo-

gists with speciall.but narrowly constrained, interest in

education.. As the resumes of many participants brought out,

a common experience was teaching basic anthropological methods

and outlooks to teachers-in -training consequently, a keen

awareness of the need to extend the scope of anthropology in

education already existed.

The first part of the conference permitted participants

to air, in short statements, what they felt were the research

needs to be met.. As Charles Griffith pointed outs. much had

been done in theories of child development, pextsonality growth

and other studies focusing on the individual. Critically

needed, now, were school and community studies focusing on the

behavior of groups and sub-cultures.

4 The teaching-learning process, as Solon Kimball noted,



had been thoroughly investigated for its instrumental-mechani-

cal contents. Yet school idministrative procedures remained

largely built in the image of factory systems or municipal

departments. There was a need to discover new theories of

school organization, organically linked to school-community /

situations.

Other suggestions for research areas included: Teacher-

-'training institutions; comparative studies of schools within

several types of communities; Socialization aspects in segre-

..gated Scrioois;:donbeptlialiiation of educational goals by mem-

bers of different-classes within the same community; and

ethnographic studies of various sorts.. John Chiicott (p. 17

seq.) and Raymond Wilkie (p. 58 seq.) both offered systematic

research development plans.

Zachary Gussow reminded participants that he, as just one

researcher., had accumulated, in 6 years, a large quantity of

data and experience, which still had to be systematically ex-

ploited.

Robert Hanvey noted that most educators had no realiza-

tion that a culture of schools existed.

In the second part of the conference, more substantive

reports were made on anthropological activities in edUcation.

DOhald Horton warned of the resistance to which the

" educational world" might be expected to offer to proposals

for radical changes.

Yehudi Cohen examined the cultural effects of tebhnologi-.

cal developments in education.
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Thorns Green noted the differences between mass schobling

and mass education, and indicated the depth of the current

crisis in education by remarking on the growing dysfunctional

aspects of schooling to education.

Murray and Rosalie Wax illustrated the failure of schools

to socialize children of minority groups by focusing on a Pine

. Ridge' Sioux Indian school.

,
:Eleanor Leacock discussed classroom research methodology

in refined detail.

A careful.reading of the edited transcripts of the con-
.

ference will show near-unanimity of%participants on the

need' to enlarge the scope of criticism of formal education in

the United States. The process of education is more delicately

and intricately bound up with the life of communities than

.
most professional educators suspect. The comparatively small

amount of attention given by participants to areas of tradi-

tional criticism and reform (curriculum development, formal

stages of learning, and other practical instruments of the

cognitive functions of education) indicated that these special-

ized concerns were of secondary importance in understanding

-and resolving -the crisis in education.:the

Participants at the

Wilfred Bailey

Walter E. Boek

Stephen Boggs

Ina C. Brown

Greystone Conference.were:

University of Georgia

Union Theological Seminary

American Anthropological Association

SCarritt College



Jacquetta Burnett

John Chilcott

. Yehudi Cohen

John Collier, Jr.

Malcolm Collier

tambios Comitas

John Connelly

Elizabeth Eddy

Arthur Foshay

. Estelle Fuchs

"Fred Gearing

ThoMas-E%:.Green

Charles Griffith

Zachery Gussow

Robert Hanvey
.

Donald Horton

Francis Ianni

Momoya Ise -

Solon Kiii all

Eleanor Leacock

Rhoda Metraux

Theodore Parsons

Gerard Rosenfeld

Warren A. Snyder:
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New School Conference

The second conference on the Culture of Schools was con-'

ceived as a more intimate colloquium, in which round-table

discussions would be provoked by shortl'incisive and contro

versial papers. No "concrete" or specific research proposals.

were expected to result from the conference...and none did.

All particii5ants, it should be noted, were already well-known

iniiieli.ifkds:andC6uld thus be: expected to fobus on the

brbader and more abstract aspects of the culture of schools

and American culture.

DUcussion fell into four general topics: a critical

view of American Education; the art and science of teaching;

Education and social change; and the philosophy of modern

education.

With the possible exception of Frank Riesman, who con-

fined:his remarks to programmatic aspects-of education for the

disadvantaged,. the participants discussed education in its

widest social_ context; that is to say, the crisis in American

education was intimately linked to deeper questions of

societal instability. Jules Henry's contention that education

should be conceived in terms of "enlightenment" was generally

accepted. The more narrow instrumental goils of education

were thus rejected. Paul Goodman'went as far as to deny that

teaching was an activity that ever took place; he preferred to.



cast education in terms of a learning process. No less radi-
.

cal a critique was Thomas Green's, who contended that the ex-

elusive claims of. Reason as being the final arbiter of knowl-

edge had been challenged and found wanting.

Participants in the New School Conference were:

Joseph Greenbaum,- New School for Social Research

. Benjamin Nelson, State University of N.Y. at Stonybrook

Frank Reisman, New York Univeriity

''-..Paul; Goodman; New York City

Jules Henry, Washington University

Oscar Lewis, University of Illinois

Arthur Vidich, New School for Social Research

Christopher Jencks, Institute for Policy Studies

Thomas Green, Syracuse University
.

John Seeley, Center for the. Study of Democratic Institutions

Nancy Bancroft, Union Theological Seminary

Culture of Schools staff .
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Pittsburgh Symposium

A special symposium on the Culture of Schools.was

at the annual meetings of.the American Anthropological

ciation in Pittsburgh. The symposiuml-which attracted

.1xxiv

held

Asso-

a good

deal of attention, was considered to be one of the special

events at the conference. Discussion followed lines.which

have been indicated elsewhere in this report, and the groWing
. ,

interest of anthropologists in defining educational research

was noted. Seven papers were presented; the one which deals

most coniprehensIvely with a cross-cultural problem is included

in this report.

Participants in the symposium were:

Stanley Diamond, ("Introductory Remarks")

Theodore Parsons, Teachers College', Columbia University
("Anthropology and the Administration of Schools; -a
Structural and Analytic Approach")

Jaccjuetta Burnett.. University of Illinois ("Ceremony, Rites
and Economy in the Student System of a Rural High
School")

Raymond Winkle, University of Kentucky ("A-Comparison of
Educational Values in Mexico .and the United States")

Lambros Comitas, Columbia University ("Culture and Bolivian
Education")

Jean Boek, University of Maryland, ("The Anthropologist as
Observer of Planned Change in a High School")

Mark Atwood, Seton Hall ("Values and Change in a Formal
Organization")
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. Washington Conference (in coordination with the American

Anthropological Association)

This conference on Anthropology, Education and the

Schools, held in May, 1966, considered four major areas of

research: The schools'as cultural instructional systems; the

development of curridula in anthropology for schools; the

preparation and suppOrt of teachers; and the development of. .
anthropology education.

The conference participants were:

Fred Gearing, University of California, Riverside
SOion Kimball, University of Florida

Malcolm Collier, Anthropology Curriculum Study Project (AAA),
Chicago

Wilfred C. Bailey, University of Georgia

Yehudi Cohen, UdiVersity.ofCalifornia, Davis'

Dell Byrnes, University of Pennsylvania

Murray Wax, University of Kansas

Robert Texter, Stanford University

Arthur Vidich, New School for Social Research

Robert Ehrich, Brooklyn College of City University of N.Y.
Robert Hanvey, Anthropology Curriculum Study Project (AAA),

Santa Barbara

Elizabeth Eddy, State University of New York at Stony Brook
Eleanor. Leacockl-Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
Robert Thomas, Tahlequah, Oklahoma

Harry Wolcott, University of Oregon

Iambrof.. Comitas, Teachers College, Columbia University

Estelle Fuchs, Hunter College of City University of N.Y.
Vera John, Yeshiva University



. Roger Owen, 'University. of California, Santa Barbara

Ronald Corwin, U.S. Office of Education (on leave from Ohio

State U.)

Ch. Frantz, AAA

Stanley Weinstein., Consultant to Center for Applied Linguiste.cs.

Theodore Parsons, Teachers College, Columbia University

The Culture of Schools staff
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"Anthropological PerspectiEesonEducaIlonLlalonomathia

Preparation

As a result of research stimulation and development

undertaken by the Culture of Schools Program, of the several

conferences, and of the national contacts cultivated by the

program, a book is now in preparation titled "Anthropological

Perspectiyes n Education." Bapic Books, ..of Nek. York City,

has contracted to publish* the work. As the folloWing table

of contents illustrates, the papers, some of which are in-

eluded in this final report, further explicate the approaches

to education developed by the Culture of Schools Program in

coordination with its various consultants and associates

throughout the country. It should be noted, of course, that
:

.

the papers are first drafts and are subject to change. They

are thus appended only as examples of the general character

of the book.

The table of contents includes:

1. Stanley Diamond Introduction: The Education of

Anthropologists

Part I CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES; GROWTH AND-COMMUNIaATiON

2. Yehudi: Cohen: The Imperatives of Culture and the

'Dell Hymes

4. Margaret Mead

Shaping of Men's Minds

On Communicative Competence

Early Childhood EXperience and

Later Education in Complex Cultures
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5. Daniel.Schecter The Hippies: Cultural Symptoms of

'Educational Failure

PART II SUB-CULTURAL PROCESSES .

6. Oscar Lewis World Views of Puerto Rican SChool
t'

Children

7. Jules Henry Education of the Negro Child

8. Robert K. Thomas and Albert L. Wahrhaftig

Indians, HillillieS and the

., "Education Problem"

9. . Murray and Rosalie Wax Great Tradition, Little Tradition

and Formal Education

III SYSTEMIC PROBLEMSPART

10. Ronald Corwin

11. Fred Gearing

12. Paul Goodman

Benjamin Nelson

14. pen Rothblatt and

15. Francis Lanni

16. Donald Horton

17. Arthur Vidich

18*. Ronald Leifer

19. Thomas Green

The Cultural Context of Educational

.Research

Anthropology and the Primary Grades

Educational Systems: The Reality,

the Need, the Utopia

Culture in the University and the

University in Culture

Sol Tax The University-in the

Community: Backgrounds and Perspec7

tives on Higher Adult Education

The Social Structure of Instruction

The Interplay of Forces in the De-

velopment of a Small School System

Schools as Bureaucracies

Psychiatry in the Schools

Citizenship or Certification?



BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUMMARY

GENERAL RESULTS

In order to survey the state of knowledge and research

with reference to the areas of concern .to the Culture of

Schools PrOgram, more than five hundred domestic and foreign

journals, bulletins, and special periodicals reaching back over

the first generation were examined. Part of the bibliography

compiled was annotated (1000 references) and typed on pro-
,

grammed cards indexed by subjdct matter in accordance with the

McBee Keysort Code described. below. Unannotated books (700

references) are also divided into maj6r, categories of the card
.;

index for convenient reference. Unannotated periodical liter-

ature (2300 references including dissertation abstracts)

listed below are organized by publication and year in prepara-

tion for further research. The entire bibliography consisting

of some 5000 items has been placed on microfilm and deposited

with the Library of Congress.

Some of the more popular and obvious books and articles

in the field have been avoided because these sources are well

known and readily available. Emphasis was placed on technical

literature to discover what "has been done on mass education

as a cultural:phenomenon." Our find!ngs are largely negative.

That is to say, very little work was basically relevant in the

perspective of this Project,as :outlined in earlier portions of

the report. There are, for example, literally thousands'of



studies of a sociometric and/Or so-called methodological type

correlating endless variables but not basically contributing

to our knowledge.of the structure and dynamic of modern educa-
,

tion. We repeat that the problem of contemporary education

is no less than the problem of culture, and the poverty of our

understanding of education as generally. revealed in our bib-

liagraphic survey passes a critical issue of first dimen-

sion. Nonetheless; we believe that the bibliography should

prove useful to students of education in the various di'sci;-

Numerical _Subject Code for McBee_ Keysort Cards

TOp'Edge: Classification Index

Block A: Source Type

1. Professional Journal - in English

2. Professional Journal - in Foreign Language

3. Newspaper, Magazine or other Non-professional

Periodicalt
4. Book -,Single Author

5. .Book - 'Multiple _Authors or
Collections and

Anthologies
. 6.* Typescript, Mimeograph, Dittoed

1. Disiertation or Thesis .

8. :Book Review
9. Monograph
10. Paper, Film
11.
12. .

N. Other

Block B, C. and D: Periodical SourCe

Numbers Range from 001 - 999

Block D: 100 Unit Numbers
Block C: 10 Unit Numbers
Block B: 1 Unit Numbers



Top Edge: Year Inuex
-Two Fields only for 1900 - 1966
Three Fields for pre-1900 Publication Date

Block H: Century pre - 1900
Block T: Decade

.
Block U:. Year within Decade.

Right Edge: Alphabetical Index
First three letters of Senior Author's last name

.

Letter. Notch : Letter Notch

.A . No Punch M IEG

B . B (After Mc)

C C N . IECB

D CB 0 0
.

.
E

.
.1) OB

EB Q OC

G EC R OCB

H ECB S 0E

I I T .0EB

J . IB U . OI

K IC V OM
L ICB W OIC

M LE X OICB
(Before Mac Y .0IE

Mac, Mc IEB Z OIEB

Bottom and LeftEdges Direct Index'and. Numerical Index

Direct Index: Subcategories numbering one to thirty-four

Numerical IndeX: General categories indicated by Roman
Numerals

Block H: Roman Numerals I, II, IV, and VII
Block T: Roman Numerals III, V, VI, and VIII

I. General Environment

1. -Social
2. Family
3. Roles': Group membership and peer relations; sex

relations
4. Ethnic determinants of socialization
5. Class and social stratification.

Cultural
7. Religion
8. Philosophy
.9. World view and self conception



.
10. Demographic

11. Neighborhood.and-Housing
.12. Community

13. Economic conditions
14. Political conditions

II. Theories-and Practices of Education

16. Values
17. Attitudes
18. Philosophy and Ideals of Education

19. Specific .Educational Practices: Intentions and Results

.

...III. Structure and Organization of Education

20. Formal and Informal Organizational Relations (including

Sociometric Testing)
21. Roles of Educators and Administrators

22: Functions of Schools
23. Communication and Transmission of Information

24. General Administration
.25.-Selection, Certification and Composition of Participants

-26. Influence upon General Social Environment'

IV. S9c1ALEILERAYSISISTISALallankaSTAIIL31221Vaga
Process

27. Participants' Motivations and Aspirations

28. Personality Change; Attitudes and Values

.
29. Ethnic and Class. Conflict
30. Control and Pressures: _Discipline and Planning

V. The Negro Minority and the Problems of Desegregation

VI. American Indians./ North Middle and South)

Cultural and Ethnic Groups (Not in the United States)

31. Germany, Great Britain and France

32. Africa
33.-China.and the Soviet Union
34. Scandinavia, Latin America, North Korea, Japan,

Philippines, Burma, Thailand, New Zealand; New Guinea,

Admiralty Islands, Pakistan

VIII. General Works on Education (Primarily Sociology and
Anthropology of Education)
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I. General Environment

1. Social Environment

(Annotated)

(224 Cards)

The family influences the child most strongly in his early

years, and certain of these childhood reactions are apparent

throughout his life (Erikson, 1950). The racial attitudes of

a child are formulated in his pre-school years (Bettelheim,

1964).-. It has beezi 'found that more prejudiced and ethnocen-
.

tric children have parents who are more punitive and authori-

tarian than less prejudiced children (Gough, Harris and Martin,

-1950; Dickens and Hobart, 1959). If parents are strict dis-

ciplinarians, their children tend to assert themselves in

school if they are self-confident and act independently (Doff-
.

nan, Rosen and Lippsett, 1960). The attitude of the parent

toward school also effects the drop-Out rate (Bertrand, 1962).

The children of parents :of low -socio-economic status stayed

in school when their parents encouraged them to continue their

education and deyeloped satisfactory socialization techniques

which supported their aspirations (Mammino, 1962).

3. Roles: Group membership.and peer relations; sex
relations

Studies Of courtship reveal that males tend to be more

romantic than females (Hobart, 1958), and are more sexually

aggressive as a relationship progresses (Kirkpatrick, 1957).

'In the choice of a mate, traditional family values are declin-

ing in favor of the companionship family (McGinnis, 1958)..



Adolescents stand in a no -mans land. between childhood and

- adult society (Grace aria Lewellyn, 1959). They are not able

to assume adult roles and therefore must turn to their own

peei. -groups:for'OtatUs and security (Simpson and Simpson, 1958).

While adolescent gang culture is not always acceptable to

adults, it is generally based on adult norms (Myerhoff, 1964).

This conception of adolescent years being a period of "storm

and stress".and discontinuity of socialization is -not accepted

without -criticism (Elkin and Westley, 1955; Weitley..and Elkin,

1957).

4. Ethnic Determinants of Socialization

While racial identity defines a category of-people, the

problem in the socialization of any minority is to relate

education meaningfully to their cultural background. If a

school is to function as a liaison between the dominant cul-

ture and a minority sub-- culture it must be able to show

minority children haw school could help them realize their'

aspirations (Plant, 1955; Deutsch, 19601. -Negro youth have

the same educational and occupational goals as the majority

(Gist and Bennet, 1963), but they become increasingly alien-

ated as they realize their limited means of attaining their

goals. The Negro youth is hindered from complete absorption

into American society by his race, but the-immigrant child

-isable to acculturate and blend with the American milieu pro-

. vidEl his parents sanction and encourage change even though

they may not. change themselves (Wider, 1962).
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5.= Class and Social Stratification

The school is an institution 'which represents middle class

values (Burton, 1953; Loeb, 1953), and teachers favor middle

and upper-middle.class youth (Hoehn, 1954; Wiemar and Murray,

1963; Hollingshead, 1949). Lower class youth were found to

have middle class aspirations, but they need extra-familial

assistance if they are to achieve their goals (Morland, 1960

Ellis and Lane, 1963; Weimar and Murray, 1963).
.

16.. Cultural Environment

7. Religion

Religious education is valued because it may develop a

feeling of identity and group belonging (Dushkin, 1947), but

students are sometimes hostile to itif.they feel that their

parents do-not value the religious practices they are taught

(Fishman, 1954). Because of the ambivalence toward religion

in America,'" students often view it with mixed :41- Ungs.CHavens,

1964).

8:Philosophy

The cultural philosophy of an era directs the changes in .

educational practices which are needed to enable people to

cope with the social, economic and political developments

(Barnard, 1961; Keppel, 1961; Carleton, 1961). In order to

define-the cultural peisonality types in the United States,

it has been suggested that the primary norms or ."dominant

profile" of culture be delineated, as well as the "substitute

profile." The object is to determine a variability iange of



culture types (Kluckhohn, 1950). The trend of the American

personality profile away from the traditional type seems to

be in dispute (Spindler, 1955), as is the subcultural profile

of the "culturally deprived" (Riesman, 1962; Hunnicutt, 196) .

9. World-View and Self Conception

The adolescent straddles the adult and childhood worlds.

lt-itds time he must be confirmed in hiS own abilities and

inclinations, yet. i'n'tegrated into. the general society. To

ease his passage, the culture should include an-identify which
. .

oyouth -can eMbi-ace and one whiCh the may reject (Erikson,- 1964) .

10. Demographic Environment

11. Neighborhood and Housing

. It was found that class differences are a much greater

determinant of the quality of edubation than are regional dif-

. ferences (Anderson, 1947), and that housing quality can be

correlated with- the educational level _of the family .(Collison,

1960). The positive conditions of public housing as opposed

to slut houing should be reflected in the improved behavioi

of the child (Jackson, 1955)

12. Community.

The community views the school as having primary respon-

sibility in meeting youth needs while the family plays a sup-

porting role (Payen11955).Civic oriented, self-governing

.youth groups cannot survive unless the community supports them

through local institution assistance (Grambs, 1956).



.134.Economic Conditions.

Improvement in economic conditions alone is not suffi-

cient to produce an increase in achievement level. It can,

in fact, be positively detrimental (Edmiston and McBain, 1945).

Occupational advancement is correlated with the number of

years of education (Duncan and Hodge, 1963). The desire to

obtain an education is as important as the availability of

hinds to 'finance the student (dam, 1964). .The low income

groups. which are most in need of fine educational facilities

are often..the:most negleCted (Sexton, 1961).

Philanthropic gifts have guided the development of uni-

versities and colleges (Curti and Nash, 1965). .The institu-

Lions must, however, concentrate their resources to develop

research-45nd research demonstrations E.D.7 relevant to the

. local environment (Kluckhohn, 1937).

14. Political Conditions

Academic freedom will exist in the United States and

elsewhere only so long as the government feels secure

(Joughlin11965; Mantizas, 1966). The government has relaxed

its restriction in recent years permitting the theories of

communism to'be.taught- in the schools (Exton, 1961). Anti-war

demonstrations might lead to a curtailment of academic free-

dom, especiallyin the State University of-California (Kopkind,

1966).

Political power is reflected in education in another way:

It was found that civic education differs in lower and upper-.



.midW4..class communities. The upper-middle class was taught

that politics is a means for initiating change, while the

lower class was given a "passivey idealistic view of politics 7.

.
.(Littj 1963).. This fact Is a reflection of the political

powerlessness of lower socio-economic groups. In two communi-

ties of this status the people tended to vote against the

school bond issue as a means of expressing their protests and

political negativism (Horton and Thompson, 1962).
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(Annotated)

(56 Cards)

II. Theories and Practices of Education

i6. Values

Values which are based on a universal standard should be

taught in American schools. That standard should have cross-
.

cultural.validiti so that all children in the American milieu

Would have some foundation upon which they could base their

iiVes (Kluckhohn, 1952; Brameld, 1955).. The schools do not

teach democracy bechtise the children are not taught self-

dependence (Bened4ct, 1943). There is too'little freedom in

the schools both for students and for teachers (Scarfel'1956).

In fact, due to the pressures placed upon social studies

teachers to conform to the political ideology of the time

(Hunnicutt and Grambs, 1956) it has been suggested that the

subject be eliminated from the curriculum, at least for col-

lege,bound students (Riesman, 1956).

17.* AttitudeS

There are many attitude studies, but most are concerned

withstudentsf attitud.:s toward community affairs or politiCi;

The general attitude toward education is that it must be.re-

formed providing a wider variety of educational institutions

. in order to capitalize-On the mixture of talent and abilities.

Students should be encouraged to-achieve and develop them-

to.the fullest extent, but poor achievers should not

be punished and made to feel complete failures if they cannot

meet arbitrarily imposed standards. They should be encouraged

to develop whatever Skills they possess (Friedenberg, 1965).
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18. Philosophy and Ideals of Education

Many educators would agree with Durkheim that education

is not for the perfection of man, but a means*of enabling-him

to live in the social milieu of his age. Contained in this
S

section are scholars opinions on what should be the approach

to education in order to best fulfill the requirements of living

in-the modern American society. The contrasting position .that

education is for the perfection of man is also presented'.

19. Specific Education Practices:.Intentions and .Results

Ameri'canducaiiOn is again 'criticized because it is felt

thit rote learning in schools does not prepare children to

handle real life situations (Embree, 1943). A student should

be permitted to drop out of school and re-enter when he

pleases. He should be provided with apprenticeships in order

to integrate his school training with social reality (Goodman,

1'962), The necessity, of coordinating book learning with

practical application is'illustrated in a study of the trans-.

ference of teacher training to the classrOom situation (Oliver,

1953) It was found that the teachers did not absorb basic

educational principles and thus were not able to' transfer

. modern techniques to the classroom.
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(Annotated)

(239 Cards)

III. Structure. and Organization of, Education

20. Formal and Informal Organizational Relations

Administrators come in conflict with schoolboard members

frequently because their roles are not clearly defined, and

they often differ on policy and its implementation (Sletten,

1958; Goidhammer, 1959: Lacey, 1964; Woodington and Byrdon,

1961). Lay advisory committees to school bOards which are

established on a shbi-t term baiis.for,specific purposes are.

commonplace, and desirable, so long as they do not become an
-

. . .

arena for competing preSsure groups. Effective lay advisory

committees tend to improve communications between the super-

intendant and the school board, and lengthen the superin-.

tendant's tenure (Hull, 1957).

Teachers generally are unable to judge the social accept-
.

ability of their students in their peer group (Gronlund, 1950;

Gronlund, 1953;-Gronlund, 1955). ThOugh it was found that

good pupil- teacher - rapport is highly correlated with the

teacher's awareness of student structure (Bogan, 1954).

mary school. students who rank high on sociometric tests tend

to be acadethic achievers and amiable, cooperative children.

(Bonney and Powell, 1953; Buswell,. 1953; Thorpe, 1955). This

correlation is weaker on the high school level, though there

seems to be a rather critical disagreement as to whether

social isolation leads.to compensation through intellectual

pursuitS (Ryan and Davie, 1958; Marks, 1954).
41,

Notably absent are stuuies pertaining to the student's
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perception of the teacher's feelings toward him (Davidson and

Lang, 1960), and of a teacher's estimation of how he feels the

students react. Research must be more dynamic and focus on

how:the status systems of the children develop, how the class-

room social structure can be changed and how the teacher can

intervene (Glidewell, 1959). The same approach is necessary

in research concerning the school boards and superintendants

if relations between them are to improve.

21. Roles of Educators, Administrators and Extra School

Interests

By far the greatest emphasis in the literature has been

on the conflicting roles of the teacher. Teachers are sup-

: posed to be stable figures who serve as models for children

and at the same time they are expected to be disciplinarians,

judges, administrators, coordinators, and inventors. They are

also expected to liveA.n a certain life tyle., yet *are not

paid enough to maintain that standard. They must preach up-

wardsocial mobility, while their mobility is horizontal, from

school to scho011 rather than vertical. They are supposed to

teach the values of hard work and honesty, while the mass

media depict these traits as passe.. Their teaching should be

unbiased, but they are under fire if their preseptition of the

facts does: not corroborate local mores and the political

'ideology of the time. They are expected to perform their teach-_

ing duties satisfactorily, and yet have extra-curricular re-

sponsibilities which tax their energies. These conflicting
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demands. weigh heavily on a teacher attempting to perform a

task which is difficult enough in its own right (Becker, 1952;

Rogers, 1953; Getzels and Guba, 1955; Gordon, 1955; prisc011,

1956kyilson, 1962).

-22. Functions of the School

The general function of public schools is to teach

. students hOw to be members of a given society'and to help them

perfect their capabilities. for their own benefit and that of

the society. The emphasis placed on one or the other function
.

is a matter of the philosophy of a given educator. The means

of achieving these goals though, are often in dispute. One

of the problems confronting the schools is how to transmit the

beritage.of Western civilization and yet prepare students to

live in a changing world (Park, 1943).

The multi-university is considered to have grown in re-

sponse -Co the industrial, techriologica4 and diversified needs

of our society (Kerr, 1963). It is characterized by its size,

dominance of an administrative bureaucracy, government con-

trols, and a varied course offering. Can a single large uni-

versity adequately undertake full scale projects in research,

teaching,. and public service, or must universities specialize

in one area in order to operate at maximum efficiency?

(Perkins1.1966). If the university relegates teaching to a

subordinate position to other functions, how will a student

learn moral responsibility as well as technical skill? The

universities should be reformed. Student-faculty contact
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should-be easier, philosophy and the humanities should be

intertwined with all other branches of learning, teachers

should instruct students in what they really know, and students

should learn what they feel they need to know (Goodman, 1962).

The university should fill the vacuum left by the erosion of

traditional sources of authority and guidance because faculty

are pursuing the truth in the context of this changing

society.(Lipipman, *1966)..

23. Communication and Transmission of Information

.

- Information Lind we might add mis-information-Elg tends

to travel most quickly in high anxiety situations (Rolins and

Charters, 1965) and students tend to ignore datA if it might

contradict a teacher or a supervisor (Winoker, 1955; Editorial

in Human'Organization,* 1955; IL:nry, 1956). The students'

avoidance of conflict situations is compared to the brainwash-

ing technique used in Korea.' It created internal conflict

within the prisoner and permitted him to assuage his anxiety*

by receiving a reward for complying with the brain washer

(Winoker, 1955). A means of correcting this situation would

be through an examination and discussion of a student's first

hand experiences which would be as culturally wide and varied

as possible.

24. General Administration

..The growth of the school's bureaucratic structure is the

result of the growth and diversification of school functions

(McGrath, 1945) , and one suggested answer to this problem is
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decentralization (Terrien, 1960). The main problam confront-

ing the administration is adequate financing. To what degree

do the local boards of education have autonomy in the distri-

bution of funds, and .should there be.Federal support of educa-

tion? Why should insecure financing necessitate a university

to orient its research program toward a sponsor's interests

(Bennis, 1956)?

25. Selection, Certification and Composition of .

Participants

For the most part, this section only-presents a superfi-

cial perusal of the selection of BOard of Education members,

and the selection and evaluation of teacher education. There

are only two annotations on university faculty: one on

faculty culture (Gusfield and Riesman, 1964) and the other on

institutional inbreeding (McGee, 1960):

The bright-student-was discussed in.some.detail. The

general conclusion seems to be that the present.means-of

selecting superior students are inadequate. Intelligence tests

are culturally biased and do_ not measure many gifts and

talents.(Ells, 1953). Some children are late bloomers, and

therefore, the selection procedures in the United States and

England are harmful to these children (Vernon, 1958). Rela-

tively little-seems to be known about the superior child

(Davie, 1961) and their recognition is a matter of luck

(Vernon, 1958).

26. General Social Environment

Aside from supplying technicians and manpower, it seems
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not to. be known what influence the structure and organization

of education has on the outside world. It is not understood

what unintended results are the by-product of the educational .

system, nor what social-forces are changing the system itself

(Floud and Halsey, 1959).
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. IV.. Social and Psychological Dynamics in. the Educational

Process

27. Participants Motivations and,Aspirations

Teachers enter the -profession because they want-to con-

-tribute to general welfare, rather than due to salary consid-

erations.(Schultz and Ohlsen, 1955; Fielstra, 1955; Simpson

and Simpson, 1960). Teachers'hold an ambivalent position in

the minds of the Palle because they determine to a great ex-

tent the future of ah individual's child. Historically teachers

have also had low prestige. EdUcation is generally mistrusted

-because it is so abstract and the teacher absorbs this atti-

tude becoming defensive about his iole.(Grambs1'1952). When

intra-system promotional policies prevent teachers from assum-

ing administrative positions their job satisfaction is

lowered (Kirkpatrick, 1964).

Social. -class is not conbidered a faCtw which determines

the educational and occupational aspirations of students

(Bennett and Gist, 1964). The status level of parents, how-.

ever, is determinant in their desire for their children to

attend college, when the factor of intelligence is controlled

(Sewell, Haller and Strauss, 1951.. Parental and peer group

pressure is very important in determining a child's aspira-

tions (Kahl, 1953;.Bordua 1960; Krauss, 1964). Though the

leading peer group might instill a desire to attend college,

it decreases the desire to achieve academically. Those out-.

side the leading crowd who have college aspirations tend to be
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achievement oriented. Those who do not plan to go to college

associate with groups which have a non-college orientation

(McDill and Coleman, 1963).

Parents of-children.in a lower socio- economic class tend

to have the sameachievement aspilations'as middle socio-

economic parents, but they do not believe that their goals are

attainable (Weimar and Murray, 1963). Indeed, extra-family

. .

support and direction is necessary for the attainment of col-

lege entrance (Ellis and Lane, 1963). Where there is a wide

discrepancy lotween goals and level of. achievement the feeling

of anomie' is very prevalent (Rhodes, 1964). This can result

in an attempt to achieve middle class goalS through illegal

:. means (Clark and Wennihger, 1963).

28.:Personality Change;. Attitudes and Values

Education is seen as a means of inculcating in youth a

point: of .view wfiiCh would lead youth to accept the existing

social order. It emphasizes change rather than.growth (Mead,

1943)-. Thesociety insists on inculcating conformity rather'

than creativity' (Friedenberg, 1960). This permits the adoles-

cent only two main paths of development: submission or re-

bellion to the social order.

The first group might become conservative in order to

push away uncertainties once they enter college (Shift, 1964).

It seems that college tends to sharpen differences which

existed before the students were in attendance (Huntley, 1965).

Girls go to college either to improve their standing among

their peers and improve their social skills, or .to seriously
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puis.ue intellectual interests. Graduation is seen as a crises

for -the liberally educated girl who must either chart a future

career or rush into marriage idorder to avoid making deci-

: -sions-for which she had not been prepared (Freedman, 1956).

The senior girl might regress to a less mature attitude to

relieve the strain. of her indirection, or place herself in a

situation where she could continue to grow (Webster, 1956).

-Female entrance into the graduate school is Considered a form

of rebellion against her traditional role (Wallace, 1964).
. .

. . . _ .

'The female- who takes full advantage' of the .intellectual oppor-

-tunities of the school is ..ikely to be an agnostic, a liberal,

and is not likely to marry (Brown, 1956).

Students, like workers in any 4obl-like to be able to

express themselves and.to have a share in deciding goals at

some point (Ladd, 1958). Where this is not permitted, hos-

tility evolves into negative group identity. The boredom and

repression in the school prepares the rebellious youngster for

the routine and-uninteresting work which will occupy him most

of his adult life (Webb, 1962). Students express their re-

bellion against the society through the formation of gangs,

protest marches and the taking of drugs. They would:rather

take LSD and marijuana than commit themselves to.the techno-

logical society which IA meaningless and empty to them

(Friedman, 1966; Keniston, 1965). The search for student

-direction and meaning is reflected in two studies of profes-

sional schools. The idealism of youth in medical school is
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traced. ,from the first to last year. The medical student is

disillusioned and then cynical as the medical training seems

more removed and'unessentialfor actual practice. IdealiSm

is said to revive upon graduation, but set in a more.realistic

framework (Becker and Greer, 1958). The second study states

that graduate students change their career preference.as they
fr

progress through school toward the direction from which they

receive any kind of support or help (Gottlieb, 1961). perhaps

if someone who has gone through the system takes en.interest

in a student,.he will be able to avoid the indirection which

is the bahe of many graduate students.

The remaining annotations in this section deal with .the

changes in specific characteristics., such as authOritarianism,

dogmatism and ethnocentrism. The net result of the sample on

these traits is that college students or college bound stu-

dents* beCome moke.tolerant.is they 'attend school (Plant, 1965;

Bites, 1965; Huntley, 1965;. Plant, 1966).

29. Ethnic and Class Conflict

There are practically no annotations in this section.

There is only a mention of the channelling of Negro aggres-.

sions (Powdermaker, 1920), the channelling of radical ministers

into education to avoid conflict within the church (Hammond

and Mitchell, 1965) and the aggressive attitudes of third

.-grade children correlated with the social status. Df their.

parents (Toigo, Romolo, 1965).
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Control and Pressure: Discipline-and Planning

There are two loci-, of power within the classroom. The

teacher must realize that students can take retaliatory

-measui.es if. the -does not guage his behaviour to thee

situation. He must know how to manipulate group-power to

.influence the individual and conversely how to influence the

individual to guide the groups(Williams, 1957; Ladd, 1958).

Though onlyNew'Jersey has a statute definitely forbidding

corporal punishment, its use .is generally not.favored by psy-

chologists and many educators (Jones, 1964). The teacher,

therefore, must be able to maintain student morale and coop-

eration through other means.
.

The local community should have a voice in educational

policy, but the control of education should rest firmly with

the local school board (Owen, 1954). National uniformity in

education is undesirable because it'Would result in rigidity

and a decline in experimentation (Exton, 1960).

In a study bt a university town it was expected that the

university would head the power structure of the community,

but instead a symbiotic relationship between the university

and community was found; The university supplied educaticin

and cultural entertainment in exchange for political leader-

ship and economic rewards (Miller, 1963).
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V...The Negro Minority and the Problem of Desegregation.

Children begin to conceptualize their racial identity

.**
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before they enter school. The Negro child tends to .have

.greater ambivalence about his race because he tries to identify

with the white majority (Radke, 1950; Goodman, 1946). The

child learns racial attitudes not only through conversation,

but through the observation of adult behavior as well. When
"

children -are withdrawn from adult influences and placed in a

camp, they will at first maintain their racial prejudices, but

will modify them gradually in.a situation promoting equali-

tarian conditions (Yarrow, 1958).

Despite the Negro's cultural disddvantages, he has the

same occupational and educational aspirations as Whites, and

has even higher mobility aspirations (Gist and-Bennet, 1963).

It is possible for the Negro child to overcome these obstacles

and assume a high statuS.posItion within American society.

(Brown, 1965).

The schools were desegregated in order to provide equal

opportunity for advancement for both Negro and White children.

Southerners most strongly opposed to desegregation were found

to be deficient in education, income and occupation - "the

basic equipment for improving life's chances" (Tumin, 1958;

VanderZaden, 958; Greenfield, 1961; Martin and Westle., 1959)

Education may not lessen prejudice, though it does seem to

temper actions and sentiments toward the Negro (Tumin, Barton

and Burrus; 1958; Samelson, 1945). Once the inevitability of

desegregation is recognized it may still be opposed, but not
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with the same strength or determination (Deutsch and Steele,

1959).

The integration of school children has been found to' be

more. successful among boys than girls. Informal associations

were formed more easily among elementary school children than

high school students (Dwyer, 1958), and these associations are

considered essential for the change of interracial attitudes

(Campbell,-1958).. The scholarship of Negro .and White children

in integrated schools in Washington, D.C. has improved,. and

the increase in the median on "standardized tests has been

maintained (Hansen, 1960).
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y1: American Indians (North, Middle and South)

The Indian child has traditionally been educated through

the informal influence of the home and community (Landes,

1938) : With the subjugation of the Indian, the Western stye

of education ha:: been gradually introduced. The value of the

school .is highlyquestionable however. Where the school is

seen as a medium for learning to deal with the dominant White

or Ladin6 culture it is accepted into the.fabric of communal

life so long as it does not interfere with the ceremonial
. .

'obligations of the child. Depending upon the attitude of the

parents, the children may be encouraged to assimilate the

school culture (Iwanska, 1963), or only to learn enough of the

foreign culture to be able to protect themselves against it

(Thompson and Joseph, 1944). When no accommodations to Indian

culture are permitted in the curriculum, an attitude of indif-

ference if not resistance prevails (Salz, 1955). The exclu-

sive use of the language of the dominant culture in the

schools places the Indian children at a disadvantage and they

are viewed as inferiors by non-Indian children (Salz, 1955;
Ecuador

Romney and Romney; 1963).
Mexico
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VII. .Cultural and Ethnic Groups - Not in. the United States

31. German, English. and French Education

Two of the most interesting concepts are being experi-

mented with. in Germany today: 1) the coordination of education

and future employment; 2) the diversification in types of

education to.accommodate different needs and growth patterns.

In an attempt to'coordinate the school with everyday

affairsl.students.ih'teachers college are encouraged. to live

and work in the typeof area in which they will eventually

teach. 'They riot only live in 'villages, but also commute with

students in order to learn about their problems (Education in

Germany, 1966). A similar attempt"to coordinate secondary

school education with the working world are scheduled two week

student visits to industries for boys, and nursery schools for

girls. The object of these visits is "to give the pupils the

feeling that they are individuals to be taken account of."

Though the immediate benefits of these. visits are questionable,

many teachers feel that it has a directly positive relation-.

ship to character training and formation (Education in Germany,

1966). Young people who are already working are also invited

into the schools to help students discover their true inter-

ests and vocations.

Realizing that different students have varied needs, the

German system of education is divided into four paths which

are meant to accommodate the student in school working for the

certificate (Arbitur); the student who works and attends

school for a specialized diploma; the student who wishes to
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continue his education, but not for a higher degree; and the

individual who needs to learn how to deal with his free time

(Dahrendorf, 1959).

Reform is the primary concern of English education.

Should streaming, the separation of children into "homogenous"

. .giOups be continued? Should comprehensive high schools re-

'. place "the British .grammar schodl?. The comprehensive high
.

school rejects streaming (Jones, 1965). The examinations are

of duliidli5.validity'aild they put too quell-strain on young

children and their parents. Furthermore, some districts offer

. secondary places, and thus have a lower cut-offscore than

others. The children of middle class parents who do not pass

the examination can purchase secondary school education, but

lower class parents cannot afford the expense (Montague, 1959).

Working class parents aspire tohave their children attend

grammar school, but on the basis of their children's achieve-.

went; their'goals were much less realistic than middle class.

parents. They were also not as concerned about their chil-

dren's scholastic record (Musgrove, 1961). When parents were

questioned about the school leaving age of their youngsters,

lower class parents stressed brilliance as a prerequisite for

higher-education (Kahl, 1953; Pahl, 1963). Academic achievers

of the lower classes not only have to sacrifice adolescent

freedoms, .but also encounter peer group pressure as they

strive for positions above their friends (Kahl, 1953). Middle
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claas:boys tend to have attitudes and family backgrounds which

facilitate their ascension to high status occupations (Halsey

and Gardner, 1953). Thus though both classes aspire to the

.same occupational and educational lever, the plans of the

youth are adjusted to their respective class level (Stephenson,

1958)..

Like the British educators, the concern of the French is

'how to i6-form the. public schools, and strengthen their rela-

tionship to everyday _life. Through the democratization of the
.

elite schOols, many students who are of average intelligence

and whose parents have not had the advantages of secondary

school eaucation are combined with th6se of superior intelli-

gence and cultural backgrounds. For this reason, the value

of the curriculum and the former teaching practices are ques-

tionable (Sainclair, 1964) . The family background (A6 the

student will condition his scholastic success (Gerard and

Bastide,July 1963). segregation in the school6 occurs on the

basis of social origin (Gerard and Bastide, January 1963).

Hence if the democratization of the schooU is to be success-

ful, the schools must be prepared to enrich the background of

culturally deprived children.(Sainclair, 1964). The schools

can be used as an avenue of social mobility, but thus far

education has assisted few people to rise on the social scale

(DeCoster and Vander, 1954). Economic progress is of little

value if unaccompanied by social progress, and the schools

must play an important role in the transformation oehuman
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society (Francois,. 1966) . .

French educators have also analyzed the attitudes and

desirei of French students (Burstin, 1953; Rosier, 1964;

Pedadogie Education et Culture, January 1963). Unlike most

American studies written in a similar vein however, there are

correlations of parental attitudes and expectations of the

child with the children's estimation d parental behavior

(Pedagop.e,Education et Culture, April 1963). They haye also

studied the .differences in the attitudes of parents and

teachers toward educational practices and techniques (Fiure,

1964).

32. Africa
(Annotated)
(80 Cards

The 'material within the annotated bibliography on Africa

can be divided into twomain subdivisions: 1) the description

and commentary On'indigenous education; 2) a reappraisal of

formal schooling instituted.by the Europeans.

.TheThe examination of the educational system of the native

people of Africa are generally found imbedded in ethnographic

accounts written by missionaries and anthropologiSts. The

accounts either'describe the life cycle en toto, or specifi-

cally emphaiize the initiation rites of the members of a par-

ticular group. The authors describe the all absorbing mother-

.child relationship found in infancy, and the gradual expansion

of the child's horizons to include other members of the com-

poundand community. The child is socialized by repeatedly
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hearing, lullabies, tales and proverbs which carry a message,

by imitating adults, and by actively participating in the com-

munal life. Initiation rites are generally viewed as a dra-

, matip portrayal of the transition from childhood to adult

status. Through drama and intensity it engraVes upon the

child the new attitudes demanded toward adult responsibilities.

The second group of studies is concerned with the Bevel-
. .

opment .of an educational system based on formal schooling

which would enable the indigenous people to cope with the

modern exigencies of life. Anthropologists generally point

to the alienating effect of the modern education. It fails .

to integrate the child into the community in both urban and

rural areas, and nourishes a barrier between school children

and non-school parenti which tends to grow as the child ad-

vances up the educational ladder. Politicians and economists

call for man -power planning .in 'education so that school

leavers would be able to find employment. Under the existing

system thete is .a surfeit of white collar workers and not

enough technicians, engineers and agriculturalists. Educators

call for an integration and adaptions of the European curri-

cula to African needs. This is frequently resisted by

Africans, however, because they fear that the transformation

would result in a lowering of standard and hence the quality

of education.

Though the problems which must be surmounted are recog-

nized and stated in all quarters, little is being done.



Concrete studies are needed which would analyze the socio-

psychological impact of the school and also outline school

cx

programs and curricula which could be tested. In that way

only will the educational systems based on European models be

remolded along lines more suitable for African needs. Water-

marks should be established against which educational change

could be measured, and paper plans related to the actual func-

tioning of the educational institutions.

33 ChinOse and Russian
(Annotaied).
( 83 Cards

Chinese communist education is heavily overlaid with

Chinese communist ideology. In 1949 the Chinese began intro-

: ducing communist terminology into education, and after a brief

period Of intellectual criticism in the 1950's the intensity

of ideological training has increased (Fraser, 1960). Intel-

lecttials- must be re- educated iri.. order to*. erase the distinction

between the general intellectual, who has gained knowledge

through work, and the "so- called. higher intellectual" who was

educated through study (Cho En-lai, 1956). Industrial and

mining industries should run schools in order to increase pro-

duction and eliminate the difference between intellectual and

manual labor. Students should study half-time and work half-

time (Unsigned, 1958). It is suggested that the result of

this approach is to make the educational program as diverse as

the number of production units because there is no unified

course of study in addition to labor training, and what is
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taughtsis dependent upon what the citizens decide to teach

(Junryo, 1958).

The Soviets desire to have all children receive a minimum.

of eight years of education which is supposed to 1) instruct

them in the foundation of production and technology, 2) pre-

sent the scientific approach to nature and society, 3) give

them physical, moral and aesthetic training, 4) and prepare

them to join the labor force (Korzhev, 1965). The prOgram is

sagging however because instruction in production and tech-

nology

; - .-. ..

has been neglected. Also, practical training in the

schools is frequently not correlated with the students' choice

of trade (Epshstein, 1965; Shubkin, 1965). Noi'has pragmatic

experimental work been coordinated with the educational

material studied (Ivanovitch, Shibanov and Vasil'ev, 1963).

In order to further strengthen ties with life, the Soviets
' .

have transformed the three year secondary school into a two

year school s4ithe student will join the labor force sooner,

and the loss of the year is to be com5ensated for by enriching

the rest of the curriculum.

Despite the emphasis on an eight year educational program --

the Soviets have a drop-out problem (Darinskii, 1965; Rut-

keich, 1965). This is attributed to outmoded teaching methods

as well as poor *school atmosphere (Anderson, 1966). Greater

training must be given to teachers in educational psychology

to help correct this problem (El'Komin, 1963).

Soviet character training is based on the theories of
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Anton-Semyohavich Makarenko who emphasizes competitive group

. effort and reward as opposed to individual effort and achieve-

ment (Bi-onfenbrenner, 1962). It has' been found,, however, that

-comrietitive.projects'on the pre-school level can result in

timidity, animosity and lack of self-confidence (Baturina,

1964.

. . (Annotated)
34'. Scandinavia, Latin'America, Korea, Japan, (48 cards

Philippines, Burma, Thailand, New 'Zealand,
.. . .Australia, New Guinea, Admiralty Islands.,

Pakistan

Frequently the educational systems of foreign countries

is placed. in a cultural setting and studied as part of an

overall cultural configuration. This method reflects the

causes for the ineffectiveness of Western education among tra-

. ditional people. The introduction of schools has been unsuc-

cessful when the adults of the c.ornmufiity. do not feel the

tural, including pragmatic, need for them and find that they

interfere with the practice of local customs (Hans, 1958

ffhailancg; Tumin, 1956 Puerto Ric67; Salz, 1955 2Ecuador7) .

When the school does not interfere with ceremonial obliga-

tions, and it is recognized as a means of learning the pat-

terns of the dominant culture with which the children will

have to cope in'adult life, then schools are accepted into

:the fabric of the community (Iwanska, 1963 exicg). One

method of 'encouraging favorable parental attitudes is to

teach native history and culture in order to bridge the gap .

in understanding between traditional and contemporary probs.:

lems (Borri('; 1960 New Zealand and Australia7).
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General Works on Education (Primarily Sociology
and Anthropology of Education)

The trarisformation*of American society demands that

schools change to meet people's evolving needs. In order to

decide how the schools should develop, both anthropologists

and sociologists agree that they must be studied within the

context and in relationship to.the needs of the social milieu.

Anthropologists approach the study of education using culture

- as an integrative concept. The school is studied within the

-:-cultural:cohfiguratioh of-:a particular society (Rosensteig,

1954; Brameld, 1955; Leacock, 1960; Spindler, 1963; Lock,

1963; Kneller, 1965). An invaluable guide to anthropological

approaches to education is the "CrossCultural Outline of

Education" (Henry, 1960). The sociological approach overlaps

anthropological concerns, but seems to concentrate more on the

influences of institutions on people, social class and status,

and role theory (Chandler, 1952; Brookover, 1958; Glazer,

1959; Chandler, 1962; Naville, 1963).

When the methodology of the exact sciences is applied to

educational research the'results are ineffective because they

do not reflect emotions or values (Bantock, 1961). Because of

the changing need of students*, educators and the society at

large,:much of that which is known about the school can be

classified as."uncertaineknowledge" which is clinically vague,

though the tendenCy is to consider such knowledge scientifi-

cally absolute (Glazer, 1959). Behavioral scientists must be.
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able to study the school as part of a society in flux touching

on intangible variables which are not revealed in surveys and

polls.

A microfilmed copyzof the Bibliography is obtainable from

the Library of Congress, document number at a

cost of
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Introductory Remarks

Stanley Diamond

It is my great pleasure to welcome you to this conference

and to this effort at assessing and mobilizing anthopological

and allied resources in the study of the culture of schools

'and schooling; I would like to thank you again on behalf

of us who are administering the program for the courtesy

and generos+yOr your reports. The purpose of this.two-
.

day meeting bears repetition: to help assess the current state

of inquiry into the cultural patterns and the social dynamics

of mass education, that is, of education in mass society,

domestically and cross-culturally, and to help delineate

guidelines for future work, both on the part of those of

us who are present and also among our colleagues who were unable,

to attend.

I remember some years ago that when anthropologists first

became involved in problems of culture and personality, in

problems of social character, of social psychiatry and so on,

they did so idiosyncratically and anarchically. That is to

say,, anthropologists tended to drift into positions with the

government or in departmeuts of psychiatry.or to work in liason

with the psychiatrists, randomly. The discipline, as such,

made no effort to investigate itself, to evaluate its suitability,



;

to assess its prerequisites for undertaking work in

. personality and culture. Moreover, the liason among those

who chose such research was often inadequate. Hopefully we

have learned from previous experience.

In attacking the problems posed by the culture of schools

and schooling the hope is that we shall be able to stimulate

large-seale.and intensive efforts by anthropologists and

people in related disciplines throughout the country and that
.

this will, occur with a minimum of repetition and with a maximum

of research visibility and opportunity. I do not mean to

suggest, and I think that t would be one of the last people to

suggest, that research efforts be bureaucratized. The notion

repels me. Those of you who know me will understand. Indeed

by foStering a programmatic effort at research stimulation and

putting it in the hands of the profession, 'the Office of

Education, or at least certain: people who are presently

leaving the Office .of Education, have indicated their under-

standing of the need for research autonomy. Bold, candid, and

innovative research programs are what interest us.

Programmatically then, the function of 'the first phase of

our particular understanding, and I think the second phase is

outlined in the proposal that was sent to all of you And I will

not repeat the material that appeared there, the function of the
rru.A.Lei

first phase of our particular understanding is to encourage

anthropologists to .get to work on the problem. This means



inviting4eople to send applications for research to .the Office

of Education, it means the ;holding of seminars such as this

one, the establishment of working faculty and student research

seminars. in departments throughout the country on education ani

society, and I think we have invited about twenty people,

twenty chairmen of departments throughout the country to submit :/:-1.,-!,.4`.

:and I hope if anyone here interested, I hope that they will speak

to me about it. It means also the publication .of a monograph.

.. with contributions from competent, and engaged scholars through-

out the country on the critical problems of education. These-

will-be-position-papers-granted-in-substantive-pieces-of

research, It means the holding of one or more sessions during

the next several meetings of the American Anthropological

Association ana possibly at the regional associations, and-those

have: been-arranged, the publication of an annotated bibiography

of significant published and unpublished work reaching back for

about a generation in the behaVioral sciences pertinent to tbe

culture of schools and schooling, in English and also in the

major European languages including Russian. The Russians share

many of our problems in the development of mass education. They

and.wetperhaps: are the only two nations that began from scratch

with the notion that mass or universal education was a social

good. The retrieval of data, and this is quitd important, the

retrieval of data already gathered but also gathering dust for

lack of time,*money and.scholarship. We know that we are not



pioneering in the field, and we don't mean to give that

impression. We know thata tremendous amount of work has been

done", but we also know that not much has been done with a lot

'of it; and we hope that people will be "restimulated to look

over their files and to perhaps set up some kinds of coordin-

ating agencies in which the work done can be mimeographed or

duplicated at the very least and distributed where it will do

the most 'good. It also means the preparation and publication

of a ."white" paper, pcinting,out in .detail. the need for

further research and suggesting possible areas of inquiry.

These areas are obvious; they of course would, include studies

of schools as social systems with all that that implies, the

study of the school as a cross -- section of local and national

social vectors, a local institution, yet with a national reach,

a. kind of local focus of the national community, special educa-

tional milieux both here and 'abroad, for example the Israeli

kibbutz, an experiment in successful child-rearing, a subject

which I know something about, the economic and political

contexts in which schools function, pressures on schools, the

way in which they are directly linked, the power structures in

various parts of the country and nationally including the

federal government, the variations among schools, that is, the

variation in 'cultural patterns among schools which have,

nonetheless, more or less normative social structures. That's

an interesting theoretical problem in anthropologyisomthing



similar to-the tracing of

language, the creation of

dialects and languages - a-common

independent dialects; bow-come.schools

differ though their normative social structures tend to be the

same. dome have good reputations; some have bad reputations.

How are these patterns generated? We are also concerned with,

.at least-1 am, with the historical shift from primitive and

'peasant education, education for skills and vocational education,

which is incorporated into the overall socialization process

among such people., that is, affective, cognitive instrumentAl

education, shifting network of personal associations. We are

interested in the shift from that particular Condition to the

contemporary urban situation. wherein.the socialization process

seems increasingly to be a function of the formal educational

structure. The problems here are vast. For example, how do

primitive peoples learn in the absence of these formal educa-

tional institutions? We have very little information about

that. We know that they do, we know something about bush

schools and puberty-rites and so on, but how in fact do they

learn? What is the periodicity of-their learning? How do

they learn one thing as related to another? We don't know

these processes. And how do we grow up given the attenuation

of primary relationships and the increasing concentration on

formal educatiodNal not from the cradle to the

grave, at least from the ages of 4 or 5 or 6 through the

college and university levels. I don't think that the adolescent



sub-culture is a myth. I'll get to that later. We are also

Of course, concerned with the releVance of educational

- institutions to social change. Educational institutions;

as anthropologists from Leslie White to Franz Boas'have

indicated, have been by and-large a conservative cultural

force. The schools and the churches are the two most ubiquitous

.socidl institutions in- contemporary American society. Neither

have been studied thoroughly and systematically and scientif-

ically and humanly. But in our culture, the schools have not

consittently:and.programmaticallybetnInstruments 'or' an

instrument of social change. How may the schools become creators

of new societies as well as reflectors of the old? Knowledge

for what? What are we educating them for?

Now one could go on like this for hours, spinning out

these points and making others, but that is hardly necessary

in this group. I think that we would all agree that education

most broadly defined is the natural habitat of the anthropologist.

We are after all concerned generally with- how people become

human, and specifically with how human beings become members of

this or that society or culture. How. the race learns to become

human in time and space, that is, hoti we educate ourselves, is

one way of defining anthropology. That's what anthropology is,

I have discovered. To tackle this problem within our own milieu

is onerous and challenging and draws us into profound and un-

.settling 'self- examination. As one of our senior,most distinguished



anthropologists whose initials are A.I.,told me when I

approached him' a professor emeritus,.about the possibility

of his' acting as a primary informant about the university

with which he has been associated for forty years; "It would

be ,infinitely simpler for me to write a paper from memory on

the Ojibwa than to examine myself as a lifelong actor in the

culture.of schools and schooling." Studying the educational

process in our own society is like doing field work in one's

own family. You cannot leave it to the experts as they have

been defined .in a.fragmented,and highly specialized culture,

You are schoolmen in the broadest and most deducated sense;

you are the experts. And our purpose is to help propagate

this notion among our colleagues. School and schooling is,

, -

I believe, the anthropologist's natural entree to the under-

standing of modern society.

Now the first presentation this morning will be Dr. Solon

Kimball.



.Statement of Solon T. Kimball .

1. Ma or functions

8-

-Theie are three main areas in which anthropologists

can contribute to the educational enterprise. We can

.assist in the, training. of teachers and other professional

personnel associated with the administration and operation

of the.schools. We cam adapt the, materials of anthropology

for use in the.teaching.process-or-produce-new materials.

We can engage in. research which illuminates the many aspects.

Of school organization and operation and of the learning

process.

During the several years that I have been a member of

the faculty of Teachers College, Columbia, my principal

function has been that of teaching. I.have conceived my role

as a bridge between the theories and findings of anthropology

.and the training of piofeisional educators. This requires

that one selects frOm anthropology those aspects which seem

most relevant for professional educators and interpret these

within the context of educational problems. As example, the

. natural history method, which anthropologists use in the

gathering.. and analyzing of their data, is directly applicable

to the theory and practice of pedagogy.. The training' of

doctoral candidates in the use of anthropological theory and

in the methods of field research offers another example.
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There are others which relate to the areas of culture

history, culture and personality, community study, etc.

Areas for specific research

a. School and community. If we combine the method of

community study with knowledge we have of how to study sub-

cultural groups, as represented by social class and ethnic

-group, with the techniques for analyzing the organization. and

operation of institutions, we have a combination of research

method and substantative sophistication that can make explicit

many of the social and cultural problems which affect the

teaching-learning Process.

b. Learning theory. Common sense coming from the cultural

heritage is the current basis for practices in pedagogy.

Psychology has contributed in the area of psych-motor skill

-acquisition and anthropologists have worked in the area of

child rearing practices. The cognitive aspects of learning

offer awide open field for research and experimentation.

c. Administrative organization and operation. Empirical

observation quickly establishes that urban school systems have

not advanced beyond an implicit 'acceptance of the practices

(and theory) which municipal departments and factory-systems

use. Applied anthropology has developed much insight that

could be used in research and in training of administrators.

d. Small group research. Findings in this area are of

major importance for modification of all school practices.

e. Classroom materials and methods of teaching. Reference
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has already been made to the importance of basic anthropolog-
..

ical method in this area.

f. Modernization of educational system6 in -developing

nations. No discipline has as Inuch to offer as anthropology

inithe area of cross-cultural programs which involve education.

Our theoretical cultural change, with comparative analysis,
and with the development of techniques for directed culture

change -provid'e us with a rich story of research and program

capabilities which are essential to those who work in the

international field.
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Statement of Ina C. Brown

I have done little work with public schools as such

.but.for many years I taught in the Education Department.

of Fisk University in their summer session when all my

students were Negro teachers from the South who had been,

for the most part, educated in the segregated schools and

colleges ,of the region. My teaching there generally was -

in the form of workshops on southern problems in which., each

student attempted to analyze the social setting of his

school on a local, state, and regional basis, and to consider

the implications cif his analysis for curriculum, awl educa-.

tional goals.

Concurient with the teaching at Fisk I taught a regular

social anthVpology course at George Peabody College for

Teacher. Although most of my students were already teachers

this course was not slanted because of their vocational

orientation.

For the past'ten years my teaching has been limited to

Scarritt College but as a part of the University Center my

classes are open to graduate students from Peabody College

and Vanderbilt. About one half of My students are teachers,

principals, or other persons connected with schools. Many

of:these students come from .other countries including not only

most Asian and Latin American countries, Canada, and

Australia, but Fiji and Samoa, and in recent years Liberia,
Rhodesia, and Congo. The other students have been mostly
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M.A. or.doctoril students in education from Peabody:whO

take anthropology courses as a means of adding a broader

cultural dimension to their programs.. One such student has

. jucomileted work for the doctorate in education at Peabody s

and has returned to Congo to work in the schools. His

dissertation was a. study of certain social and cultural factors

in Congo that must be taken into account in planning curriculum

for Congo schools. Another student is currently doing a

. socialationstudy in a.Congo village. I .have worked closely

with both.

For the past year I have had contact as lecturer or

consultant with a dozen or more school systems in the South,

including schools in Mississippi and Arabarria, that are in the

process of desegregating and hence involved in both structural

and functional changes.

My major research in this area, other than background

studies, consisted in a socio-economic analysis of the more.than

900 southern counties having a 5 percent or more of their

population Negro. This research, done within the framework of

the relation of social structure to race attitudes, was a back-

ground study for the National Survey of Higher Education of

Negroes sponsored by the U.S. Office of Education and the

General EducatioA Board of the Rockefeller Foundation in

1939-42.. Following the completion of the Survey I spent a

year visiting Negro Colleges and discussion with their faculties
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apd,admihistrations the implications of the purvey for

curriculum planning. Many, of these colleges were teacher

training institutions and at that time almost the only

positiops open to the Negro college graduate were in the

field of education.

Out of those and various other experiences I have

developed a special interest in the way in which the

structure 'or the school in the South has .functioned to

maintain particular patterns and attitudes. The separated
..

schools for white and Negro children have served to instill

into the children of both groups the attitudes, patterns,

and habits deemed appropriate to their respective positions.

This has been done overtly and directly by law in the

southern states, and covertly and indirectly through resi-

dential and other patterns. in many areas outside the South.

My own studies of the history of the Negro in the U.S.

and the analyses made-forthe Office of Education study

clearly indicated that the school patterns functioned as

techniques of subordination for the Negro child and less

directly functioned to maintain attitudes of superiority in

white children. These are, of course, only'special aspects

of the way in which the schools may function as agencies of

conformity.

There were, of course, numerous other patterns that

contributed to the concepts, attitudes, and habits of the
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Negro and white children bilt the very structural situation

of the school system itself appeared to be of primary
. .

impdrtance. The'fact, that all schools- Were segregated, that

Negro children were always taught by Negro teachers and white

:children by white teachers, that school superintendents and

school*boards were invariably all *white, that almost without

exception the white schools were superior in buildings, libraries,

and equipment,' that school funds were allocated by white

authorities and almost always distributed with gross inequality--

all these factors were a day to day demonstration to everybody

concerned that Negro children were considered of less value than

white children, the amount and quality of their education less

important, and their place in the community designed to be a

subordinate one.

The research possibilities here are numerous. As a back-

ground there might well be an' analysis and summary of the

various studies made during the 1940's. As far as-1 know,

.little attention has been given to the socialization aspect of

the segregated skOol. At.the time our study was made the
10

general climate, even in the U.S. Office of Education was such

that we had to play down this aspect which was all too obvious

. in our findings. Moreover, no attention was given to schools

outside the South though many of these schools were to all

practical purposes fully segregated.
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Statement of Jacquetta H. Burnett..

BeCause I hold a joint appointment in the Bureau of

Educational Research and in a Department of Anthropology,

the:obligations to both research and teaching are fairly

formalized. Their character, however, is not fully deter-

. mined. 'I am now developing a course in anthropology and

education as part'of.a one quartet time teaching commitment..

With respect to research, I have just returned from a brief
.

study of the student subculture in a Puerto *Rican high school.

At present I am talking with a group doing studies of

student- faculty relations of several higher education insti-.

tutions, About adding participant observation to their

arsenal of research tools. There is interest in the

anthropological contribution to programs dealing with the

disadvantaged. But in the three weeks .since I have returned

from Puerto Rico I have not found it easy to fit tip. kind of

complimemtary research I think needs to be done into their

already well formulated programs. Beyond these activities I

have freedom to develop, propose, and find financial backing

for educationally relevant research.

Regarding the types of behairioral research that would be

important to the study of the school, 4wish to discuss three

points.

Point 1:- Participant observation is little or poorly

understood in educational research circles,
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Statement of John H. Chilcott

Major functions in the field of education:

1;1 PartiCipation in the preprofessional program of

teacher education.

.* 1.2 Participation in a graduate program in the social

foundations of education.

-1.3 Research coderned with identification of ethnic
A

characteristics and problems of education of mi.nor-

ites in the Southwest. (Culture change and
. . . . -

acculturationo)

1.4 Consultant in problems of teaching in a traditional

culture. (Peace Corps, etc.)

2. Recommended future research concern:

2.1 Prior to developing a theoretical framework concerning

the school as a socio-cultural phenomenon, it appears

that some pretty basic descriptive studies are needed.

Lest we become "arm chair" anthropologists, a series

of school ethnographies are vital. Such ethnographies

would include a description of:

housing-material culture

social patterns of speech

age-grading practices

interactional analysis-internal and external

social structure-social roles

value orientations, attitudes, etc.
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folklore, etc. (senior bench)

:culture change-innovation

: More could be added to this list from the excellent

but little used "Cross-cultural Outline of Education"

by Jules Henry.

2:2 Once some data has been.gathered, we could then examine

the existence of such phenomenon as: .
2.21 The possibility of educational "cultural areas"

'2.22 The. influences of "local control" on edUcational

practices.

2.23 Discontinuities between school culture (s) and

community culture(s). (also student)

2.24 Discontinuities between school culture and

"American Education" as perceived at the national

level.

2.25 The cognitive style of American schools.

2.26 Problems of assimilating ethnic and social class

subcultures into the school culture.

2.3 Of particular interest to me would be an analysis of

cultural change both in the school and in "American

Education". Such an analysis would include:

2.31 The process of change in the .material culture

2.32 Factors which inhibit and encourage school culture

change
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2.33 The role of educatiOnal innovators, agents of

change etc.

2.34 The dissemination of innovations

2.35 Cultural lag of educational institutions and

changes in the American culture

'2.36.Ari explanation as to why our intellectual leaders

who ere so liberal with respect to political,

economic, and social affairs are so ultra-

: bonervatiVe with respect to education?

2.4 Finally, in terms of predictions for our economy and

leisure time, it seems to me a fruitful area of

inquiry might be the attitudes toward and role of

informal education in American society.
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Statement of Elizabeth M. Edd

Since January of l963v I have been Project Director of

Research for a federally sponsored project at Hunter College.

Known as. Project TRUE (Teacher Resources for Urban Education),

this project is one of several curriculum development projects

:sponsored by the U.S. Office of Youth Development and Juvenile

Delinquency. The nuspose of the project is to prepare curriculum

materiald for use in training programs for'thoe concerned. with

the education of youth and children in urban slums. Both

the project and the materials prepared by its staff have as

their focus, the introduction of social science findings,

perspectivr%s and training into the teacher training programs.

In addition to preparing annotated bibliographies on urban

education, two books of readings and other materials which

preseht current research findings relevant to problems of

education in the contemporary urban slum, Some members of the

project staff have unaertiken limited studies of schools in

slum neighborhoods;. the experiences of beginning teachers

in slum schools, and problems of school-community relationships

in the slum area. From these studies,.several books are being

prepared which have as their aim the-training of the educator

in an understanding of facets of the problem which do not

currently appear to be the focus of books and other Materials'

now available. Primarily, these materials emphasize the

institutional arrangements within the school and the formal
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educational system which hinder or facilitate the education of

those in the slum neighborhood.

Based on the modest exploratory research undertaken .1r

this project, 'several types of behavioral science research

would appear to be important to the study of the school as

a socio-cultural phenomenon and to education as a means of

cultural transmission. . Among these, I would like to suggest

two as being particularly salient:

(1) Comparative studies of schools within several tyges

of communities.

(2) Studies- of teacher-training institutions-.

With respect to the first area of. research mentioned abovp,

it would seem important that behavioral scientists begin to

gather systematic data on the schools in much the same way as

they have begun to gather data on other types of institutions

in our-society. Comparative data would be particularly useful

in that it would facilitate greater understanding of similar-

ities and. differences in the culture transmitted to those

-of varying socio-economic status, ethnic origin, et al.

as well as the institutional arrangements by which the school

transmits culture.

Studies of teacher training institutions is a second area'

of research which would appear to be crucial to an understanding

of the school. Here the needed focus of research should be

not only on what is formally taught (or not taught), but, even

00



more importantly, on the training institution as a socializing

agency for the teacher. Careful consideration Should be

given to teachers as those who, in a sense, haVe never left

school, whose training begins when they enter school in

first grade or kindergarten, and who experience traditional
types of teacher -pupil relationships which they -then attempt

to put' into practice when they move from the pupil into the

teacher role. The manner in which the teacher training
institution supports traditional teacher-pupil relationships

or is successful or unsuccessful in introducing cultural
innovations in these relationships also needs to be investi-
gated as well as the congruence or incongruence between the

socialization.of the teacher in the teacher training insti-

tution and that which occurs on the job after graduation.
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Statement of John C. Connell

Interest in,the culture of schools has beenex-

pressed at San Francisco State College in a number of di-.

verse ways. In formal course offerings this topic has been

i focal 'point in the. social and psychological foundations

of education (an eight-unit offering required of all pros-

pective. in a course called Anthropology in

Education which was inWated by the Department of Anthro-

pology.: In addition a course in the area of audio- visual

education...has. been developing under the auspices of. John

Collier, Jr. which brings out the use of photography for

the collection of field data in education and school settings.

This course is comparable in many respects to a course in

anthropolotical method and will be described more in detail

by John here at this meeting.

The Foundations of Education program, started

approximately twelve years ago, replaced earlier three-unit

course offerings in educational sociology and educational

psychology. It is A single course taught by two teachers,

theoretically teaching as a team. In practice some in-

structors work well as a team and in other cases the program

.eboimes simply two Course studied concurrently. The students .

are in c:.1ss session two hours daily, thirty to thirty-five

hours during the semester with children or youth in a 'non-

.scliocil activity. The increased interest in anthropology'
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on the part of educators in general has been an influence

upon this program, but even from the beginning a strong in-

fluence has been the interest of George Spindler in anthro-

pology and education at Stanford. Most of the original staff

which established the program were Stanford graduates and

there have been a number of Stanford graduates in the program

over the years. to maintain this influence.

In the broadest sense the program draws upon con-

.tent and concepts from what has become known in recent years

as the behavioral sciences. Whereas in an earlier period

the sChOol as a socio-structural system was a primary con-.

cern, there has emerged in the present program an interest,

in the school as a' cultural system with considerable atten-.

tion being placed upon comparative views of schools and

classes .for noting unique behavioral patterns developing

within similar social structures of schoOls. The distinc-

tive processes of enculturation, education; and schooling,

noted by Herskovits, have been emphasized, and particularly

. so in the assessment of the non-school and schoOl exper-

iences in which students participate.

The number of sections of the course provided

each semester varies froMtwelve to twenty-five.

The course in Anthropology in Education was ini-

tiated some nine years ago by Aden Treganza, chairman of

the Department of Anthropology, because of the demand of

teachers in the schools. A primary impetus was their demand
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for more specific and accurate information in the social

studies programs of California schools. Although it was

offered on campus, the principal area where the course was

offered was in the school districts, through the San Fran-

cisco State College:Extension Service. In the paSt several

years the demand for the course has increased to such an

extent on the campus that there has been less opportunity
. .

to provide it in. the extension pi.ogram. Efforts to main-
f

taimenrollMents at thirty students per class have not been

successful, and the two sections offered each semester now
..

run between fifty and sixty students. The offering of the

course in school districts provided considerable opportunity

for experimentation and assessment in'the development of the

course. The original intent of obtaining more accurate in-

formation for.social studies programs broadened to an in-

terest in anthropology as an area of study in and of itself.

It became a course more specifically for teachers as adults

interested in anthropO.ogy itself rather than only a re-

source for classroom programs. Thus the concepts as well

as the content of anthropology became important and also

the procedures of anthropologists. Out of this development

:interests moved the study of schoolsand classrooms

as cultural systems. This interest has had added impetus

as greater national attention has focusedupon.areasand

. programs designated "culturally disadvantaged,' "compen-

satory education," etc. School culture per se has become
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As the :course remains an elective,'and its students

are in the main inservice teachers, it provides opportunity

for flexibility in presentation. In general it begins with

a descriptive lecture of thde general field of anthropology

historically, its field methods and problems, and its sig-

nificant concepts. Students are left quite free to pursue

an area of particular interest to them from this background:

Discussion: sessions and reports inprogress are made in class.

The intent of:the class is not to provide an introductory
.

course in anthropology or to assume that the students are

anticipating becoming anthropologists, but in the truest

sense of the liberal arts are concerned with a field of in-

terest that has been identified by them as significant to

their own enrichment as individuals or in their professional

careers.

In addition to the formal course offerings, school

culture has been receiving increasing attention in school

action programs,knd research projects. Several might be men-

tioned here and can.be discussed in more detail in other times

at the conference. Dr. James Hirabayashi in his study of

the relocation of American Indians in the San Francisco Bay

Area encountered the question of the Indian child in .the

urban school and Indian adults in adaption to urban training

and school problems. These prOblems are indicative of the

intensified attention being given to the schooling experiences
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of members of minority groups -- the phrase used here to cover

thb diverse groups including racial and ethnic minorities and

.socio-economic groups. Another dimension of this prob.lem con-

cerns the sub-groups' within the general categories of minority

groups.: For Whatever common identity the term American Indian

may imply, for example, the distinctive cultural identities

of Pueblo, Navajo, Cherokee, etc.., pose questions of accomo-

.dation for such individgals and for urban schools. Similarly,

under the general identity of "Spanish -speaking," "Negro,":.

"OrientalY! there. are. distinctive.sub-group cultures with

which school cultUre is required to cope. Dr. Mary Lane and

I are at present conducting a study of three such sub--groups

within the Western Addition of San Francisco, a predominantly

Negro population. We have identified three groups within the

/

area, using not the racial=ethnic factor as primary focus

but instead family life patterns within public housing,

moderate-income cooperative housing, and random residency .

We will conduct three pre-- school programs for children from

these sub -- groups. Although living in close proximity .and

utilizing some common facilities such as schools, shipping

centers, etc., stress factors of association and alienation

arise from differential life styles of families within the

separate groups. Teachers within the schools lcoRing at a

class of all Negro children but insensitive to the cultural.
sr

differentials are plagues with incomprehensible conflicts.

An outcome of this confusion h.Ls been observed in an inten-
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sified rigidity in the management of the school which tends

to identify the school as a "discipline" school and its

cultural pattern reflects a generalized confused mixture of

regimented "do-goodism."

In the Sausalito Teacher Education Project under

the direction of Dr.James Bixler, consideration of sub-group

cultures impinge upon school culture in three major popula-

tion sources of the schOol--Causasian residents of the town

of Sausalito, Negro residents of al.ow-cost public housig.

community, and three nearby military forts. eadh of these'

. .
.

in turn contain significant sub-cultural differences which

feed into and modify the character of the school culture.

Attempts of schools to approximate national and state patterns

structured in terms of laws, 'testing devices, curriculum

materials, class organizations a,d procedures, without evalua-

tion of their own cultural uniqueness, are caught up in what

Cora 'DuBois has described as a "strain for consistency" in

seeking a meaningful compromise between generalized expecta-

tions and specific culture.

To cite further instances of the general assumption

and the diversity problem, we have in the Mission District

of San Francisco a sizable, population of Spanish-spgaking

peoples. Schools operating on the assumption of the Spanish

language as being a primary problem and developing programs

of English as a second language are frequently frustrated in

.their efforts, for failure to recognize that language alone
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does not bridge the gap between, say, refugee Cubans,

Mexican-Ameilcans, PUetto Ricans, Spanish-Ameiic-ans, or Mexi-

cans. Similarly the predominantly Chinese school may be cop-

ing with problems between third and fourth generation Chinese-

Americani-and Hong King refugees recently arrived.

The point to be made is the studies of school culture

are becoming pressingly significant in meeting the learning

problems of children and,in- providing some legitimacy of

.cultural.diversity in school culture itselk. The conspicuou

-lack-at-the.present moment is for well-designed systematic

. studies of school systems, school grade groups, classes,

etc., on a comparative basis to offset the strain for a

fictitious conformity.
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Statement of Charles R. Griffith

1. :. I joined the Department of Educational and Admin-

istrative Services, College of Education, University of

New. Mexico, in 1964 to participate in a National Institute

of Mental Health-sponsored project entitled "Leadership

Education for Educational Administrators in Multi-cultural

Settings!' (4H-8479). Earlier (1959-64) I had been a re-

searcher' in mental health -for the Division of Mental Health,

New Mexico. Department of Public Health, Santa Fe. .As an

anthropologist, my new role, in education was conceived as

three-dimensional: (1) to teach behavioral science theories,

concepts, and methods in seminars to ten selected advanced

graduate students in educational administration; (2) to

teach principles of community organization and development

as they apply in different cultural settings; and (3) to

guide these students' fieldwork in small, multicultural

communities near metropolitan Albuquerque. After three

years, the students will graduate with Ed.D. or Ph.D. degrees.

A consensus among faculty members of the Department was

that the traditional training program for educational admin-
.....

istrators, which included such classic courses as buildings

and grounds, school finance, school law, pupil personnel

services, and'the like, inadequately prepared administrators

for the social and cultural complexities of school and

community environments in which ,.hey would ultimately perform
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theit duties. As One result, significant and far-reaching

changes. have been and will be made in the traditional admin-

istrator training curriculum. In addition to better grounding

'in the-behavioral sciencesanthropology, sociology, psychology)

students will participate in group counseling sessions, exper-

ienc
-

e t
.

eam-teaching from professors who represent various

departments in Arts and Sciences, as well as professors of

school administration,-for problems of school and public finance,

urban planning, aesthetics, and others. The philosophy of the

new program has been to provide a well-rounded, insightful view

of interlocking cultural, social, economic, and political

aspects of community life. No longer will the school be seen

as an isolated, to all intents and purposes, self-sufficient

community institution. Rather the school--its administrators,

teachers, and supportive personnel--becomes an active partner

in joint endeavors with other community agencies to buttress

and enhance community planning, organization, and development.

Educational administrators will in effect become generic

community action leaders and workers.

My function, stemming directly from this consensus,

included seminar offerings on the nature of sociocultural

systems and the fundamental processes of directed social change.

Concepts' employed included "culture", "social system," "power

'structure," "roles and role-sets," "organizational climate,"

and many others. The NIMH Fellows acquired a set of conceptual



tools with which they might systematically assess community

values and needs, formulate meaningful educational programs

to meet community expectations, and conduct innovative

edilucational programs effectively.

"Participant observation" fieldwork, during which the

students developed interpersonal relations skills with all

segments of community citizens and acquired thorough knowledge

of the "culture" of their communities, provided that direct

experience in.community.relations believed to be crucially

necessary in administrator training. Fieldwork in Spanish-
.

American, Pueblo, and rural Anglo communities gave the NIMH

Students and opportunity to widen their intellectUal and

emotional horizons, particularly with regard to the signifi-

cance of cultural differences in planning and developing

Community action programs with the school possibly as the core

institution.

In addition to my special role in the NIMH project, I

have been teahing.courses in "educational sociology," "mental

hygiene in the classroom," "race and cultural relations," and

"social change" (for the Department of Sociology), all chiefly

-attended by.graduate students in guidance and counseling,

educational administration, sociology, and anthropology.

With the exception of program evaluation for the NIMH

project, my research into schools and schooling has been limited

presently to formulation of research designs and proposals for

eventual submission to funding agencies. Evaluation procedures
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for the NIMH project have included psychological testing

(to measure attitudinal change), assessment of fieldwork

activities and results, general academic performance, and

the like'. Our major educational problems in New Mexico as

is true in Arizona, are compounded by a rapidly-growing urban

population, the multicultural characteristics of that popula-

tion, an immense range in educational needs from vocational

to nuclear physics courses, and an inadequate economic base

to meet pressing educational needs:. .Educational research,

possibilities abound in the study of multicultural school

systems, the training of administrators and teachers, needed

curriculum revisions to meet variant cultural backgrounds of

children, mental health problems of children,' and a plethora

of other problems related to the process of education.

2. Smestedaddi If the school is

to be studied as a socio-cultural phenomenon and a major means

of cultural transmission, the behavioral scientist must engage

in:

a. .comprehensive community studies (structure, function,

leadership and power structure, ethnicity factors, etc.

a la Lynd, West, Hunter, et al.);

b. studies of community "values" and goals, ecological

adaptations to environment, a la F. Kluckhohn, G.

Allport, G. Lindzey, et al.;

c. studies of the instructional process, particularly

'administrator, teacher, supportive personnel, pupil
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interpersonal relationships; in effect, group dynamics

and "climate" studies;

d. evaluative studies of language learning and teacher

preparation in comparative linguistics for multicul-

tural, multilingual children;

e. studies of existing leadership patterns among school

administrators;.training programs for generic community

leadership;

f. studies in communication and public relations to provide

datia for Possible transfoimation of the present school'

image;

g. "workshops" including behavioral scientists and educators

to explore areas of greatest mutual interests, needs, and

contributions.

it- I c ft,

4r*

Kluckhohn, C. and Griffith, C. "Population Genetics and Social Anthropology,"Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative Biology, Vol. 15, 1950.
"Mental Health 'Consultation in an Underdeveloped Area: The New Mexico Experience.'Submitted for publication..

.

"Opposition on the Frontier to Mental Health Programming." In preparation.
"Innovation and Community Resistance: The New Mexico Mental Health ConsultationProgram." In preparation.
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For a period of nearly, six years, 1956 through 1961,.I

was actively involved in research into schools and schooling

in connection with a series. of educational research efforts

of the Bank Street College of Education, New York, N.Y. One

central experience involved spending a period of nearly two

years continuously observing and recording the daily behavior

and.transaCtions of*children and their teachets in seledted

fourth-grade classrooms in a large metropolitan area. Over

800 hours of detailed narrative-descriptive observations of

classroom interaction in the context of school life were

recorded. In addition to classroom obseivation the larger'

project contained three other areas of. inquiry: The institu-

tional study of four schools, individual child testing and

interviews, and family background data collection. The project

was supported by MINH and titled "The' Psychological Impact of

SChool Experience."

Since leaving the above institution and project I have

become involved in medical education in the design, implementa-

tion, and teaching of behavioral science concepts and material

in the education of mdidal students and psychiatric residents,

and in the development of seminars in medical anthropology at

the gradute'level.in the training of clinical psychologists and

sociologists.
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. The experience And data accumulated in the .nearly six

years.active research in ;education, while it has not remained

my major research concerns since 'leaving the project, never-

theless has continued to occupy my thoughts and interests. -I%

have produced a series of papers based on that experience, one

published in peycyjiiatrrin 1964, titled "The Observer-Observed

Relationship .as Information About Structure in Small Group

Research: A Comparative Study of Urban Elementary School.Class-

-rooms," and .a number of. papers-concerned with various aspects

of the educational process and research into schools and schooling

read at various professional meetings, but not as yet adapted

for publication.

Much of the data collected by myself and others in the course

of the above research experience has yet to be systematically

exploited. One serious problem in large scale and long-term

research is that much useful and painstakingly gathered

information frequently goes unused and unanalyzed. This happens

for a variety of well known reaso...s: Money for continued

analysis after the initial grant for data collection has expired

is often difficult to obtain; personnel relocate and become

involved in other efforts; there is sometimes the important

factor of research "fatigue," or new matters demand* attention

and the slow and tedious work of data analysis must often be set

aside in favor'of other more immediate concerns. I am certain

that these experiences have been common to many research estab-
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mepts and projects, and that much useful data and material

related to central questions of schooling have already, been

accumulated by a variety of scholars and research teams and

. are now. stored away in filing cabinets representing so many

research "corpses." New grants are then obtained by other

scholars and the same and similar problems are reinvestigated

all over again and sometimes again with the same final results,

more filing cabineti gathering dust. One effort I would"like

to see developed is a retrieval program designed to recover

and utilize efficiently some of the material already so pains-

takingly gathered in the effort at approaching some of the

problems posed and questions raised by this new Culture of

Schools Program. One advantage in attempting to retrieve

material already gathered and in some instances partially

analyzed lies less in not duplicating efforts already .achieved

though this is certainly not an unimportant consideration - but,

fUrther, by involving behavioral scientists who have already

gained experience in schooling research and having the experience

of having thought through many important problems and ideas in

the course of gathering their data and living with it, one has

at hand a body of experienced thinkers sophisticated in

developing concepts and in applying research design. All too

often much research, especially the data-gathering phase of it,

is collected by young, beginning, and inexperienced researchers.



Undoubtedly much of the data already gathered could profitably

be used for some of the purposes and goals at hand.

In the following paragraphs I would like to address myself

to two other areas of consideration. The first involves a brief

outline.of a research design into schooling problems that I

think has some merit. The second issue involves some thoughts

of mine. concerning some of the concepts and proposals put forth

in the "Proposal for a Development Activity" circulated to

members of this panel.

1. I pee.a distinct advantage in having a study of

schooling, education, and community done something along the

lines of the Hollings/lead and Redlich investigation of mental

illness and social class. A series of communities differing in

ecological arrangements and.size night' be *selected for purposes

of studying the differential schooling systems and patterns

offered and available to the community. In psychiatry, there

are private practitioners, open-clinics, fee-based clinics,

hospital services, etc. In large urban communities one may

find public educational systems, a series of private schools

and the parochial school establishments. The relationship

between differing school systems and social class would be

interesting to chart. From there a characterization of school

systems and individual schools within each system might be

attempted along lines of educational philosophy, school and

classroom enactment practices, theories of child development

and concepts of personality growth, career patterns of teachers,
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career patterns of children, lines of movement of both

children and teachers within the school systems available to

the community. Theories of child development and peisonality

growth have been, to an extent, explored by educators and

educational sociologists in dealing with the so-called

"modern" or "progressive" schools, partly because such schools

have been articulate concerning -their goals and aims, but to

my knowledge far less detailed attention has been given to these

considerations in relation to the so-called °traditional"'

ichdols-and which probably constitute the bulk of schools in

country. My own experience has led me to the position there

is a close 'parallel between theories-of 'child rearing and

perionality growth and development, on the one hand and educa-

tional philosophy and school enactment practices on the other

hand.

When I speak of studying school systems I find myself think-

ing far more like an industrial sociologist rather than an

exponent of the "human relations" or "communications" school.of

thinking that has dominated so many recent behavioral science

studies of organizations, psychiatric hospitals and wards and

general medical environments. School systems do not end with

the principal or superintendent, or as in the case with privte

schools With the board of trustees, but extend deeply into the

community and, particularly in the case of public education,

involve the business and political structures, including tho

press, the chambers of commerce in many areas, political councils
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and pressure groups of one form or another. The small private

.
schOol can afford far- more autonomy in matters of determining

curriculum, hiring teachers, establishing a particular world-.

view, etc. I would like to see how the broader matters of

a.dminitration, business, and'political"life in the community

influence and effect classroom content and practice. Such an

approach might giiie us important.insights into the kind and

quality of "autonomy" individual classroom teachers have or

do not have. Significantly, few studies of schooling have: gone

beyond the. classroom -teacher. Consequently, we know extremely

little even about school principals, persons, who, in the

urban public school system hardly occupies a leading decision

making positionin the organizational hierarchy.

It might also be worthwhile to investigate the relationship

between teacher training establishments - in terms of educational

1 philosophy, child rearing practices and theories of personality

growth and development --and the practices and thinking of teachers

already working and teaching in schools. I am thinking here of a

somewhat similar shady by Osier Peterson, et al, "An Analytical

Study of North Carolina General Practice" V. Medical Education,

31, Pt 2, 1956) where, over time, doctors in terms of their

concepts of medical practice and demonstrated competency began

to reflect less the medical training they received and more the

community standards in which they were practicing. According

.
to Bloom "it was as though the situation - or culture . of the

practicing profession took over the major influence on the
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practitioner, functioning to equalize the total group and

reduce their earlier differences" (Bloom, S., "The Sociology

of Medical Education," The Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly,

Vol. Mall, No. 2, April 1965, P 172.) If similar findings were

to be found for teachers it: might throw some interesting light

on our notions about teacher training establishments and

their expected long term influence.

I think using the Hollingshead and Redlich study as a sort

of model for investigations into schooling could go in a number

of interesting Idirections. ,I am not certain we would learn

anything radically new, no more than Hollingshead and Redlich

did; for certainly most professionalS in the field of health

were already aware of their major. findings, though not on an

actuarial basis, but it might well be Worth the effort to have

such studies document what many of us already suspect to be the

case in education. The differences between what upper class

children are offered and what is offered to lower class children

in the same community might well be worth the effort alone. I

would also like tolearn how education is conceptualized by

members of different classes in the same community and what their

conception is of the kind of education their children are receiv-

ing. This might make foi some insights into "drop-outs" and

other "under" and "non-achievers" as similar studies in psychiatric

clinics have helped in the ,direction of understanding more about

why people terminate treatment early.
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.There are many serious and.difficult.obstac/es in the way

of any broad study of education and schooling. Access to schools

for intensive study of their operations is not always easy to

obtain-, especially when one is concerned with also studying s

the upper echelons of administration and power. However, in the

light of the importance of such studies I think the attempt

should be made.

2.. Though the proposal for The Culture of SchoOls.Program

does not specify the upper ,ranges of educational establishments

and processes to be studied, it does appear that the focus is.

aimed at the elementary and secondary schools. It is in this

connection that I seriously question the programiatic nature of

the proposition that "the general prOces6 of socialization is incr-

easingly a function of the educational establishment." Setting

-aside the fact that children and adolescents spend as much time

in and around school, doing homework, and spending time with

their school peers as is stated, the fact of time spent alone

does not establish the significance of that time and the impact

it has on the individuals involVed. I think the proposition is,

at best, researchable, and should first be examined as a possible*

hypothesis for intensive' "investigation, rather than taking it

as an established truth. In this connection I heartedly agree

'4th a recent review of Edgar Z. Friedenberg's book Coming of

ZseinAme)g__i.ca:GrowqthandAcuiescense, where the reviewer,

Miriam L. Goldberg notes, "Friedenberg joins the ranks, of other
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social critics who unwittingly compliment the school by endowing

it with powers it doesn't have and then castigate it for failing

to exercise these powers in changing the social conditions which

the critics deplores. Fortunately.or.unfortunately, there is

little evidence to support .the assumption that the school '...
. .

alters individuals...their values, their sense of personal worth,

their patterns of anxiety and sense of mastery and ease in the

world..." (Saturday Review, Nov. 20, 1965, pp 87-89). I

certainly think college and graduate school have a profound

socializing effect, but I seriously wonder just how valid and

extensive this is at the lower educational levels. At best,

investigations into the socializing nature of schools' and their

impact on personality development and outlook demands long term

longitudinal investigation. The experience of the North Carolina

study cited above would seem to attenuate some of these notions

even when applied to post - graduate training.

A secondpoint, correlative to the notion of the school as

a major socializing influence, is the notion that the "teacher

emerges in our society as a parental figure." Perhaps this has

some validity at the upper levels of the educational process, but

it can be seriously questioned when applied to secondary and

elementary schools. And,. if true, certainly the low status of

teachers hardly makes them very significant as parental figures.

I think this is one of those easy generalizations that can be

very misleading attributable, in part, more to fantasy about

teachers than to reality. The ambiguous and traditionally vulnerable
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position .of the school teacher in our society has alternatively

cast her in a role of possessing more power than she actually

has and. this, in turn, has compelled society to feel - and

.rationalize - the need for exercising strong sanctions in

relation to teachers.

Finally, I would like to enter a plea that behavioral

scientists in the mid 1960's avoid falling into the same

attractivelpitfalls that befellihe.field of psychiatry in the

late 1920's and during the 1930's. Psychiatry believed, and

the public bought the fantasy, that this' new knowledge about

human beings was going to solve the ill's of mankind and bring

solution to all of our major .problems. I hope behavioral

scientists will learn from the experiences of psychiatry and

not fall into the same self-deluding fantasy that our parti-

cipat ion and knowledge holds the magic key to the solution of

present and future problems. Here, I plead for modest research

programs that can be implemented with sophisticated design, and

hope we can avoid omnipotent expectations that the applicatio.4 of

behavioral science concepts are going to have massive impact. in

changing the contours of mass education and mass culture.

.S.



Discussion:

Diamond noted that the second phase of the Culture of

Schools'. program would include the creation of coordinated

research ventures aimed at just the sort of problems raised

by the last speaker.

The need for large-scale, intensive and well-coordinated

research was Underlined.

Diamond answered that there were not many mysteries

behind the failure of mass education. The principle task

was to understand and act on the social dynamics leading to

the collapse of mass education. Altogether too much had been

expected of schools in acting as agents of.social change;

schools responded to change rather than caused it.

Gussow, someone pointed out, had discovered that the

top of an educational hiearchy responded to. the forces' of

conservation in the society.

One educator objected to the generalization that forces

for change always came from the outside.

But the generalization was accepted on the grounds that

it applied at certain school levels but not at others. Some

discrimination had to be exercised in making the assumption.
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Statement of Theodore W. Parsons

The School of Education of the Florida State University

has recently embarked on a series of prOgrams which give

-renewed* emphasis to the needs of students for integrated

experience with the theories and methods of the social and

behavioral sciences. .This same inter - disciplinary. emphasis

has begun to characterize the action-oriented research and

development programs in process and in planning. These develop-

ments are partly the result,of-a staffing.policy which has

sought social psychologists, psychologists, sociologists, and

anthropologists for interdepartmental and institute teaching

and research.

As "the anthropologist" who works in the school of education

I have .four major functions: research, teaching, advisory, and

synthesizing. In addition to my own research on the Mexican-

Americans of the Southwest, I have been assigned the tasks of

writing research propbsalS applying inter-action analysis

techniques to school situations. With the School of Social

Welfare I participate in the problems released mental patients

have in re--in _egrating into the community sociocultural patterns.

My teaching functions center largely in the offering of inter-

disciplinary and inter-departmental courses such as 'cultural

transmission, culture and personality, problems of 20th century

society and a faculty seminar which attempts to pull together

theories and methods of the behavioural and social sciences as
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applied .to specific research problems. Under advisory functions

I group those instances where my professional insights are

sought for program planning and implementation, research prOblems,

field problems and so on. Recently I have become increasingly

involved in problems invol.W.ng racial and ethnic minority groups.

Permeating all my work at F.S.U. is what I call my synthesizing

function. Many of our staff members are making deliberate

efforts to:relate.anthropological content and.methods.totheir

own programs. Consequently, I am frequently asked to, help
. .

individuals and groups rethink their problems in an effort to

achieve broader perspective. In these, as well as in my other

activities, I am contributing to the further development of an

inter-disciplinary, synthesizing, approach to problems of

educational concern.

As a leading institution in the Southeast, the Florida State

University' is becoming more deeply involved in the many federally

sponsored programs for aiding "the Negro," the "culturally

deprived" and other specially designated groups. 'Many of us who

are associated with these programs are very uneasy about the

rapid development of projects designed to promote quick socio-

cultural change. All too :often it appears that the activity of

implementing a project is the major focus of attention, with

little concern being given to the socio-cultural factors which

determine the nature and dynamics of local participation,

resistance, accommodation etc., Also, the assumption that the
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school can promote significant structural change seems to be

too seldom unchallenged. Though the school does have some

systemic characteristics of its own, its personnel are drawn

from the community at large and may be expected to reproduce

within the school their out-of-school socio-cultural patterns
%

Consequently, it becomes crucial to ask whether the school, any

more'' than any other large institution with 'limited sanctions,

can bring about significant change. The general socio-cultural

forces which promote stability or foster change operate on (and

Within) doMmunity.membei.s iri a variety of institutional settings..

including the school.

The assumption that the school can produce important

social change is often founded on the arguments that since

children spend such a large amount of. time in school, it is

there that they learn the major portion of their culture content,

and that the manipulation of in-school experiences alters outLof-

school patterns of thinking, believing, behaving. It may be,

however, that only certain culture content is learned within the

school and that this is not related to those factors which main-

tain the social structure. The effects of out-of-school learnings,

perhaps, sanctioned by institutions such as the church, family,

or peer groups, may cause pupiii to learn only selectively within

school. Thus the real area of influence of the school may be

effectively delimited by thl) general cultural patterning, the

nature and length of children's planned school experiences not

withstanding.
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These and related concerns suggest the need for intensive

research on the school in the community. What I mould propose

is the designation of several carefully selected communities

as field research laboratories for the study of the school as

a sub-system within the larger socio-cultural system of the 'comm-

unity. Teams of behavioural scientists gathering extensive

ethnographic (including. psychological) data could ask such broad

categories of. guestions,as a) how is the school structurally

and functionally related to other 'sub-systems within the community,

:.and what are the dynamics of these relationships, b) to what

extent is the schOol a stability maintaining institution--through

either its manifest or latent functio:.s, c) are there different

types: of culture content transmitted or reinforced in different

settings, d) what content is overtly or covertly permitted or
41,

prohibited the school, e) where does the individual learn and

receive reinforcement for those beliefs which structure his

perceptions of and behavioural orientations toward others in the

community, f) what socio-psycho-cultural patterns are brought.

into the school fromthe community, and how do these facilitate,

inhibit, or structure the individual's relationship to school

personnel, activities or content.

Data obtained from such broad and intensive field investi:L

gation would provide us with a more secure foundation 'for making

predicitions about the consequence of various school-based

programs for promoting socio-cultural change. We could then develop
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and implement change oriented programs in the laboratory
.

coutmunities and study the results. We would, thereby, not only

add to our understanding of American culture and the dynamiCs

of planned change, but provide a focus for planning and direction
.

of the increasingly proliferating, sometimes inconsequential,

and frequently dangerous action programs now pouring out of

goVernment agencies.
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Within the lat five years some of my colleagues in

education and some teacheis have asked me to talk to them

about the principles of linguistics as these may be related to
%

the problems of teaching children to read and write English.

The 1960's may be identified as the decade in which the linguistic

dam broke in the English-speaking part of the world. Knowledge

of linguistic' principles is now diffusing rapidly.

No reader of English can arrive at an understanding of basic

linguistic principles without experiencing a clearer perception

of the structural monstrosity that written English is. This

insight hasbeen achieved by Individual scholars many times going

far back into the history of written English. For example, several

generations of the Pitman family in England have advocated reforms

of written English. Benjamin Franklin advocated reforms. There

haver been many others. Why did these earlier insights have so

little effect on culture change as compared to that which lingu-

istic principles now promise to have? One reason is that the

earlier insights we're isolated insights. They were not assimilated

into a traditional pattern of belief about the nature of language.

By contrast, the principles of linguistic science have, especially

from the 1920's to the present, developed rapidly into a complex

belief syitem, shared, transmitted and changed by specialists

working in a number of different applied and academiz areas.

Anthropological linguists are among these.
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Linguistics is contributing to the synthesis of behav-

ioral sciences. There is a rapid development in the area of

psycholinguistics. There is the beginning of a' sociology of

language.

How may these developments affect the teaching of written

English in our schools? We may identify. two broad areas of

possible influence: (1) contributions toward more efficient,

effective and realistic methods of teaching traditional written

English, and (2) contributions toward reforms in written English.

.The'first of these is well under way. The second, at some

time in the future, may be,in part, a result of the first.

The American anthropological linguist Leonard Bloomfield

devised a system for teaching children to read in the 1930's,

His system emphasized the concept of the phoneme and of classes

of words based on spelling. No publisher could be found for his

work until 19&l, long after the author's death. Only now is a

series of experiment$1 readers and workbooks based on Bloomfield's

system being published by Clarence L. Barnhart.

A similar system was devised by Frances A. Hall assisted

by the linguist Robert A. Hall, Jr. The linguistic principles

upon which these systems have been based are sound.

The anthropological linguist Charles F. Hockett has analyzed

English graphic monosyllables which repreSent regularities of

spelling patterns in relation to pronunciation. Others have

carried this work further through the use of computers.
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A number of people are now working on dialect differences in

relation to the concept of spelling classes. New efforts are

being :made to clarify the: concept of the grapheme especially in

its application to written English.

All of this will be useful in teaching beginning reading',

spelling, and remedial reading.

Criticisms from some specialists in education and some

psychologists point out that linguistic approaches have over-

emphasized the formal structural approach and have slighted

problems of content, story interest, and perception. Reading

material advocated by the linguist Henry Lee Smith, in collab-

oration with teachers and psychologist, retains the linguistic

approach bt't repreents an effort to impiove content and avoid

some perception problems.

The "Reading in Color" system developed by the educator and

psychologist Caleb Gattegno, while it does not come directly from

the traditions of structural linguistics, can be related to the

concepts of phoneme--grapheme correspondences and of spelling

patterns.

In England, Pitman and others have developed the initial

teaching alphabet. Graphs used in ITA correspond closely to

phonemes of standard English in England. Some efforts are being

made in the United States to apply the method here..

The.development of all of these methods will accelerate the

diffusion of knowledge of linguistic principles. This, in turn,

will increase the recognition of need for reform. Within a
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will be much weaker and less influential than it

to reform

is today.
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Cultural anthropologists and sociologists may contribute

to our understanding of the forces of resistance to change.

in written English. It will be important to have as thorough

knowledge as possible'of the social and psychological functions

involved in maintenance of the present system of written English

so that .these may be taken into account when efforts are made

to bring about reforms at some time in the future.

These studies will be important for theoretical as well as

practical purposes. For example, study of written English by

behavioral scientists may contribute to our understanding of

irrationality or nonrationality in culture.

The following quotation from Kroeber presents the theo-

retical point:

"Allied to this unawareness or unconsciousness of cultural

form and organization is the irrationality of much of the collective

in culture. 'Irrationality' is what it is sometimes called.'"' "It

covers a variety of happenings in culture which have in common a

factor of inconsistency. The totality of a situation or way

of doing comes out less regular and *less coherent than it might

have been under rational planning." "The point, of course,

is that such irregularities and inefficiences were not thought

out but are the result of long and complex histories, with quite

different factors often impinging successively." "In one sense
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the outcome is 'irrational' indeed, in that the institution

lacks the full reasonableness which its defenders claim for
;

.

it. Actually, it rather is non-rational, and only partly that.

Most strictly, it is that the institutional pattern is irregular,
. s

not wholly consistent."
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Discussion

It was suggested that' the introduction of linguistics

as a school subject might well provide an excellent opportunity

to study how teachers resist 'change.

Teachers, were defended, however, on the grounds that they

.

are not as irrationally conservative as all that. They are

after alls'in'direct-contact with the children and thus know

what will be accepted and what rejected.

Snyder confessed that the introduction of linguistics in

California schools was bound to create much furor deserving

of study by anthropologists.

Observers would have to be placed in classrooms because

teachers did not always report up the hiearchy what was

happening in their classes. There was not just a single

educational power structure, but many.
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Statement of Ramprol!willie

AL. My, major functions as a behavior scientist in teacher

training and educational research include:

(1) The training of school counselors in an. .NDEA .

.Counseling and Guidance Institute. I am involved

in the practicUm supervision of counselors, and in

teaching about (a) the social structure of American

Schools, (b) personality theory and social psychology.

(2) Resea'rch in which I am currently engaged includes:

(a) A Study of educational innovation in a non-graded

elementary school; its historical background, its

social milieu, and its effects on staff and

students. This 4cool, Garden Springs Elementary

School, was described in Look Magazine in MEirch,

1965, and the first phase of my study will be a

chapter in a book on Educational Innovation,

edited by Dr.11ichard Miller, of the University

of Kentlicky's Center for the Study of Educational

Innovation.'

(b) A study of the personality and attitude changes .of

counselors in our NDEA Counseling and Guidance

Institute, based on both personality tests and the

analysis of personal document.s.

(c) A study of cultural change in the rural ejido

communities of the Laguna region of North -Central

Mexico, with emphasi , on educational changes since
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1936. (This is a continuation of the community

study which was my Ph.D. dissertation. It will

be published by Stanford Unitersity Press).

II. A- Types of behavioral science research which would

be' important to the study of the schools and of education include:

1. ACTION RESEARCH, in which the research is involved

in bringing about change, at the same time he is

studying the procesS.

2. PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION, in which the researcher(s)

are part of the ongoing system, but in which they make

no effort to change the system.

3 'COMPARATIVE STUDIES of different schools or school

systems with the focus on determining the relative

effects of different factors on the students, the

staff, the community.

4. LONGITUDINAL STUDIES, following the same children

and staff for a number of years.

5. STATISTICAL STUDIES, utilizing existing statistical

data, tests given by the schools, etc.

II 8- Content Areas of Importance in the study of American

Schools include:

1. The decision making processes in the selection

of principals, and other power roles in the education-.

al system: the power structure cf schools, how it is

created and maintained.

2. The effect of different school social struct-tares on
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- the motivation and self concept of both staff and

students, over,a period of years.

3. The processes of innovation in the creation of new

schools; what are the forces that create and maintain

innovation; what are the ways that innovations are

resisted and modified.

The channels of educational mobility for children in

different cultural and social-class positions;

5 The conditions within a school that facilitate teachers

and children to becothe self-actualizing; the relative im-

portance of personality and social structure factors

and their interactions.

6. Longitudinal studies of the personality development

of students and of new teachers; the effect of the school

system on personality.

7. Studies of pre-school children and their families; the

effect of pro-school programs on children of different

cultural and social-class backgrounds.

8. Studies of the community power structure as it relates

to the support of the schools; the school board, the

professional Organizations of teachers other important

community forces.

9. The effect of federal, state and private moneys on

local school systems. The role of outside money in

innovation, and the ways in which such .resources are

diverted to maintain traditional power structures.
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10. Studies of schools and of teacher training

programs that seem to be especially effective

. in work with special cultural group i or with

lower socio-economic groups.

11. Studies of the processes of self-renewal

in school systems, of successful in-service

training, of the resistances and defenses

against self-renewal and self-study.

12. Stlidies of the communication system, or lack

. of it, between school and parents.
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Statement of Yehudi A. Cohen

(The following is extracted from a brief discursive
letter)

... (it seems to me) that all future conferences about

education will have to include people from engineering and other

related physical or "hard" sciences who will be able to tellips

something about the nature of the technology of our educational

systems 50 or 150 years from now. I would...say that as in

connection with many other problems that are considered to be

.

"social," the line between social and physical sciences is

becoming rapidly blurred and that it is quite impossible for one
. .

group to speak about social problems without including members

of the other group.

In line with this, I would also like to point out that one

of the greatest needs that we have in planning for researel in

connection with the education is for people who are willing to

make complete breaks when necessary with traditional concepts

and traditional ways of looking at things and who are willing

to be bold enough to.stidk their necks out and look at the futUre.

In other words, we have got to recruit people for research in

0*

connection with education who are concerned with problems in the

future rather than merely doing the equivalent of fighting

brush fires or trying to catch .little sparks that happen to be

flying around at the moment.

In my own case, I have been very involved recently in a large

scale cross-cultural study of the evolution of educational

institutions from the simplest through the most complex levels of
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social organization. One of my major purposes in this

cOnnection'haS.nOt. only been to try to find out what the history

of educational institutions has been but also to try to deduct

or infer from the regularities that I have been uncovering what
.

. -

the. future directions of educational institutions .might be.

will be discussing some of the substance of this research in my

paper on Monday afternoon. I am afraid that I cannot be too

.clear in answer to the question as to what my major functions

are as a behavioral scientist in the field of education except to

'say that X am a-theoreticiah and I.am priMarily concerned with

the uncovering of cross-cultural regularities in the field of

'education as it is related to other institutions in .the culture.

Thus, and in answer to the second question, I think that formal

educational institutions have to be viewed as one special case

in the general process of socializing individuals. That is I

think it can be demonstrated both historically and cross-

culturally that there is a fairly linear sequence in which the

culturalization and socialization of individuals moves steadily

away from the household and kinship in the direction of non-

kinship and into areas of impersonal techniques. In other words,

I see education and socialization as functioning on a continuum,

rather.than being distinct from each other. As a result, I

feel very strongly about" the fact that research into education

had to combine observations made on simpler cultures together

with observations made in contemporary advanced cultures in order

to be able to make some educated guesses about what some of our

problems are going to be in the future.
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Statement of Robert Hanv

One expects anthropologists to sense and concern themselves

with theculture.of schools. But what about those in the midst

of the enterprise? Do educators sense that there is a culture

of the schools? Most don't' some do. Not surprisingly, those

Who are" Most aware Of that c =ulture are those who have brUised

their knuckles against it, have felt to some extent alien to it.

It is those educators, then, who have been concerned about111
the schools, concerned with changing the schools who eventually

become most aware:of the extent to which various assumptxans

and. practices. link- up to .form a tightly. integrated system. Those.

of us_ who wish to engineer change become, of necessity, students

of that system..

Some of us are not very systematic in that study; we are

certainly not "behavioral scientists". But we are serious

observers, clinicians with more need and opportunity to experi-

ment.than some whose studies are more sanctified by theory and

less impelled by so crass a motive as improving the schools.

I must speak, then, as an "engineer" not as a scientist.

--The American Anthropological Association sponsors the "engineering"

effort in which I play a part: the effort to introduce some

small measure of anthropology into secondary school curriculum.

FroM the work of the Vroject has come an increasingly clear

identification of important subsystems of school culture. Many

of these systems have been, until recent challenges, highly

stable',*perniciously stable,
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Consider, for example, the matter of teacher scholarship.

The professional obligations of the teacher have not customarily

incruded. scholarship, even in the sense of consuming, let alone

producirig. Neither school administrators, nor teacher colleagues,

nor students nor parents have expected the teacher to be widely

for `currently) read, in his field.

This condition hinges to teaching load, which ranges from

.25 to 30 hours,weOcly. If the teacher, is not to be an active

and growing intellectual, then he can be expected to be a factory

hand. Modest job qualifications and low salaries hook into the

circuit in obvious ways.

The non-scholarly teacher is suited, of course, to the text

materials he has traditionally purveyed. These demand learning--

but never thinking.

Such a web of arrangements comes into view when you change

even a single element. /f, for example, you introduce materials

that are rich in .data and call for student thought rather than

recollection, then new demands are placed on the teacher. Be finds-

a need to read again, because he must become a thinker, too. It

is then that his work load--five or six classes a day, 150 students-- -

begins to be seen as not merely onerous but as dysfunctional --.in

terms of a changed definition of his role.

I would not pretend to suggeit fruitful types of research

in the schools. But I might suggest one development that could

bear on research decisions. The nteam-:teaching" or "staff-util-

ization" movement has been underway for about seven years. This

is an attempt to effect a comprehensive change in the schools
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through administrative reorganization of staff, time and space.

A nmmber of new schools are experimenting with this. rather

different formal-organization, Observations suggest that the

informal organization may not have changed significantly. But

there,iS some basis, at least, for comparing an explicitly

innovative school culture with a traditional school culture.
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Statement of Thomas F. Green

As a philosopher of education, I am concerned with the

study of epistemology, social philOsoPhy and moral theory. The

techniqUes of li4nUistic analysis bear directly upon the formation

of a theory of pedagogy and the development of curricula. Yet,

until'the
4

past decade almost no attention had been given to thee

logic of teaching itself. The logical canons of the disciplines

and :the rational methods of inquiry have reserved or no

attention in the education of teachers. I am interested in
1 .

Changing this.

As a social philosopher I am interested in the fact that the

social conditions of action in modern society, and perhaps even

the concept of rationality in itself are changing. I am interested

in describing how the changing social structure is reflected in

different things that' need to be learned in the process of

socialization, and this requires a restudy and reconstruction of

traditional concepts connected with authority, work, morality and

individual integrity. It' interests me,.for example, that though

we have long distinguished theoretical and practical reason, we

may need now to understand a new form of technical reason. It

interests me also that though we have inherited a moral tradition

which focuses on rectitude and value we may need to understand

the moral agent in terms of his effectiveness and efficiency.

What is moral education under these circumstances? Indeed,

can there be an understanding of the moral agent couched in these

terms? How is personal identity possible unless we do understand

these matters in a way to preserve continuity with the tradition.
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In short*, I am interested in describing the transformation of

values implicit in the movement from rural to urban life in

such a way so that the old may be recognizeable in the new and

ta: histoiical memory .so important to the preservation of a civic

order may be preserved. I am interested in how civic education

can be conducted in a society where the distinction between

.
public and private is obscured in the polity and the economy.

and where it is equally obfuscated in the personal lives of

individuals. In such a world how does one educate the public

man. Indeed, what can we mean by the term "public"?

These are some of the matters which concern me as a philos-

opher of education. There are others. But these represent the

points at which logic, epistemology, and moral theory intersect

with sociology: anthropology, and pedagogy.
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Statement of Estelle S. Fuchs

As an anthropologist concerned with education, my, primary

function, for the past two years, has been to 'participate in

research under. the auspices of Project TRUE (Teacher Resources

forUrban.Education),. a research and curriculum development

project sponsored by the U.S. DepartMent of Health, Education and

Welfare, and Hunter College of the City University of New York.

The work of this project has concerned itself with a study of the

experiences ol beginning school teachers, observations in city :

schools, in-service seminars held for Department of Education.

Faculty, and the preparation of curriculum materials to be employed

in the training of teachers and administrators for service in

'inner-city, or depressed area public schools.

During the last few years, American. schools and their personnel

have been confronted with new types of problems as Negro Americans

.and other minority groups have become more articulate in their

demands for wha-Ethey consider to. be full educational opportunity

and equality in American life. Frequently the civil rights

movement had collided full force with educators who are often

at a loss to understand why they are so bitterly attacked. In

order to provide case studies which could be used in the training
of educators to them better understand these conflicts,

undertook the investigation of two instances of conflict. One

study concerned itself with conflict between a school principal

and the parents of the de facto segregated school he headed. The
other was an investigation of "Operation Shutdown," a school
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boycott held in New York City, 1965. In the later study, several

young participants in the boycott give their perceptions of the
. . . . .

school experience, indicating their grievances.

The preliminary research which led to the development of

these materials has led me to believe that the investigation

of conflict or "trouble" situations in American schools..

"trouble" being defined differently by various segments of the
. .

school population, as well as segMents of the linger American

society.-.- appears to offer an exceedingly fruitful area of

research. In the course of these situations, the goals, attitudes,
, ...

. . .

values, etc. of the contenders is highly revealing of larger

cultural tensions as well as of the changing roles being played

by schools in this era of change. The' theoretical implications

. of. such studies would include further elucidation of the function

of conflict in change or as an aspect of stability.

Fundamental to all further research in American education

is the compilation of many ethnographies of schools. These are

.fequired in order to provide a body of comparative data.

1 Another area of research which requires expansion is more

classroom observation data compiled by interdisciplinary teams.

This data should cover teacher training classes as well as

children's classrooms.

Although many other areas of research are open, I would

like to suggest One other.. Studies of the effeCts of educa-

tion of the child in terms of quality and success upon the

acculturation of the parents. Are these factors correlateci

variables? MAJOR PUBLICATIONS
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Statement of John Collier, Jr.

Statement on Background

My teaching role at San Francisco State College is to
. .

function as a link between the skills of anthropology and

the needs of education. One of these skills is systemiEib

method for observation of school culture and the community

environment surrounding schdols, tutorial centers, and youth

clubs. For four years now I have held a course in photo-

graphic recording for school teachers and students of

education. The goal of this workshop is to enrich the

curriculum of social studies with environmentally_oriented

visual d's'ithdt the schdol teacher can manufacturellerself.

with the simplified use of the camera. At the same time,

making the photographs provides an objective experience in

olserl:ration that sensitizes the teacher to the environmental

reality of her students.

A second program that I have been instrumental in develop-

ing relates applied, anthropology to the_ action field of education.

"Anthropology for Education" is a long-standing course at

State, originally designed to ;give teachers a rudimentary

knowledge of anthropology. I changed the emphasis of this

course to the concepts of anthropology that have relevance

to the problems of the elementary and secondary school teachers

as innovators. I have found a rewarding relationship between

my experiences in applied anthropology and the dynamic, functions

of education.

A third program is a workshop seminar for anthropologists
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in non-verbal evidence gathered with the camera. This course

is a feed-back of fifteen years of intensive ethnographic recording.

11y background for= this effort is education and anthropology

comes from twenty-five years of direct involvement with action

projects of rehabilitation, self-deVelopmeht, and necessary

acculturation. I firSt experienced these challenges as an

information specialist for the Farm Security Administration,

carrying out photographic reportage in what many call our

"Bitter Years." Later I carried photographic reportage into the
.

industrial relations of the -Standard Oil Co. (N.J.), including

an assignment .of. Colombia, where I assembled a two years' study

of the culture and economy of this diverse Andean republic.

My intense education in anthropology was at Cornell

University where for three years I was a research assistant to

Dr. Alexander H. Leighton to develop photography as a-tool of

research in anthropology. In collaboration with the Stirling

County Study in the Maritimes of Canada, I applied photographic

research to a regional study of the epidemology of mental disease

in rapid social and tedhnolOgical change, and examined the

relationship of mental health to the cultural environment.

9ne aspect of this was an experiment in projective interviewing

with photographs, working with the fishermen and farmers of the

Mai:itimes. Later this testing was repeated on a cross-cultural

level with the desert herders and farmers of the Navajo of the

Cornell Fruitland Project of Community Development.

On completing' this field work, I made a photographic baseline

of culture of the Vicos Indians for the Peru-Cornell Project
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directed by Dr. Allan R. Holmberg. Here was my most important

experience in successful education and redevelopment accomplished

with the skills of applied anthropology.
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THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER AS A FIELD WORKER IN CULTURE: THE
APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION

..Anthr'opology. has great relevance to the role of the

teacher .and to the problems,. and processes of education. We

have observed that many of the humanistic problems of the

teacher-are comparable to the challenges .met by the social

scientist. Both the applied anthropologist and the school

teacher are innovationists, agents of change, and stimulators

of cultural vitality. Both share similar Challenges in their

relations with community organization and cultvre. Both must

deal with the "native" with an intense rapport of communication

and empathy. Both can fail completely if this interpersonal

relationship is inadequate or disturbed. Both deal in the

holistic approach to personality; teaching the "whole child"

involves meeting him on his authentic ldvel'of culture where

personality can be found and mobilized for the self-development

so essential trN change. How close this concern is to Dr. Allan

Holmberg's search for the energy source of the Vicos peon Indians

which, had it not been discovered, would have left the Indians

As .inert.as they were found. School drop-outs are often defec-

tors froth culture, or casualties of the gulf that lies between'

two cultures, the teachers' way and the "natives'" way.

The field methods of the anthropological community study can

support the teacher in many areas of her program. Natives are

not obliged to cooperate with,the anthiopologist, and if the

natives won't talk interview research simply halts. In the

same way the student is not obliged to learn if his native
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culture does not insist that he do so. Particularly now In

this. aMbilalent age, to ,use George Spindler's words, "The

students dare you to teach them." This is a common attitude,

one that I meet in Art School classes today, where I teach

creative photography. The "dare" must be met with tact and

empathy, and the class' hostilities to each other and to you

must be met dispassionately and tempered with insights into

the cause and effect circumstances of the students' real lives.

Seekifig friendly informants in the village, or making commun-

. ications with your, class,_ both are circumstances where the

field worker and the teacher respond together in much the same

way- -with this exception: the fieldworker knows he is just

a visitor in the hoUse, and many teachers fail to realize they

are just visitors in the community.

This unconscious professional attitude, "It is my official

business to teach you," and its corrolary, "It is your duty to

learn," leave the teacher unprepared to meet the hostilities

that invariably arise in public education. Such attitudes
41111.

assume a polarized environment in culture, without the conflicts

of cultural dislocation and the anxieties of too rapid change.

Few teachers work in such harmony, and to have empathy for the

disharmony and personal attacks by parents on schools requires

a very different assessment of the teacher's role. Anthropologists

meet and deal with disturbed, natives in the same way the social

psychiatrist fends and adjusts human relations to some.construo-

tive end. The teacher needs to learn from her fellow behavioral

scientists that cultural circumstance .is something to work with,
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on the one hand with the sympathy of therapy, and on theother

with skills of social engineering. The teacher, too, needs to

be the participant observer and interventionist. The skills

of the .field director of a.going community research project

can be compared to the adjusting, knowing, skills of the able

school superintendent.

The hurt, the dilemma, of many teachers arises from theii

inability to diagnose the presence and the background of

school failures and hostilities; Lack of analytic equipment

. makes teachers try to solve problems "by love alone," and

love is often not enough. The modern teacher inthe modern jungle

needs every skill of the behavioral sciences to "understand"

her class, to meet parents on truly sympathetic grounds, to

.deal with the pressures and injustices of school and community
.

administration. Anthropology has these skills to deal with

major areas of the educational dilemma: the cultural limitations

of parents facing changes in school curricula, the anxities of

parent groups when education inadvertently challenges the values

that create cultural and personal identity, the harassment by

school administrators caught in the bind of the very school in

which the teacher is working, the background of the poor achie-

vers and drop-outs that defy all alurements of education, the

..groups--American Indian, Mexican, or Negro--who exhibit

patterned un-intelligence, or the children that sit silently

and hostilely in :the back of the clasS. Functional understanding

of cultural phenomena .and process could support' the. teacher in

gaining insights and tools for dealing with all these circumstances.1.



One of the reasons that accurate diagnoses of student

problems are not made is the verbal communication block between

the student and the :teacher. .I feel visual observation call offer

one appraisal of the cultural richness of the otherwise

deprived student that can beused as a building blodk in motiva-

ting the.'"disadvanta4ed" youth. Further, I feel that diagnosing

problem students not only involves clinical psychology of the

individual but ap significantly the whole environmental content

.ofof the child, without which no personality can be'understood.
.

..

The reality of the ,urban classroom today .is that every class.

:.. roam is a_crosscultural arena where collective educAtion succeeds

by delicate balanCing and coexistence of very diverse human parts.

Surrounding most city schools is a culture moat where members

of the class fall and are lost, often for good, to education.

Bridge building across this chasm right now in this effort to

reach the "disadvantaged" child is a major anthropological task.

"How.tocross the cultural chasm and communicate with the natives?"

The innovationist in applied anthropology must accomplish

this around the world.' Teachers must learn these skills of

building bridge heads with cultural strangers. But this cannot

be done without a working knowledge of culture. We have had a

century of failure in educating the American Indian, where

:education by the nature of the cultural conflict had to be a

subtractive one. For years the missionary hospital and school

at Ganado, Arizona, on the Navajo Reservation carried-these

.welcoming words by its main gate: "Tradition is the Enemy of

Progress. In a mission school in Farmington, New Mexico, the

students have often repeated the covert prayer, "Dear Lord, help
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me not hate my mother and father:"

As we face the challenge of educating poverty's children,

let us not make these educational tragedies again. Additive.

education, growing from within, building on the cultural

system, prese-rving cultural identity for maximum self-determin-

ation, is surely the answer for cross-cultural education and

continues to be the answer in the developments of applied

anthropology.
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Statement of William A. Wrestle

-. This is a new area of study for me, so the interests

arc yet*forming.- At present, they are, concentrated in .the

patterns of development of universities and colleges -- with

ways of describing these patterns, in terms of the organization%

and culture of these institutions, with the roots of particular

forms .in .the history.and community setting; .their, function in

the education and socialization of the student; and the role

of the institution and its professors in the larger society

. I.share, with many.of my colleagues in this.field, an apprecia-

tion of the importance of the university culture and student

sub- culture on the nature and quality of the socialization

and education of the student.. I am, however, more convinced

than most, that their cultures are ehaped by the patterns of

authority and division of labour of the school, which in turn,

are rooted in both its special history and community setting.

Since my past research experience is almost completely in

studies of the police, of crowds, of adolescence and of the

.relationships of family organization to emotional health, and

I have had no experience in doing research on education, my

thoughts in this area 'are only embryonic -- therefore, I

.come to this conference more as an observer than as a contri-

butor:
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AUMalgratRfggigYagAg

I work.in the Research Department of the Crusade For

Opportunity specializing on research in education as a sociolo-

gist. The organization is funded by the Office of Economic

Opportunity. Its main purpoSe is to provide assistance and

new social opportunities in Syracuse, mainly in poorer sections

of the: city, and primarily for'Negroes. The goal of the re-

search -department is, to evaluate programs of the

and the organization itself as an agency of change.

There are currently eight educational programs,

carried on collaboratively with the school systems of Syracuse

public and parochial.

One of the central interests of Crusade-obviously

one that has -political and ideological overtones today-con-

cerns the attempt to counteract the previous learning of chil-

dren'in the programs

I want to describe two of our research programs.

The research department is devoting much Of its effort to the

"Team Planning" program. The'primary goal of the program is to

provide better prepared or specially trained teachers for the

disadvantages. children. Ihbtructional specialists are selected
.

and appointed by the Progrzm Coordinator and are allocated to

different schools. 'These specialists lead meetings of teachers

and.develop the teaching plan and also inform teachers about

the new audio--visual methods. Also they make audio-visual
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materials available to teachers. Currently we are conducting

the. interviews involving all of the instructional specialists,

about 100 teachers and school principals in the city. We are

trying to investigate the change which is brought to each

school through the experience of the Program. Change is sought

particularly in the ways which teachers communicate with each

other, and in their classroom behavior. These classes will be

studied by the use of observational methods in the school

settings. .

The other program, "group guidance", emphasizes the
e .

functin of socialization in the school through close contacts

of guidance counselors and children. The groups are small,

each group usually consists of eight children. We have pre-

establiShed control and experimental groups, in designing the

program. An Opinion Poll was implemented. This Opinion Poll

attempts to measure life image, the degree of experienced

social isolation, and inclinations toward school. We shall

give a post-test in June. The guidance counselors will also
.

be interviewed..

Through interviews with teachers and Crusade program

personnel, we also hope to know how these relationships between.

personnel who are internal to the school and Crusade personnel

who belong to different lines of command would affect the pro-

gram. Xt would seem that Whatever success the program might

have, might very well depend upon the teachers' acceptance of

the instructional specialists or guidance counselors. This is,
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however, a problem to be evaluated.

Research of this kind should be long term. It is

a difficult.Condition because our research unit is Pait of
a large organization under year-to-year Federal funding.

However, our programs extend from the pre-school

program to the program for the high- school drop-outs.

Through a wide range of age groups we hope to see the organi-

zational and functional relationships, if any, from one school

stage to another.-
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Statement of

For the. past five years I have had a two position

kind of involvement in education. On the one hand, during

the periods X have been resident on a university campus, I

have had a joint appointment'in a school of education. When

I was at Emory University, the nature of this appointment was

that'I formed part of a team of.four to six scholars, repre-

senting as many disciplines, who instructed a group of stu-

dents in a program leading to the Master of Arts in Teaching.

In virtue of this arrangement, I had a fair amount of contact

with the staff of the school of education, and.I think that

they and I both felt that I was contributing something novel

and unusual to their deliberations. I also felt that, in.

return, I had colleagues who had the practical and detailed

knowledge of the operations of a metropolitan school system

and could keep.me" from going astray on matters of fact. As

an additional responsibility, I did do some supervision of

maste'r's theses in education, and I found this 'appalling, if

the student had any intellectual sophistication, it had been

channeled into educational psychology with its tests and

measurements, and here I preferred to keep my hands out of

the cooking; while, in most cases, the student has no concep-

tion of true research, and again I preferred to retire from

involvement. At the University of Kansas, where .I am now

located, my responsibilities are simpler. I teach one course to seniors
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who either just have had or are just about to undertake their

practice teaching. I teach it as a sort of introduction to

the sociology and anthropology-of education, and-I elidit a

rather enthusiastic responsd, particularly becauSe I discuss

the realities of life in metropolitan schools:. social class

and ethnidity, the sociocultural gulf between teachers and

pupils, folk peoples and formal educational systems, social

arid, political power, and the like.: Many students are inter-

ested in these phenomena,. but I think that most are incapable..

of grasping my value orientation, which implies skepticism

.*- :arid criticism of schools -and teaching; they are much- more in-

clined to reinterpret the data I present into their own orien-

tation as teacher and reformer. Other than this course, I

have virtually no relationship to the School of Education at

Now, in addition to this involvement on the formal

univetsity level, I have also been conducting research which

has focused on Indian education. While I entered this field

more because of. an involvement in Indian affairs and a notion

that the Office of Education was a convenient source for funds

with which to conduct a community study, I found that the study

of the educational process involving the Oglala Sioux of Pine

Ridge said a great deal not only about the Sioux but about

formal education generally. Of course this is an old story

in the social sciences: as Everett C. Hughes puts it, if we

are interested in the occupations and professions, we find
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that research on the prostitute gives us insight into the

priest; because. they both deal with men in an hour of need.

Anyway, .1 am now continuing my study of Indian education, and

having done my first Studies on. federal schools among the

Sioux, I am now involved with. public schools among the

Cherokee.

If I turn from a discussion of what I have been

doing to a statement of what social scientists could be doing,

I think mostly in terms of research. And I feel moved to be-
..

gin by pointing out that, as governmental structures dependent
. . .

on community mandate and support, educational systems are sen-

sitive to criticism and define as criticism the detached des-

cription of the good social scientist. There is then a problem

in gaining entry into a school system in order to study it,

.E.nd there is the reciprocal problem of protecting the identity

of the people involved when the study is written. I didn't do
a particularly good job of protecting identities in the Pine

Ridge study, and I'm not sure that within the context of a

federal contract that identity can be protected. Anyway, given

the sensitivities of the schools, and the corresponding sensi-

tivities of schools of. education, there is a great deal of

ptuedo research being generated research which refrains

from asking basic questions about our educational system.

Let me give an example of what I take to be a void

in our research endeavors: has anyone studied what happens to

teachers in the course of their work within the educational

ed.
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system? Nany programs of educational reform naively assume

that, if teachers simply had better training. (of a variety
favored by the reformer), then they would do a better job in

the classroom. However, few programs have looked at the pro-

cess of .interaction within the classroom_ as one which molds

the teacher into being a certain type of person. There are,

I know, some before-and-after type studies on teachers, but

they tend to be simplistic -- and in my judgment focus too
#

strongly on. the role of the teacher inthe formidable educa-.

tional bureaucracy -- without looking at the effect on the

teacher of being "on stage" before so many stranger so many

hours per day. The reform programs in the field of education

remind me of those which have been advanced in medicine and

which there presuppose that what is required is a new and

superior kind of nurse, which is to be produced by a superior

type of training, but which usually has avoided a careful

examination of the conditions of work of the nurse, and the

effect of those conditions in shaping the character of the

nurse as 'person: Perhaps we need a "goffmaniac" study of

the moral career of the public school teacher, and we might

begin by inquiring what proportion of teachers are regular

,consumers of tranquilizing-drugs!
Another aspect of the educational process where I

think that a great contribution can be made,- especially by
anthropologists and comparative sociologists, is in what I

would call for the moment the realm of social and psychic costs.
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In so much of the literature of educational reform, the notion

is of how the time of the child is being wasted and, if we

were only really skilled, we would be teaching the US child

reading at two, Russian. at three, and relativity theory at

four. Now, in fact,..we might be able to.do this, but what

would we be sacrificing in the psyche of the child and in the

social fabric? Dealing as I do with Indians, I am repeatedly

struck by the social, physical, and esthetic skills and graces

they have,.which are lacking in middle class children. And

in ethnographic literature, one repeatedly finds the field

worker extolling the virtues and grades of "his people". Let

me put the matter another way: within the contemporary US the

trend is strongly to put more of the time of the child and the

money of the community into the school system with the hopes

that the child will thereby be given "more"; yet it is certainly

plausible that the child is thereby also acquiring "less" of

many other things. Incumbent on the social scientist is the

duty of making clear the nature of what is being sacrificed .

and the limitations of the system of formal education as pre-

sently constituted.

-
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SCHOOLS AS A SOCIAL SYSTEM

DONALD HORTON

Having accepted the assignment to speak of the school as

a social system, I would like,to begin by stating some of the

. limits of my discussion. First I'll assuwe that we are talking

about the American public schools. This is to exclude Catholic

and other religious schools, non-sectarian private schools, etc.--

not because these are unimportant but because we have:very little
. . _.,

. .

. . .... ,

information about them. Secondly, my illustrations will drawn

mainly from field studies in which I have observed a big-city

elementary school in a predominantly low- income area and also

a schoolsystem in a prosperous lower-middle class suburban

community. As a matter of fact, I would like to reinterpret the

assignment and speak more.of the school system than of the in-
,

dividual school.

I have accepted the concept of "social system" in the assigned

title, but I think pethap6 I ought to say something about the way

in which I will use this concept. I think of it as what Herbert

Blumer,.in a-paperpUblished a few years ago, called a "sensitiz-

ing concept." The term "system" has the function of sensitizing

us to interconnections and interdependencies among events in the

world, in somewhat the -same way.that the term "pattern" does,

but with more of a connotation of action and of functional

necessity. But this valuable conception can lead us into a

serious distortion of life if we abstract the systemic aspects

and treat them as the whole of it. In my view, system is a polar
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concept. Social life tends towards the development of system

in the.same way that personal conduct tends towards habit;*

but opposed to system is anti-system--processes that are

constantly tending to break up, distort and transform the

. system -- connections. It seems to me that the larger the scale,

the less the systemic quality; or perhaps it would be better

to say, the less the degree of unity, harmony, equilibrium:

for 'example, national life, conceived of as. a "society,"

compared. with a particular organization within it. Historical

processes are anti-system: systems are always being destroyed

and painfully reconstructed. Only by keeping history out of

our conceptual schemes can we preserve the system concept in

its pure form.

When we attempt to use "system" as an analytical concept,

we reun into-the difficulty that the same term is commonly

used to refer to concrete educational organizations; e.g.,

the New YorkCity school system. A similar usage is followed

. in speaking of railroad systems or the Federal Reserve System,

where the entity referred to operates through a number of

connected units.. I shall try to avoid this difficulty by

using the term "educational system" as my technical term

-and "school system" as the designative term of common usage.

When the townspeople refer to their school system, they mean

the organization whose members are the boardof education

and their employees. But what I shall refer to as the
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"educational system" includes positions, roles, activities

of children, parents, interested community groups and even

participants outside of the local community (eg., prof-

essional associations).

This notion that the local educational organization

(school or school system) is only the core of the functioning

edutational system, is espeCially pertinent when we note the

extent to which .changes in the form and educational content

of the school system are controlled by outside agencies.

In'a'stady:e.theschobl system.in.a.suburban community in

New Jersey (which I will name BrookView) we were impressed

by the extent to which its operations (especially those

involving money) are decreed and policed by the state.

Through the bureaucratic structure of the state educational

department new administrative procedures may be imposed,

or new. requirements specified for thecurriculum, or new

resources provided for "special programs." The teachers

employed by the system come to it already trained -- ad-

equately or not -- by institutions of higher education over

which it has no control; and its principals and superintend-

ents are also trained by outside agencies. Both teachers

and administrators bring to it professional definitions of

aims and standards of performlry.ei professionally elaborated
"philosophies" of education. The major elements of the

curriculum are controlled by the changing demands of the
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colleges, first felt at the high school level and then trans-
.

mitted down through the gi,ades. Its teaching materials,and

therefore a major part of the educational process, are pre-

pared by publishers of textbooks, films, slides, etc., and

are accompanied by detailed instructions and advice to the

teachers. Significant innovations are generated elsewhere,

Opetially in .the.universities.and teachers' colleges. The

'local system has some limited freedom of choice among the

materials offered. It may choo'se teachers according to one

4riteriori.oi'another; 'It may .favor a superintendent who

is devoted to economy or one who favors expansion and in-

novation.. It may provide an average class size of twenty

or-of thirty. But in the large view these are matters of

marginal differentiation.

The great'est influence is exerted throught the organ-
.

izations of what I will call the "educational world."

The "educational world" is a vast and intricate congeries

of organizations concerned in one way or another with

educational practice and the educational professions. It

includes s.Rsbols of education, research centers, the found-

ations whose grants are the risk-capital of innovation.

p.

professional associations, publishers, accrediting agencies,

commissions of inquiry, technical and professional journals,

all interconnected in regional and national networks. The

local school'system is connected with this world in innumerable
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.ways; and its influences penetrate deep into the life of the

system, in the steady stream of salesmen demonstrating their

textbooks and materials to the principals of the schools, the

-heavy flow of professional and technical periodicals and

books to every level of the system; r!bove all, the engagement-

of the professional staff with their respective associations,

through whose publications and conventions they keep aware
ea

of the changing. definitions of their professional duties and.

rights. Even the lay school board members of our suburban

town are members of a federation of school boards. Teachers

and other professionals may also be members of professional

specialty groups; in addition to the general teachers' organ-

.

izations, by which they are kept informed of. changes in their

areas of special competence. The system also organizes

'special conferences.and workshops to which are brought speakers

from the universities; at the same time, teachers and ad-

ministrators attend courses for advanced degrees at the

universities. In. short, considered as a process rathei than

as an organization, the local educational system is so in-

tegrated with the educational world that the question of

boundaries' becoMes problematic.

Within the local community the school organization we

studied.is:enmeshed. in a network of connections with the

majoi.sectors of community life -- with the business community,

the service organizations, the social agencies, and so forth.
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But of special significance is its involvement with what I
... ,

shall refer tov as the unofficial educational political'org-

anizatioris of the community: these are to be diitinguished

from the official political party organizations concerned

with the municipal and higher levels of government. In

Brookview, as in many other communities in New Jersey, the

members of the board of education are elected in special.

'annual elections held for this purpose (while at the same

time the annual school budget is voted upon) -- elections

carefully separated frOm the elections for other offices.

It is a basic principle of the educational institution here

that the educational elections are "non-political," meaning

separated from the "politics" of the official parties. This

separation is, in Brookview, in our judgement, fairly

successfully maintained. But where the official parties are

exbludedivoluntary associations have developed whose function

is to provide candidates and conduct election campaigns,

and these and their activities constitute an autonomous

sphere of educational politics.

(A question from the floor at this point was followed
by a discussion of regional variations in the extent to
which schools are involved in the "official" politics.
Inter alia it was 'pointed out that in the South one of
the most important political issues for over a decade,
desegregation, has been focused on the schools. This is
becoming.increasingly true in. the North.

It was also obserVed that "politics" is thought of as
'corrupt and corrupting; the school is a sacred instit-
ution, to be protected from this influence.)
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My point is that the school system is the focus of

influes from many sources in the local.community and beyond,

influences conveyed through many different organizational

channels, not the least of which is the local educational

politidal sy6tem.. The local school system has to arrive at a

complicated set. of compromises among the competing forces

playing upon it from "outside." In attempting to draw the

boundariesof.the system of educational activities for pur-

poses of inquiry, these extensions beyond the school organ-

ization.haye-to be-taken into account.

Suppose we now look at the local school itself as a

system: here again the question of boundaries is trouble-

some. As an organization it consists basically of three

roles -- teacher, child (pupil) and principal -- combined

in various ways in working groups and supplemented by such

auxiliary roles as psychologist, nurse., custodian, etc.

The parents appear on the periphery -- not actual members

of thesorganization, yet affiliated with it. But if we

look at the school as a system of action, and at the assumpt-

+ions that govern it, a different picture emerges. The

typical day school Candour elementary school we must

remember is a day school) has responsibility for the children

for something like eight hours a day, five days a week. The

parents are responsible for them the rest of the time. This

division of time is accompanied by an assumed division of
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broadest sense of-enculturafion and socialization, the school

is seen to be responsible for the major, share of enchlturation,

but not all of it;, and the family, supported by community ag-

encies. such as the church is responsible, but not entirely,

for socialization. The major family task is socialization,

but they are also responsible, during the child's first six

years, for ,the child's learning of the language and of many

of the basic conceptsebf his culture. And the school,

primarily concerned with the development of symbolic skills

and the traditional knowledge they make accessible, is also

responsible for certain aspetts of socialization. In part-

icular, it teaches the child how to play a variety of roles

in organized ,groups of peers, how to give and obey impel,sonal

orders, in short, how to participate in a bureaucratic organ-

izdtion -- something which the family cannot do.

The educationaVenterprise traditionally assumes that

thet'e will.be a continuing reciprocity between school and

parents in the coordination of actions serving these two

functions. This means that in examining the school as an

organization we, see; as it were, only half .of. the educational

process, the other half being hidden in the private lives of

the children and their families. I suppdst in all the prof-

pssions successful professional performance; depends upon

certain forms of cooperation by the client. The doctor can't .
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cure the patient who refuses to obey his rules and in law, I

suppose, the client has at least to comport himself properly

in the .courtroom. But here, in the case of education, an .

extraordinary amount of cooperation from the clientele, the

parents, is expected, cooperation in all those aspects of

socialization and enculturation which are necessary as pre-

Conditions for the child's participation in the social and

Intellectual life of the school..

Viewed, then, as an organization the school appears to be

'a relatively closed unit, but the system of educational action

spreads out through all the families connected with it in

partly-open, partly hidden reciprocation. Behind these

families there are other organizations that also serve ed-

ucational and socialization functions -- the scouts, churches

and Sunday schools, sports organizations, church-affiliated

cltbs, and-private teachers of the arts --- who are thus in-

directly operating in some degree of reciprocity with the

. school system,.

Incidentally; my impression of Brookview is that one of

the things people get when they move to such a town is an

opportunity to recapture control over more of the socialization
.

process as comparedto the relative loss of such control in

the cities from which they come: or, if they have.not yet

borne their children, it is the:anticipation that their children
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will grow up in a more controlled environment. The children

'.in such a community are involved in so many adult-controlled

and organized'activities'that they are kept norr the streets"

the synonym for potentially delinquent', unsupervised and un-

c9ntraled behaviOr. This observation suggests that the idea

that the school has been assuming more and more of the

. . parental socialization functions needs to be reexamined.

(Here, in a colloquy between Horton and Diamond, it was
agreed- that it might be more accurate to say that the
..organizations representing the family 'extend their ;control
over the childreh.

Diamond then that the child may "fall between
stools" in the sense that school, family and family
surrogates all assume some partial.responsibility for
.the child through his "total life cycle." Horton
responded as follows:)

Well, from my point of view...one or the institutional

assumptions of American education is that the family is pro-

viding the continuity of the child's life. If you view his

life as a career,-a career as a -student in the schools, for

example, it is the family that is expected to be there, perhaps

with the help of the church, to help him move from one phase

of his career to another. The schools themselves do not

provide such help. To be sure, the school psychologist may

.do something like this for a few of the emotionally disturbed

children. He may see them year after year as they go from

one grade to the next. The guidance counsellor may see some

students, at least.through the three or four years of high

school; but generally speaking, the school moves the child
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from grade to grade with a different teacher at least every

year if not twice a year, and no one in the school really

knows him intimately or follows him through the crises of

his development. The family is supposed to do this; but if

the family breaks down, then nobody does it. You can call

this a breakdown in the school or in the family: at any.

rate, the institutional process is not taking care of the

:child as supposed to.

A general discussion ensued in which the point was made
thAt under these -conditions the peer group may assume a
special importance in this aspect of socialization. The
peer group is more consistent and continuous in its
contacts with the child than is any other agency outside
of the family itself. The role of the peer group in
filling the gap between generations accounts for the
great contemporary importance of the peer group.

I think I will skip to a pointthat'I wanted to raise,

the practical issue of the education of children of poverty.

My remarks about the expected sharing of functions between

organization and clientele are relevant to this issue. The

resolution of this problem requires some change in the trad-

itional relations. between the school and parents.

Now, in fact, I think that what is happening here, in

this matter of educating the disadvantaged, is that the

educator's are really changing -the basic ground rules of

education. The governing policy of American education has

always been a laissez-faike policy 'under which every child is

offered an educational opportunity, but whether this opportunity
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pretty much up to the child and his family. It is true that

the school people try to encourage the child in one way or

- another, to give him incentives, but the school has never

assumed the responsibility for seeing to it that he become

in.fact "educated." Children have been offered the opportunity

to become educated,.4ut it has been taken for granted that

borne-would not profit by the opportunity, that successive

COhortsofthe.unmotivated or otherwise unfit would be elim-

inated at variOus.stages of the educational career, and that

the bulk of the unfit would come from and return to the lowest

social class. It has been the.general assumption, as in all

laissez -faire theories,. that this process would work out for

the good of society. From it we would get about the right

number of unskilled laboiers, the right number of the middling

educated white-collar workers, about the right number of

professionals, and so forth.

There is no real departure from this principle when we

undertake to comb the schools for bright children who might

have been missed, and lead them on to become physicists and

rocket engineers, for this still depends upon their willing-
?

ness to take the special opportunity offered them. But if

we say that from now on we are going to educate the children

of the lowest class, we are going to see to it that they

become educated, we are saying something that American education
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has never said before. This means, sociologically; that we

are proposing to eliminate the lower-lower class, the class

of unskilled labor, within A couple.of generations.. I suppose.

:that' no one believes that the majority of the adults of this

class can be re-educated erough to raise them to a higher

class level; but rather that the class will be wiped out by

the elimination of further recruitment into it. If this is

*really intended, then it seems to me that this is a complete

abandonment of the historic laissez-faire policy.

In the general discussion that reSumed.at this point it
was suggested that this change in policy is extending
throughout the American school system and is affecting
all social .classes.

As I have said the educational process is only partly

carried on by the school; the other part is carried on by the

family and community, and over these the school has no control.

Parenthetically, it should be observed that this is most true

at the elementary school level. The older the child, the

less his family is involved and the more of a role is played

in his education by his own autonomous experience in peer

group and community. In the case of the middle-class school,

that is, the school in .the middle-class community, no control

over the family is needed, because both school and family

'start from common cultural premises, Teacher and mother are

from the same social clads, the same cultural background, and

4. the child is raised, whether intentionally or not, In a way

that fits him for that teacher's classroom. This is'not true

3 where the family culture is the lower-class culture. The new
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policy will require the school either to change the family

culture of., to assume more of the family's share of the total

educational process. School people tend to believe that the

family culture and socio-economic condition must be changed,

bUt that some other agency will have to do it. Conant fails

back upon a massive "adult education" programs- although in

urVieW what is at issue is the inadequacy of f-a culture, not

of some point of view, attitude or idea that. might
.

be changed by an educational program. The other possibility

is.already foreshadowed in the Head Start Program which

proposes to extend the influence of the school down to age

levels for which the faMil.y alone has been responsible until

now. It seems very likely to me that one of the consequences

of this trend must be the development of various kinds of

residential institutions to protect children from incompetent

parents and provide the kinds -of life experience that cont-

ribute to and are complementary to successful school roles.

A member ofthe seminar remarked that in the Washington,
D.C. area, the home study programs, which were the pre-
cursorS of Head Start, are now insisting that the parents
have to be made a part of the program. They are not
taking the child out of the home but are insisting on
bringing the home into the program.

In attempting to take over more of the family'v function

in socialization and enculturation, the.schools are up against

difficulties that raise important research problems for the

social scientist. Because it has always been taken for granted
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as in the nature of things that school and family pia:: re-

ciprocal and complementary roles, little attention has been

paid to the family's actual functions, their nature and

range, and their specific connections with the educational

. process. Although the literature on social class differences

in child-rearing makes some contribution here, it is only

recently that Deutsch and others have been asking just what

the middleclass does for its children and the lower class

does not, which fits the one group better for schooling than

the othe*/).116W that thisiquestion is being asked and the

answers sought in research I would expect to find that many

unnoticed aspects of the life of educated people will be

found to be important. I have in mind especially the great

Variety of ways in which children of such parents are en-

couraged in their intellectual development, their development

of skill in the use of different kinds of symbols, through

Word play, joking, punning, puzzles, games of all kinds, role-

playing, and-so forth.

Comment from a participant: that even more neglected is
what the lowerclass family or the ethnic family has been
doing for its children which is not being done by the
middle class.

A brief general discussion brought the speaker back to
the problems involved in describing the school or school
system as a social system.

...I have found it diffiqult to conceptualize a system of this

complexity particularly because the conventional structural

categories'of sociology have seemed to me inadequate for the
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task. One can't understand the dynamics of such a system
.

. " .

without also taking into account economic and political

relationships and processes.

Query: Could we contrast (the study of an educational
.:system) with a sociological study of a factory?

The traditional problem of industrial studies has been

the role of the informal vs. the formal relationships in the

organization: such matters as the function of the informal
.

social structure in defining and enforcing the criteria of.

an acceptable level of work. But one of the interesting

things that comes out of the comparison is that in the study

of education we are interested in the "content" of the work

of the system, that is, the teaching process and the things

taught; but I think that when we go into a factory as sociol-

ogists or anthropologists we isolate the social relation-

ships for study and don't care about the technical process,

the chemistry of it, or whatever.

Comments at this point indicated that some participants
.n the. seminar agreed with this statement while others
did not. .

One of the participants then shifted the focus of dis-
cussion to the question of the special value of a system
study, using the current research in medical sociology
as a case in point. In this research, the nurse is the
.center of attention, just as in much educational research
the teacher is the center. In both cases poor service
(medical or educational) is attributed to the practit-

-:.0 loner. The fact that nurse and teacher are victims of
many hidden forces operating within thiir respective
systems is overlooked.

Another remarked that one difference between the school
study and the study of a factory is that the question c.f
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boundaries is more difficult in the former; one doesn't
usually have to carry one's study of the factory out into
the family life of the employees.

In the school system you do have to carry the analysis

out into the community in many directions bec6.use, as I have

suggested, if one looks at this as a system of educationally

Oriented activities, rather than as simply an organization

(the schools) the relevant community activities are part of

the system. One can look at these consisting of circular

processes' euppdrting functional relationships. In the.

economic sub-system the circular processes include annual

cyciei of tax collections, distribution of money within the

organization, a partial return flow of money to the community

(much goes out of the community), and other "return" or

''feedback" rocesses in the form of accountings leading to the

preparation of the next year's budget, new appropriations,

new tax collections, and so forth.

This circular system of economic transactions,. it seems

to me, can be taken as something of a model for all.other

functions of the system. Each leads Out to the community ana

involves some reciprocity between community and school system.

Indeed, the significant reciprocities may extend beyond the-

local scene. For example, in Brookview, the annual cycle' of

bargaining between the board of education and the teachers

with respect to their working conditions and prerogatives

began in the local Educational Association, where old ach-
I

ievements were reviewed and new demands formulated and ratified.
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But in these discussions the recommended standards of the

state.and nation: associations played an.important role and

the local leadership was., in close touch with and received

advice on strategy from their representatives. My point is

that.Wherever one examines the dynamics of the system one

is led to organizational channels that connect with other

systems and one finds that demands conveyed through these

channels are being compromised and accommodated in the changes

occurring within the central Organization. .

Discussion again returned L3 the comparison.with studies
of factories and hospitals. It was said that in studies
of, e.g., mental hospitals, it was customary to treat
the hospital as a closed system and not to be concerned
with activity systems ramifying into the community, and
that this might be justified because of the fact that
the mental hospital is more "closed" in that it takes
care of the total life of the inmates.

Maybe it is a matter of where you focus in the system. If

you were observing a single ward over a period of a year the

effects of concurrent changes in the hospital as a whole

would be minor and could be disregarded. But if you want to

examine changes in the structure or the hospital itself you

would have to take into account .its relations with the state,

the community, etc.

Following a.few further exchanges the members of the
seminar had a brief After they reconvened,
the speaker was asked to comment on the problems that
would be faced in setting up a school system in an "ideal"'
planned community. This led to an extended discussion
of the various external controls that would limit freedom
of choice and innovation. These include the requirements
of state law, the conditions of accreditation, etc.
Examples were given of ways in which external influences
are brought to bear on local educational.controversies.
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I think what I am really illustrating is the extent to which

it is becoming a national system of education and the extent

to which the local community is battling, or certain interests

In the community are battling, to regain control of a system

that is slipping. out of their hands. I would guess that year

by year the amount of control exercised by the community is

becoming smaller. Their most effective remaining control is

power over the budget, but in tact only over a small fraction

of'the budget. The total amount of the budget rises every'

year as a result of uncontrollable increases in costs. The

local fighting over the cost of education affects only proposed

expansions of services which may cost only a few hundred

thousands of dollars in a budget offive or six millions. It

is sometimes suggested that the intensity of feeling generated

over these relatively small sums is due to the fact that this

.is the only area where the townspeople have any autonomy, so

that they'channel into this one area` all the resentments felt

about the uncontrollable. taxation imposed by the state and.

national governments. This is probably true. But I also

think that the intensity of emotion generated is due to

the fact that the degree of autonomy is perceptibly diminishing.

The little.bit of control left is slipping'away.

However, the importance attributed to autonomy is probably

relative to one's. attitude towards the educational world and

the influences it exerts on the local community. Tho better

educated sectors of the community are generally in favor of
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the changes being recommended and pushed for by the educators.

those who oppose theexpansions and extensions of school

services v, cling to local fiscal:autonomy as their only

hope of resisting the national trends.'

The substantive issues are also reflective of the

different educational needs and values of the several class,

ehtnic and religious. groups in the community. In Brookview

the population was almost equally divided among Catholics,

Jewsand Protestants,. with the Catholics tending to be lower

class and the Jews and PrOestants middle class. The latter

were more likely to plan to send their children to college

and to demand that the school program be constantly revised

to.assure their children admission to "good" colleges; while

the former were inclined to resent the double burden of

maintaining both public and parochial school systems, and

at. the same time could not see that their children would

benefit from the expensive changes that were made from time

to time in the college-preparatory program.

These three religious groups appear to be largely separated

from each other with respect to their social activities,

which, especially among the Catholics and Jews, tend to center

.in church-sponsored organizations. The latent hostilities

among them probably have little occasion for expression in the

ordinary affairs of the community, where the main concerns are

matters on which there is basic agreement -- the need for

adequate municipal services, for example. But on the issues
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of the cost and content of the educational program, these

-'divisions, reinforced by differences in class- culture and

income, emerge in the form of Anti-Catholic and anti-Semitic

sentiments or social class hostilities-'which are alluded to

only very guardedly in public discussion but Openly expresied

in private communications.

In view of the bitterness of the contention that occurs

in communities such as Brooxview, it may seem surprising that

the school system is able to survive and maintain its stability.

I. would. attribute this in part -to the support it .receives from

its supra-local connections. Indeed, the state and national

associations-of teachers, principals, superintendents, etc.,

as-well as the state educational apparatus have developed in

-large part,to reduce the vulnerability of the local systems.

Another stabilizing factor is the flexibility, or versatility

othe system itself, especially as shown in its comprehensive

high school, which allows it to perform significant functions

for every important segment of the population. But perhaps

the most important source of strength is the fact that there

is a basic community agreement on the need to maintain the

system. No one in the community questions the commitment to

'education. People will quarrel over whether it should cost

this much or that much; they will try to shape the program
.

to their own needs and values; but nobody wants to see the

syttem destroyed. The system itself includes mechanism which

support and give symbolic expression to the community consensus.
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X would include here the use of the bland public relations

Ianguage*of the educators which avoids sharp definition of

purpose; the congenital Optimism of all pronouncements; and

the periodic ceremonials in which conflicts are put aside

and the comon purposes reaffirmed.

Summary of Discussion

Much of the discussion developed from Horton's distinction

between the school as'a system with numerous strands into the

community vs. the more traditiomal sociological view of the

school as an organization with a fixed personnel. Three points

in particular were discussed: 1) the implications of the

sharing of functions between school and other groups and in-

stitutions with particular reference to the problem of con-

tinuity of socialization. 2) The implications of the systemic

point of view for educationof the poor and 3) the diffi-

culty of conceptualization of the school when the complexbr

ties of the impingement of community and supra-community

social forces are recognized.

Turning to the question of continuity of socialization,

the discussion, began with Horton's statement that sociali-

zation and enculturation functions are shared with the family

and with other community groups. American education assumes

.a high degree of reciprocity and parental actions, are ex-

pected to complement and support school actions. This as-

sumption of reciprocity is higher for educators than for

any other professional group. While doctors, lawyers and
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others expect cooperation from their clients the degree of

feed back and support that is assumed is of a lesser order.

From the'Point of view of shared functions the schools

themselves form only a part of a total system of action

which includes the family and other institutions. Given

this view of schooling Horton questioned the accuracy of

the statement made earlier in the meeting that the school

-is taking over control of the socialization function.

-Rather, he suggested that in middle class suburban com-

munities there is a recapture by the family'of control

.over the `socialization' process which is accomplished by

involving children in numerous organized activities. This

keeps them off the street and under parental control. How-

ever, it was pointed out that it is not so much the family

but rather the ethnic and social community of the upper

middle class which recaptures control over. children. The

instruments used are ones that the family accepts but

this is not precisely the same thing as familial control.

A furtherpoint noted was that regardless of how functions .

aref.Ldiided there is no total life cycle responsibility

in American Society in terms of a culturally worked out

institution. The family does part, family surrogates do

part, as does the school and other groups'. The question

is What-igency is responsible for continuity of sociali-

zation.

Horton noted that one of the assumptioni of hmeric6n

education is that the family is the group providing this
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continuity in the child's life. The school does not provide

it. Children move from grade to grade and leader to teacher.

'J.111.1s there is no one in the system who knows a child and

follows his development. In the case of emotionally dis-

turbed youngsters some continuity may be provided by the

school psychologist, for high school students the guidance

counselor partly fills this function, but by and large the

school expects the family to follow through the crises of
-

his development. If the family breaks down then no one is

filling this function. Nonetheless, it does not automatically

follow that this should be the school's responsibility.

Another participant argued that while this need not be

the school's responsibility the school is one of the few

institutions in which the child does .move from one phase

of growth to another. While the school denies responsi-

bility for socialization in terms of emotional growth. and

says this is the family's function there is a growing body

of evidence that suggests the family is not taking this

responsibility either. The question is who is assuming'

it: peer groups? family service institutions? recreation

groups? There is a new kind of social system which has

already come into being relevant to the socialization of

children about which we do not have adequate information.

It'was suggested that perhaps the most continuous con-

tact a child has is with peer groups, but this depends on

the mobility of the family. If this is so, and impressionistic
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evidence suggests it, then this is a new development in

human society, as is the discontinuity between generation*

that this represents. However, the quality of peer group

interaction leaves much to be desired in many directions.

Apart from the question of quality there is also the em-

pirical question of what happens to youngsters who aren't

involved in peer groups.

Horton pointed out that we know a good deal more about

. peer groups at the adolescent level than in preadolescence.

But presumably peer group interaction goes back much eakliet,

patticUlarly'in slum environments; Here children are on.

the streets at two or so. School and parents in such en-

vironments blame. each other for the-child's conduct, as,

foi example among Puerto Ricans, and expect each other to

enforce discipline, but in fact neither has control over

the child Whose real life is in the street. It is street

culture' that _he is learning.and we need to know a good deal

more about this culture.. Horton suggested that street culture

levelops anti -- school attitudes which have to be attacked or

transformed before you can get the children to function well

in school.

Another speaker took issue with some of these negative

evaluations of peer groups. He suggested that peer society

serves to redress many of the school's limitations particu-

larly for the urban child. While the school is motivated to
. .

attack the peer society it does so with possibly great cost
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to the child, particularly the lower class child, since it

is in the peer group where he has much of his identity.

Horton responded by noting that we really need to know
*.

much more about the possibilities and functions of such

groups. However,. in general he felt that there was a.strong.

atiti-social element running through them that is the neces-

sary result of life in the streets.

A anal' comment on peer groups suggested that observa-

tiOns'among adolescents who were not in urban slum situations

showed that peer groups help in school work. This help

system is a positive contribution' of such groups and is good

but the school defines such help as cheating and dishonesty

.since teachers use this work to rate individual performance.

Horton then turned to an examination of the implication

if schools- are viewed as part of a total system which in-

.cludes the family and other institutions for education of

the poor.- He suggested that there is a real change occur-

ing in the ground roles of education today. Traditionally,

schools have operated on a laissez-faire policy in that

children were provided with educational opportunities which

they could accept or reject. The unmotivated or unfit were

eliminated .at various stages of the process. But now we

are saying that we are going to educate lower class children.

This is new. and has profound implications, despite the fact

that we will probably settle for symbolic victories. Since

education is only partly carried out by the school, the
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family and community are also filling educational functions

and schools have no control over these. In the middle class

schools there is a shared culture between peient and teacher

and thus children .are prepared for classroom participation.

One question we need to look at is just what do middle classy

families do to prepare their children for school. Another

speaker suggested that we likewise need to examine what

lower class families do for their youngsters. If schools

really mean to educate then we are talking about a redistri-

bution of enculturation and socialization functions as be-

iween school and family.. We must- either change the. family

structure or school's must take on a greater part of the

family's share of the educative prodesi. The Head Start

program tries to do the latter and a.logical progression

would be residential schools. Conant, if you read him care-

fully, is really talking about changing the family culture;

what he says amounts to a mass adult education program. In

line with this, one speaker noted that in Washington, D.C.,

the precursors of the Head Start program are now insisting

that parents become part of the process and it is becoming

an adult education program.

Several participants either disagreed with or supple-

mented Horton's conception of the commitment of the school

to educating. It was suggested that perhaps there has not

really been a change in commitment but rather that we are

altering the point at which people are permitted to drop out:.
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Another speaker suggested that schools in the past accepted

the responsibility for Americanization. This was a commit-

ment to educating and not merely a laissez-faire policy

accompanied by certification.

Still another participant argued that what Horton is

describing is true not just for the lower classes but is

extending throughout the school system. Thus, the American

college befOre 1900 had a laisgez-faire theory in which

'students learned froth.their own activities from contacts

with professors, and from participation in literary societies,

debates and so forth. Now the college is so organized that

they force students into being educated. The success of this

is questionable. It was suggested that -the problem is pre-

cisely that you can't force students to be educated. Finally

it was noted that the schools themselves have never been

equipped to educate; they have only been equipped to identify

the points at.Which various people drop out. When you at-

tempt to force educationyou get opposition between insti-

tutions and students and students view this process as an

obstacle to learning.

The group also dealt with the question of the complexity

of the school when viewed as a system of action and the problems
..

this poses for conceptualization and research. Horton pointed

to a number of forces impinging on the school: Community

factions, parents, professional associations of teachers,

principals and the like at both the community, state and
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national level, accreditation agencies and so forth. He

suggested that it is exceedingly difficult to conceptualize

a system this complex since ordinary sociological categories

cannot be used. To undei.stand the system one must take into

account these features. One participant asked if a study

orsdhools could be likened to industrial sociological

studies of the factory. Horton felt it could not since in

the'schools.one is concerned with content as well as social

groupings while in the factory the focus is on the formal .

and informal structure in so far as this defines acceptable

'levels of'productivity and'attitudes towards authority.

Moreover, the boundaries of any activity system extend

further out from the school than they do from the factory.

For example, when one does industrial research it is generally

-

not necessary to carry the analysis into the family; when

one does school research it is. Thus the factory is more

ota closed system.

Another speaker suggested a possible similarity with

possible analogy of medical sociology and noted that criti-

cisms made of nursing care are similar to those made of

teachers and teacher training. Horton argued that even

studies of mental hospitals do not have to take into ac-

count as .many different activity systems ramifying into

the community as do school studies. Perhaps they should

but in the studies he has 'encounteredthis has not been

done. Possibly this is a matter of where you focus. If,
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be different than if you studied the hospital as a Whole.

The group then turned to an examination of some of the

forces impinging on the school and to a consideration of

the degree of local autonomy over eduration. With reference

to teacher-student control over classroom activities and

curriculummit was suggested that individual teachers have

little control over curriculum which is decided on by the

Board. . They can elaborate and embellish but they must

cover a set program. As an example of one of the forces
,

limiting the teacher's control over curriculum Horton cited

an incident observed by Harry Gracey, a sociologist working

in his project. One teacher decided that the coverage of-

a "Know the World". study unit was too superficial and

elected to spend the semester covering one world area in

greater detail. However she was unable to do so because

.

students in other classes made fun of her youngsters for

being caught up on one area and not knowing the rest of

the world.

Just as teachers have little control over curriculum

local communities have little opportunity to innovate or

to plan schools in non-traditional ways. In New Jersey

for example communities must follow one of two plans for

establishing a BOard oi Education and each plan is worked

out by the state in very precise detail. In addition to

state requirements which limit autonomy there is also the
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role of the Middle States Association. This group has con-

siderable power to determine what goes on in the schools

because of its accreditation function. In the community

studied by Horton there was a conflict between the princi-7..

pal of the High School and the Board. When the Board tried

to force the addition of a course over the principal's ob-

jections he wrote to the Middle States Association. They

in turn sent a note to the Board indicating disapproval of

a Board which overrides a principal. and threatening loss

of accreditation. Such incidents as this show the degree
. .

.

to which the local system is tied to state and national

systems and indicated quite clearly that communities are

losing control over their schools. The only real local

control today is over the budget. Perhaps this is the

reason for the intensity of amotions generated over tax

and school budget. issues.

However, it was suggested that once a minimal educa-

tional program was established which meets state and national

standards room was left for some local variation and control

over educational frills, i.e., anything that goes beyond the

minimal requirements. Horton agreed with this qualification

and proceeded to describe some of the community factions and

conflicts in Brookview. There is an almost equal division

between Protestants, Catholics and Jews in this community

and Brookview likewise has both blue and white collar workers.

Much of the arguments over educational policy is fought along
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these lines. In general the Protestants and Jews want

special education and evaluate the system in terms of the

number of graduates admitted to good colleges; Catholics

and some blue collar workers oppose this. The school

. system. actually represents a compromise. Quarrels are

prevented from tearing the system apart by a number of

factors including a shared commitment to the importance

of education. This commitment coupled with a complex

-symbolic system and periodic rituals keep the conflict

minimized and prevents the schools from being torn apart.

However, Horton noted teachers play on this conflict

for their own ends. Economically Brookview.is right in

the middle between higher and lower income suburbs.

Teachers point to salary increases in the higher income

areas and suggest that if Brookview drops behind they will

lose their better teachers to these communities. This

places pressure on the area to raise salaries, particularly

since they are desirous of attracting and retaining teachers

from the "better" colleges' and from Upper Middle Income

groups. Such an approach implies that teachers can be

scaled by quality, that the better the teacher the higher

-the pay. One participant raised the question of whether

this relationship of community income and teacher salary

might not meanthat communities were matched with teachers

of similar socio-economic class backgrounds.

The question of the perceived and idealized relationship
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of school to politics was also discussed. It was suggested

that there may be, regional differences, particularly be-

tween the North and South in terms of the manner in which

political processes are worked out with respect to the

schools. Where there was..a strong feeling in New Jersey

that partisan politics should be kept out of the school

system this is apparently not true in much of Kentucky and

elsewhere in the South. One suggestion was that these

differences might. be recent, and .connected with the question

of segregation. However, another speaker noted that in New

Mexico there is a sharp cleavage. between Spanish - Americans

Who traditionally regard the school system as legitimate

political power and newcomers representing the Puritan ethic

Who feels much like the,people of Brookfield with reference

to the separation of school and politics. Finally it was

:suggested that these different views of politics and the

school might relite to differential interest in obtaining

federal funds for schools.

- Horton pointed out that despite. the widely held view

that schools should be kept out of politics there is in fact

a school political system described above. While separate

from the official state .and county systems and from organized

politacal parties,. is nonetheless partisan in so far as

different factionS and interest groups define the good of

Children differently. Since schools are exposed to pressures

from numerous community groups, outside organizations,
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professional associations and the like one function of the

system:is to arrive at compromises between these forces.

School politics can be very bitter. As an example of the

intensity of feeling he noted that at one meeting at mhich.

.there was much argument a: school trustee died from a heart

attack.

The question of local autonomy was also discussed in

relation to the moves to consolidate schools in the Mid

West. Much consolidation has already taken place at the

elementary school level and there is now pressure to con--

solidate high schools. The pressure for this comes from

economic considerations and from arguments that schools

cannot do a goodjOb within certain cost boundaries with-

-out consolidation. Commenting on this another noted that

in planning consolidation and estimating costs no one

ever evaluates what happens to the child. The considera-

tions rather are -hbw many children can be. cared for in

one schoolroom by one teacher. With consolidation cort-

munities bave even less control,. particularly since school

district lines often have no relationship to the community.

The inability of the local community to control education

is clearly. shown in numerous instances when there has been

much opposition to-consolidation which has proved to be

largely ineffective

The group then turned to a consideration of some of

the defensiveness of the schools. One speaker noted tliat
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in considering the school as a system we have thus far

assumed or implied that the various forces acting on

schools each have positive motivation in so far as they are

trying to accomplish something. However in any system

there is also much negative motivation: fear of negative

evaluation, job loss, fear of sense of failure or in-

adequacy and the like. This anxiety creates a series of

defense mechanisms, some individual / and some institutiona-

lized. These mechanisms can be called the culture of the

school and many serve to prevent communication and action.

It was-suggested that when we treat schools as a system

we must look at it in its negative as well as positive sense.

Horton agreed and noted that the characteristic self-

protection of the schools results from the fact that they

are constantly under attack by various forces. Parents

feel-they have the right to intervene to protect their

children, political and commercial establishments, patriotic

groups and the like all want to get their message into the

schools. The defensiveness of teachers and the secrecy of
.

the classroom is one aspect of this. Another speaker

suggested that this is also part of the problem of access,

the fear among educators that they are not doing their job

properly. In line with this Horton noted that teachers

Who could not control their classes did not permit do-

servors in. These were the teachers who based their re-

lationship with their children on personal not professiOnal

ON
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grounds--they wanted their children to love them. The

teadheiS who welcomed observors were those who were real

craftsmen. They were impersonal and they had organized

their classes in the first few weeks into a well defined

social system with clear roles, each child being given a

particular task. As a result this went smoothly and they

could spend their energies teaching. It was noted that

interestingly enough most innovations are directed at

those teachers who are most competent. But this requires

that they, change the organization of their classes. As

a result innovation may become a threat to their sense

of craftsmanship and if it threatens their control over

their classes they are apt to reject it. Considering the

question of control one participant noted that in schools

she had studied one way to handle children who were trouble-

makers was to so organize the classes on a grade that some

were comprised largely or entirely of rejects: truants,

hold-overs, disciplinary problems and the like. In this

school children who were difficult were transferred to

such classes. Horton said that this did not occur in

Brookview where there ..,41.-only two classes on a grade.

However if a child co .A not get along with one teacher

he was transferred to the other class. Apart from. this

children were assigned randomly.
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Another speaker questioned this randomness of assign-

ment. He noted that in his experience while people said

they sorted randomly in fact they so divided children that

all troublemakers were assigned to the newer teachers..

Horton then qualified his statement by noting that the

school here was so small that the principal knew all the

Children and could assign them to the teachers whom he

't.hoiight they might get along with. A number of partici-

pants offered examples from their experience on how new

teachers were assigned more difficult and troublesome
. .

youngsteks. It was also.noted that in Manhattan in order

to keep middle class youngsters in public schools of mixed

Negro and white composition the school offers white parents

the special facilities of a class for Intellectually Gifted

Children. They keep one such class on each grade and as-

sign all White children regardless of grades to this class.

Occasionally if a white student is very poor he may be

put down into the next highest class on the grade but not

below that. :It was suggested that this sorting and assign

ing of troublesome youngsters to new teachers serves,to

enculturate her and fit her into the system. Thus a begin-

; ning teacher may come into the school with many new ideas

but she is kept so busy organizing the class that she has

no opportunity to introduce new techniques.
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WHEN MOST TEACHERS BECOME OBSOLETE:

SOME PROBLEMS FOR SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

Y8HUDI A. COHEN

1.

The procedures by which a society seeks to

transform a new person.into'a _cultured being ic7. usually

referred to as socialization or.enculturation. There
ISO

are many ways in which this is accomplished in every society,

one b4which'is by edudation. Education is thus only one.

part of socialization; the former is the inculcation of

standardized and stereotyped knowledge, skills, values,

and attitudes by means of standardized and stereotyped pro-

cedures. There are standardized and stereotyped educational

procedures in all cultures, ranging from the repetitive ren-_

dition of lore and myth by grandparents to grandchildren

around an open fire in a crude shelter to the stereotyped'

instructions.of large groups of students by non-kinsmen in

elaborate and permanent buildings in contemporary societies.

In other words, education is part of the socialization of

children in all societies.

However, societies differ greatly in the propor-

tion of education to socialization generally. In some

societies, especially in the least advanced, relatively

little time is devoted to education, and most of the social-

ization of the individual takes place.in on-going and
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and spontaneous interaction with parents, siblings, kinsmen,

'and'other me-Mbers of the community. In these societies,

mostattitudei, values, motivations, controls of impulses,

cognitive processes, and the like, are shaped in the course

of.daily and routine activities, both within and outside the

household.

In contemporary industrial nation-states, on the

- other hand,.more socialization of the individual takes place

in-an educational setting -- that is, by standardized and

*stereotyped procedures for inculcating standardized and

stereotyped knowledge -- than ever before in history. An-

other way of saying this is that never before in history have

..so.many children spent so much time so far away from their

parents, socially, physically, and emotionally, from so

early an age as they do now.

As cultures beCome more and more complex, a

person's relatives including his parents teach him

a progressively smaller proportion of the total amount of

knowledge that he is supposed to accumulate during his

formative years. Not only do parents teach their children

less and less with.every advance in cultural complexity, but

the culture in one way or another actively discourages

parental education of their children, especially after

puberty. This is often referred to as the secularizati.on.

of socialization. Profesgional4mralists err when they
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assert that parents have been abdicating their re-

'.sponsibilities to their children in the educational sphere

broadly conceived. It not that parents today haye less

to teach their children; it is that the culture provides

fewer and fewer mechanisms for them to do so. This is

beyond conscious and deliberate control. But it is just

this situation which makes extra-familial -- but especially

educational -- institutions so important in the psychological,

as well as intellectual, growth of children and adolescents.

This is consonant with the evolution of education

in relation to the rest of culture across the span of human

history; it is also congruent with the dominant orientations

of. the value-systems of contemporary industrial nation-

states, especially in respect to the de-emphasis of kinship

relationships, traditionalism, close and enduring nersonal

ties, and increased uniformity throughout the.society in

place of regional, ethnic, class, and other subcultural

differences.

My concern in this paper is more with the future

than with the present. I do not discount the importance of

problems of the present in connection with education. They

are many; but one possible way of sharpening our focus on

pidblems of the present is by looking to the future, by

determining what we have to leain from the present 'in order

to cope with the problems of the future. Furthermore, an
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evolutionary perspective with regard to problems of

education requires that we not only look backward but to

the future as well, because past, present, and future have

meaning only in terms of each other. Dur eduCational in-

stitutions -- their successes and their problems have

not only come from somewhere in cultural history,but they

are alSo going somewhere. The nature of these directions

should be one of our concerns.

I am going to discuss the possibility that, with

a few exceptions, teachers will soon become obsolete and,

correlatively, that many of our educational institutions

will undergo drastic change. I neither rue nor applaud

these prospects; instead, I want to consider them here as

possible facts of life in the not too distant future.

Among the many things that anthropologists know with

Certainty, one stands out above all others. This is that

Social orders ind their parts grow, flourish, ebb, and die;

these processes are part of the sustentation and preser-

vation of life. To be shocked at the notion that most

teachers will become obsolete and that many of our

educational institutions will change radically -- perhaps

by the time that this century is out -- or to try to prevent

these from happening is to display attitudes. toward social
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change that might have been appropriate several centuries

butbut which.are maladaptive in the latter years of the

2oth century. We can understand the consternation of the

medieval peasant, for example, when he saw his world change,

as, fOr example; 'in -connection With the introduction Of

schools as substitutes for apprenticeship and education at

home. It is natural when people are upSet when the basic

structure of their role relations undergoes upheaval. But.

-

the experience'is made more painful -- as it was.for the

medieval peasant --1 when there is hardly any sense of

history, when men have-hardly any way Of understanding

that part of the natural order of the universe is for

civilizations to come and go rather uniformly. But we in

the 20th century, especially those of us who study these

things, know that change is not unnatural or catastrophic.

I will not be concerned here with the future

technology of education. That is, I will not address myself

to such questions as the roles of radio, television,

communications satellites, programmed instruction, and the

like, in the educational procedures of the future. Instead,

I want to discuss some of the implications of this technology

in anthropological terms. Specifically, I want to explore,

and stimulate some diicussian of, the consequences of the

replacement of teachers by other media in terms of the total

'institutional structure of society and in terms of the goals
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that society has for the shaping of the personalities' of

. its' growing *member*.

There is no professional or intellectual chauvinism

in.the assertion that anthropologistt are among the best

equipped to begin.this exploration. In terms of the

desiderata for opening this area for systematic inquiry,

it goes witholit saying that we have the concepts that are

necessary for analyzing the relationship of one set of

institutional changes to other parts of the social system.

At the same time, however, we have to make some important

conceptual shifts in line with the altered reality with

. which we will be concerned., For example, an important

part of our intellectual armamentarium is composed of con-

cepts that center around roles and role-relations: kinsmen,

headmen and leaders, rulers, tradert, priests and shamans,

innovators, cooperators and competitors, teachers, and the

like. These will continue to be important categories in

anthropology, but caltues and civilizations in the future

will presentsome;problems that will not be amenable to

analysis in terms .of the conceptual categories currently

available to us. For example, such variables as student-

teacher relations, the school'itself, teacher-parents

relations, the relationship of educational institutions to

local communities, and the like, mightI5e non-existent in

the social systemi of the future, or they might exist in
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very different forms, and the techniques that we now have

; for analyzing education in= relation to the rest of. the

culture might turn out to be wholly inappropriate.

The eventual obsolescence.of. most teachers is

conPuent with the sweep, directions., and goals of the

evolution of social organization generally and of the

.evolution of educational institutions in particular.. There

are several correlates of social evolution in general.

The firSt is the tendency for the centers of power -and .

control.to,become.increasingly. remote from the individual

in social as well as physical space at successive levels

of cultural development. Second, these loci of power and

-control embrace increasingly larger numbers of people and

wider territorial areas at successive levels of cultural

growth. Third, the individual, at each succeeding stage of

social evolution, become's tied to -- and comes to feel that

his fate depends on -- more inclusive socio-political systems.

Thus, among. others, the Youngs observe that "the sequence.

which communities seem to follow as they develop their com-

ponent institutions . . is always unidimensional,

cumulat..ve, and appears to lead in the directiOn of greater

participation-in the national social structure, regardless.

of -the political ideology that may be present" (Young and

Young n.d.: 23).

There is one other,aspect of the evolution of.
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social organization generally that is relevant here. The.

bedroCk of social evolution is the harnessing by society

of increasingly efficient systems of. extrapersonal energy:.

oxen and plows, fertilizer, irrigation systems and water to

drive machines, gas, electronic systems, and the like. Dis-.

regarding for the nonce the reasons that these technological

"advances play such a central role in evolution, there is a

morapaicular aspect of this' that needs to be kept in mind,-
rt-

namely, that as soon as an energy-system is introduced into
. .

-a society, it very quickly loses its status as a luxury

and becomes a necessity. It not only becomes necessary to

individuas -- as-sources of greater comfort, pleasure,

efficienc health, and the like but more imnortantly,

it becomes\a necessity to the total.society and its

organization,. That is, taking the view that every technology

id also a particular type of social system, the introduction

and acceptance of efficient energy-system will lead to

the develonMent of institutions to which the energy-system

is indispensable; Thus, for example, contemporary advanced

electronics -- that is, thedirection and control of mechanical

processes by electronic means -- does not directly affect

daily household and individual activities, except indirectly.

Despite- this, however, there are already many institutions

in the society to which electronic systems are indispensable.

Eventually, and often very rapidly, such energy-systems become
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essential to a vast number of technological and ron-

teChnOlogical.institutions. The current Instrusion of

electronics into our educational institutions are mere

premonitions; we have not yet reached the point at which

they are indiSpensabie, &it we will quite soon.

Cutting across these aspects of evolution generally

_lare.the evolutions of particular institutions. Like most

other institutions that are universal to human society,
Ir

education has followed a very, consistent path of .develop-

_ment-from the most primitive to the most- complex levels of

social organization. In the evolution of culture, as well

as in the individual's life history, education begins as a

household activity. That is,, at both the individual and

cultural levels, the socialization and culturalization of the

individual begin as concerns of his parents, older siblings,

and other members of the household. When groups begin to

grow in size, when they become sedentary and develop

corporateness in kin relations beyond the nuclear-family

household, the shaping of personality and the transmission

of knowledge are often made the responsibilities of kinsmen

outside the household, in addition to those within the house-

hold. The rule that it is incumbent upon certain kinsmen

to Ttelp_socialize and educate a child is not randoMly

distributed among societies. Instead, it is closely tied

to Some of the dominant value orientations of the'society,

especially those dealing with the sense of responsibility,
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identity, and social-emotional anchorage (Cohen 1964). In

. . mother words, when technological advances ake it possible for

societies to develop kifi-group corporateness, the valuer

sysWes of 'these societies undergo corresponding changes;

ihevitably, there are commensurate changes in the educational

systfts of these societies. Specifically, these changes in

..education, inter alia,.involves the first instances in the

history of human culture in which the education of children

includes non-members-of their households. --

..With every further advance in technology.ind dev-

elopment of effective extra-personal energy-systems, social

organizations display increasing sedentation and the creation

ofmore inclusive socio-political systems. What this means

in terms of individual experience, among other things, is

that the sources of socio-political control become further

removed from the individual and the household in social

space. Commensurately, there are important developments

in the educational. sphere, as in the emergence of "bush-

schools" in advanced horticultural.West African societies

and the creation of formal school systems in agricultural

civil-state societies. That is, paralleling these socio-

political changes are greater distances between the house-

hold and'the loci of education and socialization.

Unless we repeat the errors of the Victorian arm-

chair'anthropolOgists (and others) wilo naively assumed that
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their civilization represented the climax of all cultural

growth, We have to'concludd that these tendencies are locked

-.into human evolution and will continue. That is, we have no

alternative but to accept the premise that educative activities

and the sources of instruction will continue to become in-.

creasingly distant in social as well as physical space from

the,household.and from.matrixes of kinship. .

. I do not think that many people know, what our .

educational systems are going to look like in 35.years, :

tosay:nothing of what they will be made of a century after

that. The engineers can probably give us much factual in-

formation as well as some hints. Hence, we' can no longer"

exclude them from any conversations about our educational

.institutions any more than city planners can disregard the

information that-demograrihers are uncovering. This is real-

ity; and if the students of sociocultural reality (that is,

the social scientists) disregard it, they invite the follies

and bogeys of the fundamentalists to supplant reason. I will,

return to this below.

III

It is a commonplace that we live in an age of

sciencef part of. this age is social science, the'under-

standing by scientific means of man and his works, as one

part of nature. When viewed within the context of all science

and its relationship to the rest of theculture of which it is
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a part, this has important implications and consequences.

To most people, the statement "that. we live in an

age of science brings to mind such things as explorations in

outer space, advances in contraception, accelerators, briefer

flying times to scholarly conferences, surgical and chemical

therapies, and the like. While these subjects are usually

(or.at least popularly) referred to as "science," they are

discoveries? But the general confusion of technology with

science is not due only to misunderstandings about the nature

Of'Scielade: .It.is-also, at least in part, a reflection of

our culture's-definition of science, namely, that it has

technological imPlicatioLts and consequences, This is not

to say that science and technology should be commingled in

the same persons, but only that neither is wholly independent

of the other.

Partly as a result of.the popular tendency to equate

the logico-deductiv* method with ingenious faucets, social

scientists have enjoyed an enviable tenure of insularity.

But.the terminal 'date for this detachment is probably near-

er for us than for many of tUe non-social sciences, and we

. must now -- more urgently than ever before -- consider the

nature of the technological implications and consequences

of our social sciences. There are several recent devel=

opments that point to this needfulness. One of these has

been the quiet prOliferation of governmental laboratories
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devoted almost exclusively to the exploration of the socio-

psychological'consequences of politically directed technolo-

gical'choices. and innovations. Another, among otheri,'is the

recently established Department of Housing and Urban Devel-

.topmentwhich, it is to be' hoped,' will concern itself as

much with problems of education as with other questions.

putdo we want to.leave these explorations in the hands of

government exclusively?

One aspect of man', uniqueness is that his adaptat--

ion..--'the'lliaintenahOe and perpetuation of life is no.

longer governed by mutation and natural selection, in the

sense of forces in which man's actions are not involved.

Instead, his adaptation is almost exclusively governed'by

the cultural capacities that he is able to achieve. Science

is an integral part of the cultures of modern societies;

hence, it is one, of the instruments or sub-systems of

human adaptation.

It is because science is part of man's cultural

- adaptation that it inevitably converges with technology.

Adaptations cannot remain at the level of theory and insight

for very long; by their nature, they demand applications.

This is an aspect of the inevitability ofcultural processeS,

and it should obtain in connection with the social.sciences

as well as with the other sciences. I am not going to be-

labor the point, which I have discussed elseWhere (Cohen 1966)
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that the social sciences do not have to try to use the

.same'quantitative procedures as the natural sciences in

ordei to achieve confidence in their findings. What I

would like to develop in this paper is'the idea that social

scientists have to come out of hiding from their Self-

proclaimed innocence and face the fact that their obligat-

ions to their, culture are similar to those of _their scient-

ific brethren who work with test tubes, telescopeS, and

accelerators. In other words, we have .got to start thinking

-.about the, applied consequences of social science. We have

got to do this, especially in regard to education, because

the kinds of people that are produced by the society are

more and more the products of our educational institutions.

This is more than a matter of jobs for an ever-

increasing number of graduate students or of elaborate

projects designed to demonstrate that even lower-class

people do not enjoy being poor. It means that we must

try to free ourselves from the mental and intellectual

sets that develop expertise in fighting brush fires and

grasping at sparks that happen to be within easy reach.

It means, as I mentioned earlier, that we have to start

.taIking.with the engineers who are going to provide the

technology of our educational institutions of the.future,

so that we know what problems to concern ourselves With .in

connection with value-systems, with learning without always
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having live teachers with whom to identify, with problems
'

in communication, and the like f it means that we have to

start talking with the animal ecologists and biochemists

who have been doing exciting work in connection with the

*
physiological and social-psychological effects of over-

crowding; the latter also means that social scientists will

have to start. talking with architects as well as city

planners who can give some clues about the housing of

educational institutions; it means that we are going to'

..haNte te, start taIking.seriously with neurologists,-physio-

logists, psychoanalysts of children, and others, who can

tell the social scientists and the engineers what the effects

are of teaching intellectual skills to children at different

ages. Is there any evidence, for example, for the contention

that recent fads for teaching children to read at two years

will produce a group of .quasi-human zombies?

I- am not making a plea for the re-creation of the

"inter-disciplinary" rage of the post-World War II era.

If what I am suggesting -- thOugh this is far from being

original with me -- requires an appellation, it might be

called "non-disciplinary research." More-specifically, what

I .am suggesting is that our inquiries into structures of

social --relations, systems of values, motivational 'and

cognitive orientations, Creativity, the processes of learning,

the consequences of education, and the like, can no longer be
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or from "hardware." The language, concepts, and techniques

that we have been using for the exploration of the corre-

-lates of educational systems, for example, among the

Australian aborigines, West African societies that have

"bush. schools," pre-historic civil-state societies with

elaborate systems of formal education, or even contempor-

ary American education, provide essential base-lines and

hypotheses for an understanding of the future directions

to. be taken by. our educational -institutions . But they

are insufficient; they require vast expansion. And we

will not be able to do this unless we know what the reali-

ties of the future are going to be.

In saying that I am not asking for a resurrection

of "interdisciplinary" research, I mean that I am not

asking for teams of scientists from different disciplines

to cross-fertilize each other by working together on the
. -

same problems. Instead, what we do need is for different

disciplines to present problems to each other. For ex-

ample, what is necessary is for engineers to tell us what

the technology of education in the future will be, and

for us to try and anticipate the-consequences in socio-

cultural terms; we might then be able to go back to the

engineers and ask whether it would be possible for them

to makesoMe modifications or innovations that could pro-

duce somewhat different social consequences. Similar
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conversations could -- and should -- be held between en-

gineers and child psychologists, and the like.

One.facet of the .realities of the future, as

suggested, will be the obsolescence of most teachers. .1

do not think that teachers will disappear entirely from

the organization of labor, but that only the best, the

most stimulating, and the most exciting will find peda-

. gogical employment. The others will be drawn into mana-

gerial positions, programming, syllabus preparation,

testing, and the like. Why should not a graduate seminar

be ..made up. of a.professor in Accra, if he is the.best in

his discipline, and one student in each of ten other cities

throughout the world, each with his own consolidated tran-

sistor-powered receiver and transmitter -- all of which

could fit easily into his attache-case? Why should not

a national American university make available the stimula-

tion and lecture material of the world's leading authority

in a particular subject to all undergraduates who wish to .

learn from him? It will. Now the question is, what are

we -- as scientists concerned with the relationship of

education to the culture -- going to do to help the society

prepare for.such eventualities?

As is generally known, most technological inno-

Vitions are generally made available at first to the more

provileged members of society; a derivative of this'is that

most social privileges -- such as formal education -- are
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usually first made available to the uppzir strata and then

filter down to the lower. Correlatively, we can assume --

thoUgh such a hypothesis will need checking with.engineers

and others ...that the radical technological innovations
It

in education that will make most teachers obsolete will

'occur first at the university and college levels; shortly

afterward, they will begin to filter down to the high-

school, elementary, and nursery. - school levels.

Iv

: Teachers do more, than teach skills.and inculcate

knowledge. I would like to discuss two things that teachers

do as examples of some of the areas that require investi-

gation. The two are closely related, but they have tobe

conceptualized separately.

First, since people -- but especially children

identify with those who teach them, among others, what

models for identification will replace teachers in the

classroom? Second, and intimately related to the first,

teachers in personalized education provide students at all

ages with models for coping with cultural change and

. stability. They do this in a variety of ways, as Margaret

Mead described in her essay on The School.in American

Culture, as have many others. In a teacher's commitment

to the ethics and manners.of a middle7class world, in the

particular conformities that are rewarded and the dissents
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that are punished, in the values that receive constant re-

inforcement -- for example, "boys of your class are born

to 'rule" -. or the values that they are taught to reject

:
and despise so that they will feel alienated from their

immigrant or lower-class parents, and in many other ways,

the Impressionable studefit is provided with myriad techni-

quest for coping with rapid change.

But these models are not only provided in the

classroom. An important extension of the personalized
.

teacher's podium is his office where, especially .in high

school-and-college,the student., often learns hoW.to think

about the materials that are taught in 'the classroom, as

by trying new ideas and alternative interpretations with

his teachers. However infrequently the latter hppens,

it is nevertheless part of the educational institution;

it is a potential resource. What will replace it? For

example, every year, at about the same time, groups of

students from my introductory-anthropology class come to

my office to. try to resolve their personal feelings with

what_ they have just learned about the relationship of re-

ligion to social organization. It usually takes hours for.

me to try to make clear that rational understanding is one
AD

thing, while taking a personal stand is quite another; it

is not easy to explain to them the concept that under-

standing human culture does no mean that one is unaffected

by it. There is never time to explore this fully in a
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classroom. What will replace this when the gadfly who

generates the turmoil by means of his lecture material is

hundreds of miles away and is teacher to thousands of

students simultaneously?

When most teachers become obsolete, it. will be

the rare and lucky student who will have contact with

teachers on a sustained basis. On interesting thing to

speculate about is whether. this privilege will be distri-

buted along the lines of social class.) For most students,

there will be few teachers of flesh and blood and distinctive'

quirks.with:whom to. identify. Now, this is not a question

of whether a student can identify with a machine or with

a person mediated by a machine. Instead, the relevant

question from a social-scientific point of view is the

jolications- of these developments for the nature and structure

of role relations in society. That is, what kind of social

system will be maintained by those people who will be taught

and molded by an educational system in which there are very

few teachers? Since there will probably be very few teachers,

and since the sources of instruction will generally be ex-

tremely distant from the students themselves, there will

probably be little need for schools as we know them today.

What kind of social system will be maintained

tainable -- by people who grow up without the

-- or main-

classroom peer

groups that have come to play such an important role in our

textbooks of developmental psychology?
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By the structure of social relations I mean the

organization of kin relations and the relations among.kins-

t men in decision-making processes within and outside the

household; the division of labor, which will be one of the

thorniest probleMs in the social system that I am talking

abou;t, because jobs in general will be terribly scarce and

entirely new standards for the allocation of livelihoods --

and, therefore, motivations to work -- will have to be

developed; the structure and nature of authority, the main-

tenance of stability and the control of change; legal and

administrative relationships; religious organization;
e ..

patterns of stratification; relationships between parents

and children and between spouses, and the like. Thus, in

the structure of social relationships of the future in

which a new educational system will. play a dominant part,

what will be the role and place of the dissenter and of

the intellectual innovator, of the artist, of the entre-

-peneur?

V

In seeking to determine the relative influences

of the culture and the educational system on each other,

there is a strong possibility that the educational system

will play a much stronger role in the culture as a whole

than ever before. This is not a question of the tail-

wagging the dog, but rather of an abrupt shift in the

nature of the integrating forces of society. In some
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research that I am currently conducting on the determinants

Of:%some aspects of personality functioning, especially in

respect to certain cognitive processes, it is becoming clear

that prior to the development of certain advanced forms of

political organization, the influences of the economic
.

.syitem are among the most important of these determinants.

However, there does come a point in the evolution of human

culture at which there is an important shift in the rela-

tive influence.of economic and.political organization, at

which 'the political stucture of society assumes.a position

of dominance or primacy in the. structuring of man's mind.

This principle of social organization is also being borne

out in investigations that I am conducting' of the corre-

lates of sexual controls and of other spheres of institutiona-

lized activity.

I mention these investigations in order to point

out that there is empirical evidence,for the principle that

there are orderly and regularly recurring shifts in the in-:

tegrating or determining principles of social organizatiOn.

There is a possibility that we are on the brink of another

shift of this sort, from the primacy of the politiCal

organization as an integrating force in the total social

systeM to the primacy -- or at least equality of the

educational system as the source of integrating forces in

the society.

This is best understood in historical perspective.

I mentioned earlier that one context within which 'educational
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processes are understandable is that they begin as a house-

hold function and then, correlative with the evolution of

social organization generally, move steadily away from the
.

household to increasingly distant nexuses. I also observed

that the first remove of education from the household is

_the.wider grouping of'kinsmen. For reasons that are too

complex to go into at this time, but which should be fairly

apparent, education is removed from the context of kinship

when the orientations of social relations in general move

from a kinship base to a non- or anti-kinship foundation.

Now, if we look back into our own cultural heritage,

we are able to observe a clear recapitulation of these

tendencies. Starting at around the 15th century, Western

European education began its shift from kin-oriented appren-

.iiceship to schools, that is, to non-kin based education.

While such education was a privilege of the upper social

. strata of the society, what is important is that it was

these classes that were among the first to make the transi-

tion from kin-oriented social relations to those based on

non -- kinship. Non-kin formal education filtered down to

the other social strata as the pressures for non-kin-based

social relations generally made themselves felt at those

social-class levels. We have been observing extensions of

this principle recently in American society, as well as in

others in theWeitern tradition, in attempts to make se-

cular education increasingly available to class and caste

groups that the society is also trying to integrate
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meaningfully into the total socio-political order. In

other words, every society's educational system -- like its

socialization generally -7 is in the service of its dominant

value orientations.

(In' this connection, I would like to interject

. one observation. It has become fashionable recently
s to

indict our educational systems for imposing extreme pressures

on students for conformity, rather than encouraging indivi-

dualized forms of expressiveness. In other words, many in-
/

dictments assume explicitly or.implicitly that our contiempor-
.

.

ary schools are not doing their jobs properly. I suggT.st

that these critics have missed. the boat entirely. What

they should be criticizing our educators for.L.-'if that is .

their principal *intent --.is that they are doing. their jobs

so effectively. As our society becomes increasingly inte-

grated and politically uniform, socio-political conformity

. in its broadest sense becomes a major goal of the social

order. The educational institutions of society are instru-

ments of the socio-political order, and if they are to be

criticized, it ia for being such effective instruments.)

Looked at in the context of the total history of

human culture, the educational systems of societies have

.served their purposes adMirably. Hence, our eduaational

institutions are now in a position to be re-cast in their

relationships to the total society.

I hypothesize that educational institutions will

be promoted' from the status of handmaiden of the other
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spheres of social organization to mistress of the house,

or at least very close to that position. And this is one

'sentein which our educational system is' in crisis. It

is in crisis' because it is becoming one of the prime movers

in social change and stability," but it is unprepared to

'cope with its own consequences. A

As I noted at the outset of this discussion, our

.educational institutions have assumed a position of primacy

. in shaping .people's humanity. to an extent rarely known

before in human history. Our eduCational system is al.-

ready producing a type of,personrarely. known in earlier

societies -- rationalistic, controlled, untraditional and

A
corRttedto change and innovation, relatively free of

demons and other supernaturals -- and this too Will in-

crease as more people are exposed to more formal education

for longer periods of time. But can we say with certainty

that these consequences will remain the same, increase, or

decrease in the technology of the future, when most teachers

become obsolete? Increasingly in' contemporary society, '

social policy --.especially with respect to change 4y"c

being affected by the heavy recruitment of consultants and

experts fromthe universities by industry, commerce, and

government. This too will increase in the future. Do we

know anything about the effects of this on our present

educationdl system? Correlatively, can we make any pro-

jections about the effects of educators' roles in social
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.4

The occupants of very few institutions are, able
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to deicribe the consequences of their institutional behavior.

Thus,.for example, mostpeople living in the socially iso-

lated and independent nuclear-family household of our

society are unable to describe the relationship of that in-

stitution to others in the social organization. Most

lawyers are probably unable to describe the correlates of

their profession in the spheres of religion, social strati-

fication, ':inship, and political organization. The same

. can be said* for the .occupants of most other institutions.

This might betray some unwarranted idealism on my part,

but I think that if any institution should be able to de-

scribe its own consequences and exert some measure of con-

.trol over them, it is the educational sphere of society.

VI

Our task now is not to try to provide answers,

but to ask questions. It is a difficult task, because

we do not know what the questions are and we do not have

any standards and methods for tormulating them. Although,

as social scientists we often pride ourselves for our

abilities to pose questions, this is especially difficult

in respect to the educational systems of the future. There

are several reasons for this. .

First, as citizens we do not relish the prospects

of an-entirely new social order with which we have no
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familiarity; as with anxiety, there is a natural tendency

to avoid talking about it. Second, as specialists whb

rely on ours minds, vocal chords, and abilities in persona-
..

lized teaching, we cannot be expected to be overly eager

about the imminence of the obsolescence of some of these

skills in a large number of us. Third, as people with a

natural bent that reacts negatively and instinctively

toward centralized control over educational processes --

including automation of our industry and ,loss of intimacy

with studeas and colleagues -- we cannot be expected to

rush into the hastening of this. Fourth, many of us have
. .

been reared intellectually either to abhor applied anthto-

pobagy or applied social science generally, or to assume

that applied anthropology is meant for-the introduction of

fertilizers into peasant life, the introduction of health

projects into reservations, or the establishment of chicken

- and rice cooperatives. The idea that applied anthropology

will begin at Mime strikes a raw nerve in many of us, and

we thus seem to convey the impression that by not asking.

relevant questions in this regard we will sheath the nerve.

But to return to a point that I raised earlier, an age of

science includes social science and this therefore means

that we must begin to Consider the technological or applied

side of our scientific coinage. It also means that science

will be less and less divorced from the realities of-the

social world and that our obligations to the, society at

large -- by simple dint of the fact that we have the knowledge,
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or should seek it -- will increase. Fifth, and closely

related to some of the other factors that I havenentioned

in this connection, most of us have been nurtured on a dis-

tate for identifying with the centers of political power

or for being identified with them. It has been possible'

for us to maintain this insularity in the United States

for approximately 150 years. But the.nature of social and

political reality is going to change rapidly along lines
.

that have already been spelled out clearly in our history.

Specifically, the.centralizati6n of control, espeklly

over education, is going to increase; this is consonant
.

with ", and is 'an extension of, the entire course of cultural

history, There is hardly anything that can be done about

this aspect of historical inevitability; but within the

. perimeters of it, we can try. to bring to bear our knowledge

and skills to help make people's lives more decent, more

creative, and more enjoyable. The alternative is to leave

-

the field open by default to the wielders of power.

What are some of the questions that we have to

ask? 'First; what values that are currently the direct

result of personalized education can also be instilled by.

programmed, automated, or impersonal education? Unfortu-

nately, however, we do .not know what values are the direct

result of personalized formal education as against those

that have their sources elsewhere in the social structure.

For example, what effect does formal education today have

on political values, religious attitudes., sexual behavior
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and impulsive life generally, attitudes toward change and

stability, and the like? But it is only after we learn

. what these values.are that we can begin to explore whether

they can be instilled by the educational systems of the

future.

Second; what values that are currently the direct

results of personalized education cannot be instilled by

relatively impersonal education? Third, assuming that there

are values that cannot be instilled by the personalized

educational systems of today, which of these can be pro;

duced..by.the educational procedures of the future? Fourth,

what values cannot be instilled by any type of educational

system? For example, there has been some public discussion

recently over standards of personal honesty and dishonesty

in contemporary American society. Is the frequency of

personal dishonesty pertly a result of the competition for

gra-des and othex perequisites of our contemporary education-

al system or is it.an inherent part of the human condition,

independently of any system of education?

At this point, because it is so relevant to the

formulation of questions in the sphere of education, may

be permitted a plea. Let us think of children as children,

and adolescents es adolescents, rather than as adults. 'There

has been a disturbing tendency in many recent discussions,

especially of adolescence, to apply adult standards to these

'youngsters; this has been especially true among sociologists,
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though no behavioral discipline has been wholly free of

this. Many behavioral scientists speak of adolescents as

though_their aggressions, their sexuality, and their needs

for privacy have the same sources and are expressed in the

same ways as among adults. Many recent discussions of ado-

lescence proceed. on the :implicit premise that pressures

to conformity have the same psychological meanings for

adolescents as they have for adults, and that these pressures

to-conformity have the same consequences for both. In fact,

however, neither the adolescent's-biological structure. nor

his ego to say nothing of his superego -- are adult.
.

The adolescent's fear of impulses in himself and in others,

his acute needs for externally imposed limits --which are

different from those of either childhood or adulthood --*

together with guides to confirmity, and his exquisite sensi-

tivity to his own and others' feelings, set him off sharply

from adults as well as from children, To assume, as many

studies do, that he responds in the same way as adults is

not only to miss the boat entirely in trying to comprehend

adolescence,- but, it is also to accord the adolescent the

grossest form of disrespect, because it denies his unique

variety of humanity. And it also makes planning for edu-

cation and other socialization very difficult, if not futile.

This leads to another type of question which, how-

ever, is nOt unrelated to the foregoing. What are the

limits and potentials of the human equipment with respect

to socialization generally and education in particular?
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To concentrate for a moment on the limits, we have devoted

very little systematic attention in our research to deter-

mining the.extent of malleability and plasticity in human

beings, although the work of such anthropologists as Julese

Henry'and Margaret Mad have provided significant baselines

from which to proceed. Can we.assume for example, that

the pliability of the human equipment has been fully tested
by the variety of cultures already known to us, or must we

'as'I think we must -- assume that there are socio-techno-

logical syttems.that, never hasiing existed before, have not
had the opportunity to tap, and thus become aware of, all

'possible dimensions of the human equipment? My earlier'

question as to whether teaching children to read at two

years will produce quasi-human zombiei obviously contains

a:hypothesis. Is the hypothesis correct; are. there neurolo:-

gical and psychological data to support it, or are these

only impressions? Why is there such a brief .period during

which musical ability must be nutured if a talented indivi-

dual is to become a superior performer? Why does not the

same bold true in connection with artistic ability? What

can the answers to these questions tell us about human

capacities for learning, productivity, creativity, plasti-

city, and the like, generally?

Let me cite another example in this connection.

Assuming that education in the future is so completely

governed by electronic and other processes that most teachers
will be obsolete, it is also unlikely that we will have
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schools in the sense that we know them today. One of the

many consequences of this is the possibility that young

.
children will not have the kinds of play and peer groups'

that are such an important part of our contemporary pat-

terns of socialization. I am certain that substitutions

-.will.be made in the social structure, as there always are

when old forms become attenuated. Without considering

the alternatives that might be adopted in the social

structure, let us assume only that play and peer groups
-

as we know them today will be absent and take this as a

hypothetical set of conditions which constitute a set.

of independent variables.

The dependent variable in this problem is the

nature of controls over impulses. It has been clearly

established that people need limits-and-controls over

their impulses. Most often, these limits are set by the

social system. However, there are occasional instances

in which limits are not set, fok one reason or another.

It has also been established that, in the absence of ex-'

ternally set limits, people will often set limits for

themselves that are stricter and more rigid than any that

are set by reference groups. Thus, for example, children

growing up without the controls imposed by peer and play

groups might tend to be stricter with themselves in

posing limits on their impulsive activities than their

groups might have been.
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For reasons that cannot be gone into here, but

as is common knowledge, there has been considerable re-

laxation of proscriptive rules with respect to .pre-marital

sexual behavior during :the last 15 or 20 years. While

the amount of personal anxiety and conflict over such be-

. havior has probably not '.lessened, young people have found

much. support Omer, and often pressure in their peer groups

for permissivepre-marital.sexual relationships. What

will happen if there comes a time when we no longer have

the kinds of schools that we have now and, therefore, the

kinds of supportive and limit-setting peer groups that
.

we have now for our growing youngsters? In the absence

of limits sat by these groups, will not people set their

own limits, and thus much stricter limits? Will this not

lead to a reactive sexual puritanism? I think it will;

but do we have any hard data either to support or refute

this hypothesis?

I would like to add one brief footnote to this

hypothesis. I had the opportunity a few years ago to spell

it out aloud forla large class of undergraduates at the

University of Chicago, hardly a bastion of puritanism.

When I finished, a hushed whisper swept across the lecture.

hall, "Think God."

In conclusion, I have concentrated principally

on questions with respect to values because these are some

of the problems with which I have been most preOccupied

in my research, and because they constitute one of the
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most important bridges between socialization generally

and formal education in particular. Of equal importance

are questions that deal with the nature of the learning

process, motivation, intellectual experience and attitudes

toward knowledge per se, the fate of-creativity, insight,

originality, and the like, in different educational systems.

Also important is the relationship of the educational in7

stitutions of the future to local settings and communities.

Other speakers will point to additional questions. Above

all, what we need now are questions; these will dicta-Ee

the necessary methodologies and will lead to the beginnings

-of answers. Another way of saying this is that the questions

that we are able to ask in the next decade or so will re-

. fleet the courage of our disciplinary commitments.

COHEN`SESSION - SUMMARY OF DISCUSbION

The ensuing discussion covered a number of key

issues, one of which concerned the type of educational in-

stitutions the future might hold. Contrary to Cohen's

view of educational institutions reforming themselves into

some sort of'large broadcasting network one speaker -sug-

gested that collapse rather than increased centralization

might be the coming trend. Drawing on biological and

technological analogiei he pointed out that the fossil

record and the history of technology suggest that when,

forms grow too large and elaborate they become extinct.

It was suggested that.the school might be in just such a

position. it too has grown large and unwieldy and has
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become so overelaborated and full of defenses that it will

probably collapse of its on weight. Rather than the

broadcasting system or extensive use of electronic commurii-
.

cations which Cohen envisions as the educational system

of the future a situation of collapse..was predicted in

which each student becomes his own school.

Under such conditions education would be different

from what we know today. Emotionally "cool" environments

would be created similar to those observed at Omar Moore's

reading. center at Yale. There students go into booths..

when they wish to read and the system is under the students'

rather than the teacher's control. In the booth they work

with machines which are absolutely dependable since they

can only respond in one way and only to what the child

puts into them. Thus the child is freed of concerns about

teacher and-student reactions; he controls the system and

is-able to learn without emotional tensions. If this is

indeed the educational system of the future then we are

moving to a situation where teachers will disappear and

schools will cease to be coterminous with society.

In conjunction with such a technology the speaker

suggested that we might develop a system of "education by

appointment ".. When one examines the various needs a

school serves and the reasons children go to school,

several things stand out. They go to school for sociali-

.zation and peer group participation; they go to school

for personal consultation with teachers; they go to school

to make use of special equipment and materials stored there.
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If we cease to think of schools as custodial institutions

and consider them as special purpose institutions similar

to hospitals and the like it becomes apparent that part-.

time schooling is *feasible. Children do not need all of

the supervision and the numerous time consuming activi-

ties schools now provide. Indeed some of the best years

a student may have is when schools are on split session

since this leaves him time for personal pursuits.

Cohen disagreed with the collapse theory and

argued against the applicability of biological and techno-

logiCal analogies to.social phenomena. Rather he pre-
.

ferred-to'exaMine the course of cultural evolution' and

suggested that this might shed light on the future.

Throughout culture history he discerns a trend in which

. the loci of power and control increasingly move from the

family and domestic kin groups to more distant centers.

1-le suggested that education will exhibit similar trends

add that we are moving to a system where .the sources and

control of instruction and information are at increased

distances from the individual. While the precise techno-

logy of the future is not knownand we need to consult

with engineer, architects and the like to find out what

they are planning- -he envisions a system where children

will lv'thdraw into a room at home which will be equipped

with a television screen or console or some such device.

Such a system will have enormous impacts on children which
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at present we know nothing about. Such questions as the effect

of no peer groups on children and the like need our consideration.

Ill the ensuing discussion it was pointed out that

these views are not in fact contradictory. While we may have a

situation in which each child is his own school there will also

b6 increased centralization of control over education. The

centralization comes in at the point of decision on what is

taught, on what is electronically: communication.

In connection, with this emphasis on technology the.

recent development of large corporations Such es ITT;

.Time-Life %entering the educational field was mentioned. These

companies are building educational systems independent of

political power and in competition with each 'other. Such

'competition involves the development of alternative systems of

education in order to capture contracts. This situation was

thought to be a radically new one, different from anything we

have bitherto known.

While there was agreement on the importance of this

development Cohen argued that it was not taking place independent,

of political power. Rather, the federal government and the

corporations are in the service of each other. The government

controls the airwaves and gives corporations access to them in

order to disseminate information, it provides Job Corps contracts

and the like. What we see now in corporate- governmental relation-

ships is only a premonition of things to come. What we may see

is a recapitulation of government-business ties in which government
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first encourages monopolistic cartels because it needs them

and then breaks them up to maintain greater control. If we

knew wheie to look we could see that the entrance of corpora-

tions into the educationallield is not being carried on

independent of political controls.

The entire issue of whether or not the electronic

technology would have great impact on education was brought

into question by another speaker. She suggested that the

issue was not one of making predictions or asking what the

. impact would be but rather we need to ask how.can we use the

new technology oi achieve what we wish to achieve? The reap.

question is what are the alternatives for dealing with educa-

tion, socialization, their various needs, in the context of a

world-wide communications revolution.

Looking at the predictions centering around the

impact of television when it was first introduced she suggested

that perhaps we are facing an analogous situation here.

Initially tremendous fears were generated around television

but as the newness wore off and everyone began to accept it.

people ceased looking at the box all day and new patterns began

to develop around television. Television became a new source'

for the reintegration .of the family and did not have the radical

impact which was initially feared. Perhaps the same thing will

occur with the new educational technology. Mechanized.communications

can play a role in education and lead to some reorganization

but so long as the needscf learning and the needs of sociability
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remain children will be brought together in schools. Thus

we need to consider the nature of the human animal and human.

needs;

If we look at the human animal an educational system

in which each child retires alone into a room to work with an

electronic box does not seem probable. Throughout the course

of evolution even antedating the appearance of man one feature

standi out--the need.for sociability. It is not in the nature

'of man to be so plastid as to change in the next hundred or

even two or three hundred years. The continuing need for

sociability will lead to the development of some sort-of-a

school situation. Electronics may play a role but that is all.

Not only must this need be taken into account but the nature

of learning must also be considered in making prognostications

about the future. All of the educational theories and educa-

tional experiments invariably have come back to this basic point,

learning takes place in a laboratory situation. Thus children

must be brought together into some sort of a school. Our

educational institutions may be-reformulated and reorganized

but schools will notdisappear.

The possibility of a restructured school was recognized

by Cohen but he offered one reservations. He suggested that we

'really do not know the degree of sociability needed. What we

think of as knowledge is really assumption since the levels of

sociability obserVied are culturally induced and we do not know

where .the .biological leaves off and the cultural' begins.

1
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The question of teacher obsolescence was also

considered by the group. Many speakers disagreed with Cohen's

prediction 'about the impending disappearance of teachers and

suggested that the needs for personnel will continue. However,

the teacher's role may change into something unrecognizable.

The histi)ry of technOlogy suggests that machines develop to

replace routine activities and dumb jobs. They have a libera

ting effect. In education machines may remove teachers from

.routine retrieval tasks and thus increase their effectiveness.

. By enabling the teacher(to get away from the subject matter

she can better provide personal support for students and

. develop new relationships with them. Moreover, one of the

most exciting developments that could arise out of the new

technology would be a greater maturity given to children who

would now be their own teachers.

Apart from the impact of technology on the teacher

role .it was suggested that if we examine past and present

trends of teacher importance the suggestions of obsolescence

is not substantiated. With each introduction of a new technology

. in the schools the interpretive role of teacher has remained and

even increased in importance. Thus teachers today have more pre-

stige than ever before. An examination of population trends

-.likewise suggest a continuing importance. It is estimated that

the world population will double in the next thirty five years.

This doubling will probably take place primarily among people

we call disadvantaged, those most removed from the technological
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advances of our society. It is unlikely that these people

will reap the benefits of transistorized learning since by

definition they are furthest removed from technological

innovations and they will need schooling. Such a population

will require the continued presence of teachers to act as inter-

preter,-transmitter of culture and the like. Thus teacher will

not only continue to have importance but this importance may in-

crease in the future.

While Cohen accepted this as a possibility he none-

/ 4

theless -felt that -the increased prestige given to teachers.;today

was subject
'

o another interpretation. It is precisely the

importance which serves as a prognosticator for further decline.

Whenever a culture reaches a particular point in its development

it behaves as though this was the climax and proceeds to elaborate

its institutions. But it is pr,:,ezisely such elaboration that

serves as an indicator of change according to Cohen. Cultures

must move on or they die. We can often infer the next point to

which they-will move from what has been most elaborated. This

shows us what is going to change next, the most elaborated roles.

.Today we are doing this with the teacher: Johnson eulogizes the

teacher; there is this myth of Johnson having been a teacher,

a4 the like. All of this suggests the teacher's imminent dis-

appearance.

Bow liberating would the new technology be? One speaker

suggested thattechnology often mitigates between appropriate

teaching and consequent learning. The intrusion of projectors
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and tapes when not relevent can impede and inhibit learning.

Thus McGuffey's Reader was a technology and enormously valuable

but it was Misused; 'arid so with the Workbooks' and with tape

equipment. in language labs and the like.

Cohen agreed but argued we need to know, more. He

tended to stress what be 3:elt was the liberating impact. With

every advance in technology cam agreater ability on the pakt of

members of society to abstract. While Cohen. felt that this was
it

-a-real trend ,and pne that came out {in a study he was doing of

art forMs other participents disa4reted. It was argued that it

is individuals and not cultures that.abstract and there is r.o

evidence of increased individual abilities with technological

advances. The discussion then centered on the meaning of

abstraction.

One speaker suggested that if we are talking about

the accumulation of man's ability to symbolize the world, i.e.,

the content of knowledge and its symbolization, then we can agree

with Cohen. But this is not increased ability at the individual

level. .

Another speaker offered an operational definition of

abstraction, that of substitution building. If you can "plug"

it in, whatever "it" is, you have abstracted it. It was

suggested that such an operational definition is useful since

if you ask the man on the street what he can "plug" in or substi-

tute intellectually it is a fair amount. In this sense the

ability to abstract has increased.
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But is this really abstraction? It was suggested that

what has been referred to is merely an increase in lexicon. The

indiyidual's ability to use his vocabulary in ways we could call
.

abstract or creative may not have increased and may even have

declined. Comsumption is not the same thing .as abstraction.

The. number of substitutions can increase with no change in the

conceptualizations that underlie them. Thus any school child

can name two explorers but many have no concept of exploration.

We drive Cadillacs but know nothing about cars.

The entire question of predictability and of sources-

of prediction was dealt with by the panel. One member cautioned

that any assumptions of inevitability about the future must be

qualified. If we see something coming and wish to stop it we

can generally do so. Thus it has been pliusibly argued that the

reason the materialist dialetic did not.run.its course was that

Marx "couldn't-keep his big mouth shut". Any assumption of in-

evitability must have at least this qualification attached to it.

Concerning the beit sources for prediction, we have

already noted the kinds of data participants referred to in.

their attempts to assess future educational developments. While

Cohen relied on what he was as trends in cultural evolution other

speakers used biological and technological analogies of collapse

resulting from overelaborat'ion, preceptions about human nature

and particularly sociability needs and learning mechaLisms, and

past and present trends in teacher importance and adaptations to

new technologies.
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It was suggested that a good source of prognostication

might be found in the study of conflict situations in the schools

today.= While trouble is differently, defined. by different groups

there is trouble everywhere in the schools today. If we examine

these conflicts we can begin to see possible trends of future

development. Why have the conflicts arisen? What are the things

that have to be resolved? In what direction should tie move? A

study of conflict illuminates the strains in our large culture.

Cohen agreed but argued that conflict should not be

'studied for its own' sake but as a predicator of future develop --'

monts, .Commenting.on the student revolt at .Berkeley he suggested

that the students were in revolt not only against the educational

system of our society but also against the sexual standards and

mores of their parents and in revolt against our political system.

All of these together. These students are the prophets of the

future. They sense what is coming and they are ready to participate

in new social systems that are going to be further removed from

the individual than today's system. By studying this kind of

conflict we can see at what point the system is starting to give

.1iray. By studying such things as the behavior of parents who

oppose local school policies we can see that the old stability

we used to assume concerning local control over education is giving.

way.

The role of the family in education was also discussed

by the group.- One speaker took issue with Cohen's statement that

the. family's role as a transmitter of culture has declined. Be
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suggested that the reverse has actually occurred, particularly

in the urban middle classes. A generation also immigrant children

received their entire, forma? training in the schools since parents

did not. understand the culture. Today there has been a tremendous

emphasis among educated parents to develop the child so he is pre-

pared for school; to interpret the teacher's inadequacies to the.

child, and the like.

. The correctness of this observation was questioned. The

time and curriculum of the middle class child is increasingly being

taken' over by the school, as is his sorting in the system.. If

. -he is not placed in the honors track, if he is not given advanced

placement courses his opportunities for entrance into certain

colleges are cut off. The parent has no control over this except

by informal techniques.

Curriculum changes also are making it increasingly

difficult for parents to help their children with their studies.

One of the nost important problems connected with the introduction

of the new math in California may not be the lack of trained

teachers but rather what do you do with parents who feel they are

losing control.

In answer to this it was suggested that we need to dis-

tingiush between vocational education over which parents have

little control and education more broadly defined.

It was also pointed out that recently in Washington, D.C.

lower class parents, the poorest and least politically' powerful,

succeeded in throwing out the track syezam which was the pet idea
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of the superintendent. This would suggest some vestige of

parental influence over education.

Despite these points, one speaker felt that this view

failed to take into account the functions of education. To an

increasing degree the educational system is determining the

life chances of the individual and this sorting out is carried

on independently of the family. Lower class parents lost control

Of this qptem a long time ago; middle class parents are now

..beginning tolose control.

Another issue which was.discussed concerned the impdct

-'of our economy on- education. It was pointed out that. today we

. are producing a population of young people whom we do not need for

increasingly longer periods of time. They are non-productive and

we can afford to keep them so. Since there is increasing-competition

for the productive roles in our society-this has profound impli.

cations for the kind of schooling we provide. It was suggested

that there is differential schooling not only between schools but

within schools and even within the same classroom. Sex, class,

- racial, and personality differences are used to train children

. for different adult roles.

It was agreed that the implications for educational

institutions of people who are non-productive is one of the most

'..urgent problems in our society.
.

Cohen suggested that we are going to have to instill

new kinds of motivations for learning in a system in which people

;7!)
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will not be engaged in productive economic activities. Not only

are we going to have to find new reasons for wanting to do any-.

thing but we are also going to have to redefine the individual

in American and Western culture.

With reference to the question of differential education

Cohen suggested that we view this as an aspect of differential%

citizenship and differential political status. This is one of

.the'.ways'in which society informs people as to what their relative

political positions are in the total system. We must examine the

entire question of what we educate people for. We educate them

for many things. Likewige orie of the wayswe instill masculinity

as against feminity is by differential education. It is necessary

to separate .problems of differential education which are problems

of the moment from the problems of the future which must also be

kept in mind.

To what extent is differential education in the class-

room-reflected in social differences outside? While undoubtedly

there is some relationship the possibilities for diverse social

. action are fewer than theoretically exist in the classroom. It

is necessary to look at the total society and the limits of social

action in the system, not at the classroom alone.. One must con-

sider the feed back into the school of the society at large.

The discussion concluded with the comment that while

we have thus far examined .the possible future of education* we

have not yet discussed what education has already done to our future.

It was suggested that education rather than not having done a good
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job has done too good a job. At no time in man's civilization

have people had the expectation they now have of the rights to

self-fulfillment. Education has had a leveling effect and has

convinced everyone of his rights to fulfill his life. It is,

going to be very hard to hold the line on class stratification.

Studenfs are in revolt for:a moral society and they learned

that in school, students are demanding rights and a teacher

probably. taught them that.


